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Preface
These proceedings represent the work of presenters at the 12th European
Conference on Knowledge Management (ECKM 2011). We are delighted to
be hosting the 12th annual ECKM at the University of Passau, Germany.
We are pleased to welcome three keynote speakers to the conference. On
the first morning we will hear Prof. Dr. Ronald Maier, from Leopold-FranzensUniversity of Innsbruck, Austria talk about “Re-focusing knowledge
management: concepts of knowledge maturing”. In the afternoon we welcome
Ms Latha Alaguvelu, from Infosys Limited, Bangalore, India who will address
the topic “Emerging approaches to organizational learning”. Finally on the
second morning we will hear from Prof. Dr. Klaus Tochtermann, from ZBW –
Leibniz Information Centre for Economics, Germany, talk about “10 years of
Knowledge Management – will another 10 years follow?”.
A primary aim of this conference is for academics concerned with current
research findings and for those from the wider community involved in
Knowledge Management, to present their findings and ideas to peers from
Knowledge Management and associated fields. We also hope that the
conference provides a platform for practitioners and academics across the
field of Knowledge Management to meet those who hold ideas in a face to
face interaction, forge long-lasting networks and linkages with colleagues
from similar areas of interests. We hope that the conference will help
attendees advance in their understanding of how firms and countries
generate and exploit knowledge to achieve a competitive advantage, and
drive their innovations forward. The range of issues and mix of approaches
followed will ensure an interesting two days.
304 initial abstracts were received for this conference. However, the
academic rigueur of ECKM meant that, after the double blind, peer review
process there are 137 papers published in these Conference Proceedings.
These papers reflect the growth in the field of Knowledge Management, and
they represent truly global research from some 40 different countries,
including Australia, Austria, Belgium, Boznia and Herzegovina, Brazil,
Bulgaria, Canada, Columbia, Cuba, Czech Republic, Egypt, Estonia, Finland,
France, Germany, Greece, Hong Kong, Hungary, Iran, Ireland, Italy, Jordan,
Latvia, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Romania, Russia, Serbia, Slovakia,
Slovenia, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Taiwan, The
Netherlands, Turkey, United Kingdom, USA.
We hope that you have an enjoyable conference.
Dr. Franz Lehner and Dr. Klaus Bredl
xiv
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Developing an Innovative Knowledge Management
Implementation
Abdallah Al-Shawabkeh, Alexander Kofinas and Mike Sharp
University of Greenwich, London, UK
Abstract: Knowledge management (KM) has been considered a key success
factor in the success of an organisation, especially in the current economic
climate. Nevertheless, many KM initiatives have been unable to manage
knowledge resulting in failure. Companies and corporations hope that KM
may somehow solve all their existing and future problems often without
defining those problems’ root causes. Starting a KM system with no aim will
end up in failure. Using different case studies from the literature, the analysis
presented in this paper focuses on the challenges of KM implementation and
is based on previous research done. The outcome of this analysis and
experience has led to the formulation of a new KM approach which has been
subsequently tested and verified. Using this newly formed KM approach, this
paper provides a theoretical understanding of the processes needed to
establish a knowledge management system in organisations.
Keywords: knowledge management (km), knowledge management
approach/framework, knowledge management success factors, people &
culture and information technologies (it)

Knowledge Dynamics and Organisational Learning Cycles
Eckhard Ammann
School of Informatics, Reutlingen University
Abstract: Knowledge development in an enterprise is about approaches,
methods, techniques and tools, which will support the advancement of
individual and organisational knowledge for the purpose of an improvement of
businesses. As a basis, conceptions of knowledge and of knowledge
conversions are needed. Here knowledge dynamics is understood to cover all
of acquisition, conversion, transfer and usage of knowledge. Conceptions of
knowledge and of knowledge conversions are provided in this paper, which
introduce three dimensions of knowledge and general conversions between
knowledge assets, respectively. Knowledge is represented by a threedimensional model of knowledge with types, kinds and qualities. General
knowledge conversions between the various knowledge assets are
introduced as a model for knowledge dynamics in the enterprise. First a basic
set of such conversions is defined. Building on this set general knowledge
conversions can be defined, which reflect knowledge transfers and
development. In effect, the well-known SECI model for knowledge
development is as well extended as generalised in this approach. While
1

organisational learning is not merely a multiplicity of individual learning efforts
of its members, organisations learn through experience and activities of
individuals to a large extent. Built on the presented conception of knowledge
development, organisational learning scenarios involving teams of members
and the organisational memory are identified and described in this paper.
Three basic learning cycles are identified, which are closely related with
appropriate combinations of basic and general knowledge conversions.
Through appropriate combinations of such basic learning cycles, important
learning scenarios in an organisation can be described. Especially, important
known organisational learning types are covered by this approach, including
single-loop learning and double-loop learning. In order to validate the
approach to knowledge development and organisational learning, an example
of an organisational learning scenario is given, namely a supervised learningby-doing scenario in a team.
Keywords: Conception of knowledge, knowledge dynamics, organisational
learning, learning cycles, organisational memory, single-loop and double-loop
learning

Identifying and Ranking the Critical Success Factors in the
Implementation of Knowledge Management Using the DELPHI
Method: A Case Study of the Municipality of 22th district of
Tehran
Manouchehr Ansari1, Hossein Rahmany Youshanlouei2,1 Mohammad
Mirkazemi Mood1, Nima sarabi1, and Younis Jabarzadeh1
1
University of Tehran, Tehran, Iran
2
Member of Young Researchers Club, Islamic Azad University, Salmas
Branch ,Iran
Abstract: Today, one of the most important ways to achieve competitive
advantage is the implementation of knowledge management. To be
successful in this process, we should know and manage critical success
factors of knowledge management. In this paper, after reviewing research
literature and then using Delphi method, we reached to a list of 21
components which were categorized into 5 groups that make our final list of
critical success factors. These are: organizational culture, organizational
structure, leadership and strategy, IT infrastructure, and human resource.
Finally, using the Friedman test the relative importance of factors was studied
and the results indicate that the relative importance of factors is different.
Keywords: knowledge management, critical success factors, culture,
structure, Delphi
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Serious Games in the Context of Organizational Knowledge
Management Practices
Albena Antonova1 and Anandasivakumar Ekambaram2
1
Sofia University, Sofia, Bulgaria
2
SINTEF – Technology and Society, Productivity
Management, Trondheim, Norway
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Abstract: Serious games (SG) are increasingly gaining popularity in various
fields such as, education, business, entertainment and research, and they
capture attention of learners, researchers and the business community.
Serious games are commonly defined as digital games used for purposes
other than mere entertainment or fun. SGs are considered as effective tools
for enhancing knowledge building and testing of soft skills and complex
competences. With these characteristics, SG can lead to better visualization
and understanding of reality and high-order learning. Thus, being recognized
as an enhanced learning platform, SG has entered in the field of corporate
training and competence development. The development and the widespread
implementation of SG can influence knowledge management (KM) processes
and knowledge flows in organizations. The present research objectives are to
investigate the impact of SG implementation on different organizational
practices of KM. SG directly influence individuals’ (employees’) attitudes
toward knowledge acquisition, competence building, and cooperation and
motivation. Furthermore, SGs contribute to improve organizational processes
and pave the way to enhance KM practices in organizations. And at the same
time focus on KM can also improve the processes of developing and
implementing SG in companies. The paper first presents a theoretical
overview of issues related to KM and SG. Followed by this presentation, the
paper describes the connection between KM and SG. This description will
incorporate both the individual dimension of KM and the organizational
dimension of KM with respect to SG. The following discussion provides
recommendations for developing or adopting SG for KM purposes. Finally,
conclusion winds up the whole discussion.
Keywords: Serious games, knowledge flows, organizational knowledge
management
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Sharing and Transferring Knowledge – How to Increase
Efficiency of Soft Techniques for KS
Albena Antonova1 and Aniko Csepregi2
1
Sofia University, Sofia, Bulgaria
2
University of Pannonia, Veszprem, Hungary
Abstract: Knowledge sharing (KS) is one of the main concerns for
organizational knowledge management. Knowledge sharing contributes for
better visibility of knowledge flows, improves access to knowledge assets,
and leads to increased organizational efficiency. However, the recent analysis
of Antonova et al. (2011) has demonstrated that in practice organizations
predominantly pay attention on the processes of knowledge internalization
and neglect the processes of externalizing knowledge. This means that
organizations use motivational practices, soft techniques and IT tools that
stimulate employees to use (learn, search for information and experts etc.)
but not to share knowledge (to externalize its own knowledge in IS or to share
it appropriately for further use). The application of the extended model of
KS/KT (Antonova et al., 2011) discovered that coherent organizational vision
is lacking and all soft and IT-enabled KS methods should address both the
processes of KS and KT combining externalization and internalization of
knowledge. The present paper aims to investigate further how knowledge
sharing and knowledge transfer can be improved in organizational context.
Based on the KS/KT model, the main problems for KS and KT in practice
have been identified. Since little attention has been paid on externalizing
knowledge, additional efforts and focused incentives for its improvement in
organizations will be proposed. Therefore, by applying the model of KS/KT
different knowledge flows in organizations will be analyzed in the context of
the most popular soft techniques for KS (as groupwork, trainings, informal
meetings, and others). Besides empirical data, different models for soft
techniques enhanced with ICT will be discussed. Finally the conclusions will
provide recommendations and practical considerations for implementation of
KS/KT model in organizations.
Keywords: knowledge sharing, knowledge transfer, soft techniques, KS/KT
model, KS in organizations
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The role of Critical Success Factors in Acquiring Competitive
Advantages in Two Industrial Factories, Tehran ,Iran
Seyed Esmaeil Asgharpour1, Gholamreza Taleghani2
1
Islamic Azad University of Shahre Rey Branch, Tehran, Iran
2
University of Tehran, Tehran, Iran
Abstract: Knowledge management (KM) is one of the most significant
initiatives in dealing with global competition and new business challenges.
KM efforts typically to focus on organizational objectives such as improved
performance, competitive advantage, innovation, the sharing of lessons
learned, integration and continuous improvement of the organization. “Most
managers now seem to understand that they will find competitive advantage
by tapping employees” most essential humanity, their ability to create, judge,
imagine and build relationships. “The champion managers of the InfoTech
Age will be those who do it fastest and best” Stated by Geoffrey Colvin.This
paper is based on the role of critical success factors of knowledge
management in acquiring competitive advantage in two industrial bread
producing factories which is located in Tehran province.In this research,
researcher considers five elements of Critical Success Factors of knowledge
management and the role of these elements in gaining competitive advantage
in the mentioned factories. The independent variables are: attitude of senior
management, knowledge sharing culture, learning-training, information
technology and document information repository .The dependent variables
are: increasing market share ,innovation, quality of products ,decrease of
product delivery time and reducing production cost.This study is based on
survey method, library studies and experience of the author. The Knowledge
Management Assessment Tools (KMAT) questionnaire was distributed
among the experts, skill and semi-skill workers in both factory then data
gathered from these questionnaires were analyzed to get favorable results.
The result of the research indicates that there are no significant differences
between critical success factors of knowledge management and gaining
competitive advantage in two factories.
Keywords: critical, knowledge management, competitive, innovation, culture,
success, strategy
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Contextual Adaptive Visualization Environments: a Knowledge
Creation, Transfer and Sharing Platform
Xiaoyan Bai, David White and David Sundaram
Department of Information Systems and Operations Management,
University of Auckland, Auckland, New Zealand
Abstract: As an essential component of Knowledge Management Systems,
visualizations assist in creating, transferring and sharing knowledge in a wide
range of contexts where knowledge workers need to explore, manage and
get insights from tremendous volumes of data. Knowledge visualization
context may involve any information in regard to the decisional problem
context within which visualizations are applied, e.g. relevant problem
situations, time, and knowledge visualization tasks and requirements. It may
also incorporate the visualization profiles of knowledge workers such as their
cognitive characteristics, personal preferences, prior knowledge of the
problem domain, etc. Due to their inherent dynamic nature, these contextual
factors may cause the changing visualization requirements and difficulties in
maintaining the effectiveness of a knowledge visualization when contextual
changes occur. To address the above contextual complexities, visualization
systems to support knowledge management need to provide flexible support
for the creation, manipulation, transformation, and improvement of
visualization solutions. Furthermore, they should be able to sense, analyze
and respond to the contextual changes so as to support in maintaining the
effectiveness of the solutions. In addition, they need to possess the capability
to mediate between the problem and the knowledge workers through
provision of action and presentation languages.However, many visualization
systems tend to provide weak support for fulfilling these system requirements.
They do not provide adequate flexibility for adapting the visualizations to fit
different knowledge visualization contexts. This motivated us to propose and
implement a flexible visualization system for better aiding knowledge creation,
transfer and sharing, namely, Contextual Adaptive Visualization Environment
(CAVE). CAVE provides flexible support for (1) sensing and being aware of
the changes in the problem and/or knowledge worker contexts, (2)
interpreting the changes through relevant analysis and (3) responding to the
changes through appropriate re-design and re-modelling of visual
compositions to address the problem. In order to fulfil the requirements posed
above, we developed and proposed conceptual models and framework which
are further elucidated through system-oriented architectures and
implementations.
Keywords: knowledge visualization, knowledge visualization context,
knowledge creation and sharing, cave model, cave framework, and cave
implementation
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Knowledge Production and Transfer: Advantages and Costs
Simona-Clara Bârsan1, Mihaela-Georgia Sima2 and Dan Săvescu3
1
Research Institute for Analytical Instrumentation Cluj-Napoca,
Technology Transfer Centre
2
Bucharest Academy of Economic Studies
3
Transilvania University of Braşov, Faculty of Product Design and
Environment
Abstract: Since intellectual capital is a key factor in company’s profitability
and, on the other hand, knowledge assets provides a sustainable competitive
advantage, it is fundamental to know how to evaluate these intangible assets
in order to be able to offer a support for the management’s decision whether
to allocate investments into achieving them or to continue the analysis of the
market for other assets. It is also important for the inventor, willing to sell his
invention, since he or she needs a correct value diagnosis versus the alleged
market price. In this paper, the authors have decided to present some
methods of knowledge evaluation, knowledge converted into industrial
property (IP) as part of a company’s intangible assets. Through IP registration
and technology transfer, this knowledge ends up producing benefits for its
creators, as well as for their buyers, so, it should be evaluated properly. We
intended to write a practical paper, so we have chosen to present a case
study consisting of a technology transfer process of 5 knowledge production
that we have selected from our portfolio. These are recuperative and ecofriendly technologies belonging to a research institute and transferred to
economic agents willing to develop their business by applying the above
mentioned technologies. Related to the 5 recuperative and eco-friendly
technologies, the paper presents the production costs, their preparation for
transfer stage (negotiation phase), finally being sold under only one tranche
of royalties, as well as the main advantages of achieving and utilizing the
technologies, including the estimation of the future profits for the buyer
companies and the figures obtained. One of the most interesting things to be
observed is the way the negotiation phase evolves: the knowledge of the
buyer that is aware of the technology’s value (since he had all the necessary
evaluation means), the seller’s lack of knowledge of the seller, willing to sell
for less than he could, happy he has found a buyer and being in need of
recovering his initial investment (the amount offered was an important one,
but still not the right one), the role of the technology transfer intermediary in
balancing the positions and finally in transferring the inventions. Last but not
least, we emphasize the role of funds sustaining knowledge production.
Keywords: knowledge, evaluation methods, intellectual property, technology
transfer
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A Framework for the Assessment of KM Readiness of an
Organization While Transferring into a Learning Organization
Leila Beig, Maryam Mirian, Tahereh MirSaeed Ghazi and Mahmood
Kharrat, Education and Research Institute for ICT, Tehran, Iran
Abstract: In the knowledge era, learning organizations (LO) are being
emerged and knowledge is the key fuel for such organizations where
Knowledge Management (KM) plays a critical role in learning more rapidly
than the competitors. However, implementing KM requires a number of steps
to be taken. These steps usually lead to significant changes in organizations
especially in three main aspects including infrastructure, organizational
processes and the organizational culture. In order to effectively manage the
changes, managers need to comprehensively examine their organization’s
readiness. This process will reduce excessive costs, avoid redundancy and
repetitive actions, make a clear understanding of the current state of the
organization, and introduce improvement actions instead of starting from
scratch. In addition, identifying the gaps between the current and desirable
state will provide a comparative tool for mangers to monitor organization
status as they plan and implement KM initiatives over time. The key idea of
this paper is to propose an integrated framework for measuring KM readiness
in learning organizations. The framework sketches a holistic and concise
description of the major elements of KM assessment. This research seems to
be significant since few frameworks currently exist for a holistic KM
assessment in learning organizations. However, the proposed framework can
be used to assess overall organizational KM to avoid probable project failures
in cases in which the failure is related to the lack of awareness about the
current KM status of the organization.
Keywords: KM readiness assessment, learning organization, KM process

Experiential Knowledge Creation Processes in the Higher
Education Teaching-Learning Process
Didiosky Benítez ¹, Dalgys Pérez², Frederik Questier³ and Chang Zhu³
¹Facultad de Ciencias de la Información y de la Educación,
Departamento de Tecnología Educativa, Universidad Central “Marta
Abreu” de Las Villas, Santa Clara, Villa Clara, Cuba
²Facultad de Ciencias de la Información y de la Educación, Centro de
Estudios de Educación, Universidad Central “Marta Abreu” de Las
Villas, Santa Clara, Villa Clara, Cuba
³Faculty of Psychology and Educational Sciences, Department of
Educational Sciences, Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Brussels, Belgium
Abstract:
Higher
education
institutions,
as
knowledge-intensive
organizations, produce huge volumes of knowledge through direct teaching8

learning experiences. However, considering that the application of knowledge
management in the higher education teaching-learning process is a relatively
new area for this context, much of the knowledge produced is lost when
stakeholders decide to leave. In order to contribute to the effective
management of knowledge in this particular area, this paper presents a
theoretical model of experiential knowledge creation processes in the higher
education teaching-learning process. Building on the foundational works of
Kolb, Nonaka, Wenger, Eraut and others, the model describes individual and
group processes that underlie the creation of experiential knowledge through
the transformation of teaching-learning objects of attention, as well as the
enabling conditions that promote a more favorable climate for experiential
knowledge creation in the HE teaching-learning process. In addition to this,
we describe how the proposed theoretical model can serve as a useful
framework for three main activities connected to innovation in higher
education: (1) the design and implementation of teaching-learning
approaches; (2) the development of information and communication
technologies and; (3) the design and implementation of assessment
measures and methods for academic programs.
Keywords: knowledge creation, experiential knowledge, teaching/learning
process, innovation, higher education

Meta-Analysis of Publications on Web 2.0: Impact, Productivity,
Prevalent Topics and Research Agendas
Pavel Bogolyubov
Lancaster University Management School, Lancaster, UK
Abstract: Web 2.0 is a relatively young field of study and the body of
publications on it is still developing. The paper offers an in-depth analysis of
the prevalent topics discussed in the business-oriented literature in relation to
Web 2.0 as well as the understanding of where the research is done
(institution/country) and what the citation impact is – in other words, the locale
of the research, the quality of publications and the prominent research topics.
Even more importantly, it identifies emerging debates in the key areas
relevant to the overall conference theme. To assess the productivity and
impact, ABI/Inform database was interrogated to compile the list of papers
(search for “Web 2.0” string, all fields and texts, scholarly journals only). For
the search results, the following information was gathered: the number of
citations (found via Google in databases such as SpringerLink, Emerald
Insight or Google Scholar), authors’ and institutions names and locations as
well as keywords – from ABI/Inform, other databases or from papers
themselves depending on the information availability. The resulting numbers
were subjected to simple statistical analysis: for each institution and each
country three numbers were calculated: total number of “hits” (people (co9

)authoring papers), total number of citations per hit (time-normalised) and the
ratio between the two. The keywords (tags) were counted by the number of
appearances on the list, and the analysis highlighted a variety of topics that
are discussed the most, with a number of trends highlighted. The full sets of
results are shown in the paper in two ways: using “league tables” and tag
clouds. The publications dedicated to aspects of Web 2.0 in KM are looked at
in more detail in order to identify emerging themes and research agendas.
Keywords: Web 2.0, meta-analysis, knowledge management

Communities of Practice: Comparing Experiences of Private
Companies and Public Organisations
Ettore Bolisani1, Francesca Gambarotto2 and Enrico Scarso1
1
Department of Management and Engineering - University of Padua,
Vicenza, Italy
2
Department of Economic Sciences - University of Padua, Padova, Italy
Abstract: Since the seminal work of Wenger et al. (2002), there has been a
flourishing literature about Communities of Practice (CoPs). While CoPs were
initially conceptualized as a spontaneous phenomenon, marked by informal
nature and lack of regulation, shortly afterwards it has become clear that they
need to be cultivated and managed. In particular they need an enabling
infrastructure and a governance system that represent its key components
and distinguish them from a purely informal network. Nowadays, CoPs are
often a core part of KM programmes: many corporations have adopted them
as means to promote the sharing of knowledge among their units. In view of
the success that CoPs have obtained among private companies, public
organisations have also begun to adopt them for managing their knowledge
assets. As underlined by the literature, KM practices in public and private
sectors clearly differ due to the underlying differences in goals and objectives,
organizational environment, and processes. However, how CoPs can be
created and managed in the public sector is still debated, and little evidence
has been published. The paper contributes to the analysis of CoPs’ formation
and management in the public sector by comparing two cases: a private
corporation and a state university. The comparison is based on four
dimensions indicated in the interpretative framework previously proposed in
Scarso and Bolisani (2008): organizational, cognitive, economic, and
technological dimension. The two CoPs have been analysed though a casestudy approach. Similarities and differences of the two cases are highlighted,
and implications for the management of CoPs in public organizations are
discussed.
Keywords: KM; communities of practice; public sector; case study
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KM Issues in KIBS Companies
Ettore Bolisani1, Marco Paiola2 and Enrico Scarso1
1
Department of Management and Engineering - University of Padua,
Vicenza, Italy, 2Department of Economics and Management - University
of Padua, Padova, Italy
Abstract: This paper investigates the issue of adoption and use of
Knowledge Management (KM) practices by Knowledge-Intensive Business
Services (KIBS) companies, i.e. private companies whose job consists of
collecting, generating, analysing, and distributing knowledge with the purpose
of developing customized services or solutions to satisfy the needs of
business clients. KIBS companies rely on highly educated professionals,
experts on specific technical disciplines or functional domains, and supply
knowledge-based services. Knowledge is their major resource that allows
developing new competencies and constitutes a precondition for the delivery
of new services. This is the reason why the issue of KM applied to KIBS
should have a central relevance for scholars and practitioners. Nevertheless,
the research on this topic is still scarce. Furthermore, one would expect that
KIBS firms accurately manage their knowledge base, also by means of formal
practices, but the (few) empirical studies indicate that KIBS companies often
lack systematic methods for managing their knowledge. Consequently, there
is the need to analyse the issue of KM in KIBS more thoroughly. In light of
this, the paper discusses the findings of a survey involving 471 KIBS located
in North-Eastern Italy and operating in three different subsectors: ICT
Services, Design and Communication, Professional Services. In particular,
the study: a) analyses how internal knowledge is handled by the surveyed
companies; b) investigates the main sources of external knowledge the
companies make use of; c) examines the relationship between the way KIBS
companies manage their knowledge assets and the kind of service they
supply. The outcomes of the investigation may have important implications
both from an academic and a managerial viewpoint. Especially, as regards
the latter, it can provide KIBS firms with food for though concerning the use of
appropriate KM approaches for sustaining their business activity.
Keywords: KIBS; knowledge management; survey; Italy

Strategies for Increasing Knowledge Retention in Universities
Through Intergenerational Knowledge Transfer
Constantin Bratianu, Adriana Agapie and Ivona Orzea
Academy of Economic Studies, Bucharest, Romania
Abstract: The new Law of Education promulgated recently in Romania
enforces professors retirement at the age of 65. The previous law had a
11

provision for full professors to remain in the academic life up to the age of 70,
if their universities needed them. The new legislation produces an earthquake
in our universities due to the elimination from the academic life of a very
important segment of knowledge and wisdom owners. This dramatic situation
shows how important it is to develop strategies for increasing knowledge
retention in universities. Since a university is by its own nature a
multigenerational workforce, the best strategies should be based on the
intergenerational knowledge transfer. The purpose of our paper is to
investigate two main strategies for the intergenerational knowledge transfer:
a) encouraging cooperation through teamwork, and b) encouraging individual
competition. The first strategy is emphasizing the synchronic knowledge
transfer, while the second one emphasizes the non-synchronic knowledge
transfer. Each of these strategies can be implemented through different
mechanisms specific for academic life. We have considered in our research
three of them: 1) research grants; 2) writing books, and 3) writing papers for
scientific journals. Our investigation is based on the Analytic Hierarchy
Process (AHP) method, and on using questionnaires structured according to
these strategies mentioned above. We distributed 500 questionnaires to all
the faculties of economics and business from the state universities, and we
have received 223 valid questionnaires. Based on them we computed using
AHP the priority vectors for each strategy and activity considered. Numerical
results show the importance of the cooperation strategy in the
intergenerational knowledge transfer, for increasing the knowledge retention
in the university.
Keywords: analytical hierarchy process, knowledge transfer, knowledge
sharing, intergenerational knowledge transfer

Immersive Knowledge Communication in 3D Virtual
Environments
Klaus Bredl, Amrei Groß, Julia Hünniger and Jane Fleischer
University of Augsburg, Germany
Abstract: The rapid development of virtual worlds has created new
possibilities for supporting formal and informal knowledge acquisition and
learning processes online. Consequently, greater immersion of “knowledge
workers” in cooperation and communication tasks in social virtual worlds
should be a more prominent topic in sociological and cognitive-psychological
research designs. The relatively new social potential of virtual worlds can be
examined by using theoretical models that describe the use and assessment
of virtual world technologies in contexts of knowledge acquisition and
exchange. In this paper, three scenarios created by social science students
will be described to help demonstrate how the use of the popular virtual
world, Second Life, can be used to explore new forms of interaction in
12

(virtual) social contexts. These scenarios and the results of the avatar-based
ethnographic investigation during the process of co-creation and collaboration
will be introduced and used to reflect on the 3D projects. The paper will end
with suggestions for further research concerning the effects of immersion
during collaboration and education in virtual worlds.
Keywords: Virtual worlds, immersion, knowledge exchange social software,
knowledge management, web 2.0, second life

Assessing the Knowledge Economy’s Performance in Romania
Camelia Burja and Vasile Burja
The Faculty of Sciences, “1 Decembrie 1918” University of Alba Iulia,
Romania
Abstract: Knowledge economy will be competitive if it achieves high
economic performance. The performance of an economy may be assessed
by comparing the obtained results with predetermined standards, taking into
account aspects related to the use of available resources. The current paper
evaluates the performance of knowledge economy in Romania in comparison
to the recently joined countries to the EU. The used methodology is Data
Envelopment Analysis, which allows assessing performance against a
reference system. Characterizing the performance of knowledge economy
relied on representative indicators from education and training, science,
technology and innovation, and information society, which contributes to the
economic growth by increasing gross domestic product (GDP) per capita. The
dynamic analysis was used in order to assess the recorded progresses. The
results of the analysis show the modest position occupied by Romania in
comparison with other countries, which indicates that there are many area
where action should be taken so that the results of implementing knowledge
economy might be as expected.
Keywords: Knowledge economy, performance, competitiveness, DEA

The Relationship between the European Social Fund and
Knowledge Management in Romanian Organizations
Adriana Schiopoiu Burlea
Management Marketing Department, University of Craiova, Romania
Abstract: The aim of this paper is to discuss the relationship between the
European Social Fund (ESF) and Knowledge Management (KM) in the
Romanian organizations based on public information and the data collected
from the rumours market. The main objectives of our research address, on
the one hand, the extent to which the lack of national human resources
13

strategy influences KM strategies, and, on the other hand, the relationship
between the intrinsic motivation of the trainer and potential results of the KM
process. The quantitative and qualitative research is scientifically well
grounded, being used for demonstrate the interdependence of the lack of
transparency in public information relating ESF and the barrier for knowledge
transfer to Romanian organizations. Our concept cards for each code allowed
us to draw constant comparisons between information obtained via informal
verbal exchanges, i.e. the rumours market, and information available from
SOP HRM agencies. In order to establish the ESF role in promoting
knowledge management in organizations at different levels, it is necessary to
carefully answer the question of what knowledge represents for the
Romanian organizations and what happens when the ethical principles are
non-observed by Romanian SOP HRM agencies. Results have shown that
the KM process is hindered both by national and regional HRM SOP
Agencies and by the lack of a strategy in the human resources field.
Limitations of this study refer to lack of information as to partnerships,
objectives of the projects, and results of the Sectoral Operational Programme
for Human Resources Development 2007-2013 (SOP HRM). The focus of the
research is on the importance of knowledge management in every phase of
the access and implementation of the ESF in Romanian Organizations. The
value of the paper is twofold. First, it consists in the presentation and
discussion of the different barriers in managing knowledge transfer processes
related to lack of information, tangible results, best practices, and a negative
attitude on the part of the national and regional SOP HRM agencies.
Therefore, the informational barriers that were identified are related to
creation, sharing, access, usage, and transfer of knowledge in the
organizations. Secondly, we introduce the concept of dissipation of
responsibilities and waste of knowledge in order to identify informational and
non-professional barriers that may prevent KM development in Romania, as a
developing country.
Keywords: European social fund, knowledge management, romanian
organizations, transparency

Organizational Strategy and Research Productivity: A
Comparison of two Academic Institutions
Simon Cadez and Vlado Dimovski, Faculty of Economics, University of
Ljubljana, Slovenia
Abstract: Universities and other academic institutions play a central role in
knowledge development and its transfer to productive use. Academic
researchers usually transfer new knowledge to the wider public by publishing
scientific articles. The number of publications is usually regarded as a robust
indicator of the creation of new knowledge as well as its transfer into
14

productive use (direct transfer to companies and indirect transfer to students).
In the present study we examine the impact of organizational strategy on
research productivity in academic institutions. The method deployed is a case
study. For comparative reasons we investigate two academic institutions from
the same discipline, i.e. business, but different with respect to the process of
interest, i.e. organizational strategy and organizational culture. The Faculty of
Economics of the University of Ljubljana is a business school with a long
tradition, dominant position within Slovenia and international recognition. The
Faculty of Management of the University of Primorska on the other hand is a
young school without tradition, but aiming to secure its recognition both
domestically and internationally. Organizational strategy was deduced from
published documents of both institutions. Research productivity was
measured using a bibliometric method, operationalized as articles published
in journals included in the SCI/SSCI database in the period from 2000 to
2009. The main findings of the study are: (1) research productivity in the
period examined increased in both institutions, (2) vast differences exist in
research productivity and research quality across institutions and
researchers, (3) research output seems to be relatively consistent with
organizational strategy in both schools (i.e. regional leadership/recognition),
and (4) organizational culture does not seem to be an important factor
affecting research productivity.
Keywords: Organizational strategy, organizational culture, research
productivity, bibliometric method, academic institutions

Why Should I Share my new ideas? Cultural Barriers to
Innovation Spreading
Francesco Calza, Rossella Canestrino and Chiara Cannavale
Department of Business Administration, Università degli Studi di Napoli
Parthenope, Italy
Abstract: Both globalisation and the fast growth of international competition
impel firms to continuously innovate in order to sustain their own competitive
advantage. Firms’ innovative capacity depends on their ability to grasp new
knowledge through cooperative arrangements, thus the effectiveness of
knowledge transfer became more and more important in allowing both
organizations’ and local contexts growth. When firms are deeply embedded in
a given context, they may relate with local actors; complex learning process
can arise thanks to institutional support, and cultural homogeneity, thus
fostering the diffusion of new and valuable knowledge and the growth of local
context, at least. On the contrary, when an effective knowledge transfer
among the parties does not exist, an innovation does not spread its effects
over the context, thus advantage the only firm that realised it.Not surprising,
therefore, firms usually locate into those areas where a positive
15

entrepreneurial atmosphere already exists. An existing asset of “contextual
knowledge” attract firms; after located in given knowledge and relational
systems, firms may be able to support local growth by introducing, not only
financial resources, but also new knowledge and other valuable intangibles
(i.e.: notoriety). Knowledge transfer is a very complex and often
misunderstood process. Its effectiveness depends on the willingness of the
involved parties to transfer and acquire knowledge. Both the propensity to
transfer and to acquire new knowledge is culturally embedded; as a
consequence innovation spreading is affected by culture, too. National culture
influences individuals’ inclination to take risks, to share responsibilities and to
accept others’ idea, determining consequently firms’ capacity to find and
evaluate external opportunities.According to the above considerations, our
paper aims at analyzing in depth the influence of culture on innovation
spreading and particularly on donor’s intentionality, and receiver’s inclination
to transfer and share their knowledge. As a result, a new interpretative model
of innovation spreading systems will be proposed.
Keywords: innovation spreading, knowledge transfer, culture, innovation
systems

The Roles of Tacit Knowledge and Knowledge Management
Systems for Writing Academic Papers: A Research Case
José Manuel Cardenas and Mauro Spinola
Production Engineering Department, São Paulo University, Sao Paulo,
Brazil
Abstract: Inside the knowledge management arena, two forms of knowledge
have been considered with the goal of choosing the ad hoc information
system and align it with the available resources: explicit knowledge and tacit
knowledge. In this sense, resources based on information technology have
demonstrated a good alignment and have been a great tool for storing explicit
knowledge and, in many cases, for recovering it. However, when it comes to
storing, distributing or sharing tacit knowledge, the same information systems
could offer significant limitations. This paper strives to present the
characteristics of tacit knowledge, which may then be contained into
information systems in order to seek an alignment with the technology and
the way in which this knowledge could be understood at machine level; or, if it
is possible, store it and then share it. The case research consists of an
experience based on the observation of researchers seeking to write
academic papers and their alignment with support information systems that
they use. We conducted some interviews with researchers from different
levels of experience in writing academic papers, all belonging to the
production engineering faculty (alumni and practitioners). Thus, on a first
exploratory round, it was discovered that the interviews could be divided into
16

two types: a) radical paper, when the topic is just emerging, or when it was
just an idea in the mind of the researcher and, b) incremental paper, when the
article already had more than one version, or the contribution of more than
one author. This small difference permitted us to observe the use and
adequacy of knowledge management systems, and the role of experience, in
order to write an academic paper. With that, preliminarily, it is possible to
affirm that the tacit knowledge—gathered from the Knowledge Management
arena—has differences from tacit information, which can be stored at the
information systems level. Results indicate that within the process of
formulation and adaptation with a specific knowledge management system,
the tacit knowledge at the individual level complements the limitations of
information technology for tacit information storage. However, when it tried
storing the group tacit knowledge; tacit information could only be captured by
the system manager and the mediums to retrieve such information are not
interesting to researchers. In other words, it is necessary to create a
repository of experience for each time when a new project starts to make sure
everyone benefits from the generated content for the researchers in a group.
Finally, it is possible to affirm that the choice of information technology tools
intended to manage the resource "experience" will fit the user’s needs once
those tools have been explained and are clarified before starting the process
of knowledge generation.
Keywords: tacit knowledge, knowledge management system, tacit
information

Knowledge Sources, Innovation and Organizational Learning in
Small Firms
Vincenzo Cavaliere and Daria Sarti
Department of Business Administration, University of Florence (Italy)
Abstract: Current academic debate has shown the value of knowledge as
the most critical intangible asset for organizations and its essential role in the
achievement of a competitive advantage. This paper provides evidence of the
complexity involved with the set of knowledge assets owned by firms in
innovation strategy. In particular, according to the Knowledge Based Theory
of the Firm, the paper considers that intangible resources are key elements
for organizational development and innovation. That is, organizations must be
aware that understanding their own knowledge base can lead to a set of
capabilities enhancing the chances for their growth and competitive
advantage. The context of the study is the small enterprises, i.e. firms with
less than 50 employees according to the wide accepted small enterprise
category reported in the last EU recommendation (2003). The research
analyzes the effect of knowledge sources importance and organizational
knowledge base on two different types of innovation: product and process
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innovation. To do this we estimated four factors: one representing the breadth
of knowledge owned by the firm and three other factors. One, considering
human capital as source of knowledge and two external knowledge sources
such as: cooperation with non industrial agents and interaction with actors of
the supply chain. Analysis is based on a sample of 144 small firms operating
in mechanical sector in central Italy. The results have important practical
implications for small firms management; they indicate that for the two
processes of innovation investigated (process and product innovation), the
importance attached to knowledge sources and to the use of different
cognitive assets play a different role.In particular we find a positive relation
between product innovation and prior organizational knowledge base and
learning by human capital (internal staff and learning by hiring). The results
also suggest positive relations between process innovation and learning by
knowledge networking (Universities and Research Centers, other Companies
and Groups, Associations), learning by HC and learning by competitive
functioning (Customers, Suppliers and Competitors).
Keywords: knowledge sources, knowledge base, process and product
innovation, small enterprises

National Knowledge Management Strategy for the TRNC:
Recommendations for Small Island Economies
Behiye Çavuşoğlu and Mustafa Sagsan
Near East University, Nicosia, Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus
Abstract: In order to make national knowledge management strategy
(NKMS) in particular small island economies within developing countries, not
only the macro economic indicators but also knowledge economy variables
should be considered. The paper is trying to find answer by questioning “how
national knowledge management strategies could be applied by the small
island economies” based on the knowledge economy variables such as gross
domestic investment to GDP ratio, trade to GDP ratio, higher education
enrollment ratio, telephone main lines, the mobile subscribers, and the
number of Internet users. At this point, the empirical part of the study
investigates the availability of knowledge economy variables of TRNC, as a
small island. The results show us that, as a developing country, TRNC has
inadequate knowledge economy variables for making NKMS. In conclusion,
the advantages and disadvantages of these inadequacies were discussed
and proposed suggestions for TRNC which is at the developing stage of
economic growth.
Keywords: knowledge economy, small island economies, national
knowledge management strategy, Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus
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Implementing a work-life balance culture in SMEs though
relational learning
Juan-Gabriel Cegarra-Navarro1, Mª Eugenia Sánchez-Vidal1 and David
Cegarra-Leiva2
1
Universidad Politécnica de Cartagena, Spain
2
Universidad de Murcia, Spain
Abstract: A possible explanation for the numerous failures in the
implementation and use of work life balance (WLB) practices may relate to
the fact that the majority of companies have only introduced them without
exploring the market. This paper analyses the relationships between
relational learning and WLB culture and tries to identify whether WLB culture
impacts on the business performance through an empirical study of 229
SMEs in the Spanish metal industry. Our findings show that in order to
support a positive attitude toward WLB, managers need to provide and
support a relearning process. These findings provide interesting insights into
the drivers of organisational performance for SMEs using a WLB-supporting
culture.
Keywords: learning context, work-life balance culture, and organisational
performance

The Influence of Repatriation Support and Social Climate
Perceptions on Repatriate Knowledge Sharing
Huei-Fang Chen and Yi-Wen Lin, Department of International Business,
Soochow University, Taipei, Taiwan
Abstract: Research on knowledge management in multinational corporations
has generally focused on subsidiaries. Only a few studies have explored
knowledge management in connection with international assignees.
Repatriate knowledge-sharing is an important channel for accumulating
foreign experience and knowledge within multinational corporations.
Researchers recommend that human resource practitioners at multinationals
focus on repatriates to identify the knowledge assets they hold. A better
understanding of this problem may help to lower resistance to knowledgesharing by international assignees who have returned home. Given that
companies can influence the interactions, behaviors, and motivation of their
employees using various human resource practices, it stands to reason that
multinationals can motivate individual repatriates to share their knowledge by
implementing appropriate repatriation practices. Social climate is one kind of
organizational environment that may affect employee attitudes. Researchers
have defined social climate as a collective set of norms, values, and beliefs
that reflect employee views of how they interact with one another while
carrying out tasks for a firm. Previous research has confirmed that human
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resource practices help to create a social climate that facilitates knowledge
exchange. It is surprising that so few studies focus on the relationship
between repatriation practices, social climate and knowledge management
issues in a multinational environment. To fill this gap, this research considers
repatriation practices and draws on social climate theory, working to
investigate the influence of such practices on repatriates’ willingness to
disseminate their knowledge and their knowledge-sharing behavior within
their home country. We used a questionnaire survey to collect our empirical
data. The research subjects were repatriates from Taiwanese enterprises
with operations abroad. Two hundred and thirteen valid samples were
included in the final analysis. Structural equation modeling was used to test
the path relationships among the variables in the research framework. The
major conclusion of this study is that employee perceptions of repatriation
support have a positive and significant influence on perceptions regarding the
social climate. The results also demonstrate that the social climate as
perceived by repatriates has a significant and positive influence on their
willingness to widely disseminate their acquired knowledge. Such willingness,
in turn, has a positive and significant impact on repatriate knowledge-sharing.
This study extends the concept of knowledge management from the
organizational level to the individual repatriate level. As such, it adds
academic value to the study of international human resource management.
All in all, the study results provide new insight into repatriate management.
International human resource managers might consider implementing
appropriate repatriation support measures (including repatriation training,
repatriation assistance, and repatriation compensation) to create a highquality social climate as perceived by repatriates. This process could
encourage repatriates to disseminate knowledge and, in turn, enhance
knowledge-sharing behavior in the home country. We also acknowledge
certain limitations and suggest potentially fruitful avenues for future research.
Keywords: Repatriation support, social climate, disseminative willingness,
knowledge sharing

Social Capital, Knowledge Sharing and Intellectual Capital in
the Web 2 Enabled World
Marguerite Cronk
Harding University, Searcy, USA
Abstract: Web 2 technologies have facilitated an unprecedented era of social
knowledge sharing. Many businesses are examining how they can tap into
this phenomenon to enhance knowledge sharing within the organization. This
study explores links between social capitol created through online social
network knowledge sharing and Intellectual capitol. It is suggested that within
the organizational context, intellectual capitol can be generated from social
capitol through knowledge sharing, facilitated by web 2 technologies. The
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benefits of web 2 technologies in the area of knowledge sharing are well
documented, however this study suggests that web 2 technologies not only
provide the platform to share but also the motivation to share as participants
gain and benefit from increased social capitol, which may in turn overcome
perceptions of ‘loss of personal competitive advantage’ concerns associated
with traditional knowledge sharing.
Keywords: Knowledge sharing, Intellectual capital, Web 2, Social Capital,
Knowledge management

An exploratory study of Knowledge Strategy in a KnowledgeIntensive Firm using a Strategy-as-Practice approach
Françoise de Viron, Thomas Lederer, Tanguy De Jaegere and Alain Vas
CRECIS Center for Research in Entrepreneurial Change and Innovative
Strategies, Louvain School of Management - Université Catholique de
Louvain, Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium
Abstract: We analyse the knowledge strategy (Zack 1999, 2002) in a
knowledge-intensive firm, using a Strategy-as-Practice approach (Whittington
1996, 2006), two major research fields in Strategic and Knowledge
Management. In order to provide a relevant research field to our investigation,
we study the development of the knowledge strategy at one of the leading
consultant firms in the fields of strategy as well as knowledge management.
First, we explain the Knowledge Strategy framework proposed by Zack
(2002). Then, we focus on our research methodology, mainly the approach of
Strategy-as-Practice. Thirdly, we present our main analysis results, identifying
the key actors of knowledge strategizing and how they are organised to do it.
A process view of knowledge strategy is presented identifying key actors,
practices and organizational structures. A conclusion of our study is that the
conceptualization of knowledge strategy and knowledge gaps does effectively
exist in reality. Finally, we discuss the limitations of the present research and
propose further research directions and development. This paper explores a
new research approach of knowledge management, and could also help
knowledge management practitioners.
Keywords: Knowledge strategy, knowledge intensive firm, qualitative
research, strategy-as-practice approach

The Application of the SECI Model in Cross-Cultural Contexts
Nasser Easa1,2 and Robin Fincham2
1
Faculty of Commerce-Suez, Suez Canal University, Egypt,
2
Stirling Management School, University of Stirling, Stirling, UK
Abstract: This study provides theoretical analysis for the applicability of the
SECI model in cross-cultural contexts. The model was produced in 1995 by
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Nonaka and Takeuchi for creating knowledge in organisations through four
processes: socialisation, externalisation, combination and internalisation. The
SECI model has become widely accepted by scholars and widely quoted in
approaches to classifying, creating, documenting, sharing and transferring
knowledge, from a knowledge management perspective. However, Glisby &
Holden (2003) criticised the universal applicability of this model and noted
that each of the four modes of SECI is strongly interpreted in reference to
their embeddedness in traditional Japanese values and management
practices in comparison to Western culture. Weir and Hutchings (2005)
concurred with Glisby and Holden that SECI does not have universal
application. However, Weir and Hutchings controversially suggested that
some elements of the SECI model have application in the Arab world and
China. In contrast, Andreeva and Ikhilchik (2010) criticised the claim that the
SECI model is not universal and argued that the four modes of SECI model
apply in Russian context. However, their argument was also controversial
when they noted considerable differences between Japanese and Russian
cultures and management practices in comparison to the similarities.
Recently, Haag et al. (2010) considered the effects of two of Hofstede’s
culture dimensions on SECI processes and suggested also that not all SECI
processes reflect traditional Japanese values. The authors argued that
Japanese companies focus more on tacit knowledge which is related to the
socialisation mode, while the western companies focus more on explicit
knowledge which is related to combination process. It was clear that not all
SECI’ modes are applicable in the same culture as some of them were widely
spread while some were not. Therefore, it is concluded that not all SECI
processes reflect traditional Japanese values, but they should be adapted in
order to be successfully applied in different contexts. Being aware of culture
and its impact on knowledge creation and the application of SECI will enrich
the insight of an organisation into their knowledge creation and the processes
involved in it.
Keywords: knowledge creation, SECI Model, national culture context

Network Management as a way to Manage Intellectual Capital
Eva Eckenhofer
Tomas Bata University, Zlín, Czech Republic
Abstract: In order to meet the information and knowledge demands of
today’s society, there is a need for the development of intellectual capital and
most especially social capital. Intellectual assets are knowledge, information,
intellectual property and experience, while social capital is embedded in
social structures and can be accessed as well as mobilized in purposive
actions. Social capital is based on shared norms, values and trust which
provokes transparency and improves the flow of information whiles reducing
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transaction costs. Social capital eventually leads to rationalization; hence, it
increases flexibility as well as performance and innovation. As a result, there
are formal and informal social networks within firms which serve as leverage
for sharing information and knowledge. Factors of influence beside norms
and values are the social skills of employees or network members, which is
called social maturity in holistic management. Social networks are a source of
intellectual and social capital, therefore, there is a need for the development,
fostering and controlling of the networks within firms to achieve optimum
results without losing control of roles that are played by employees in the
network. The aim of the study is to propose a network management model
which can be used for managing social networks within a firm with small
additional expenses in order to achieve optimum effects from intellectual
capital. In this study, the author combines models of network management
from literature review and results of an exploratory survey of nine Austrian
experts in the fields consulting, politics and management. This approach was
aimed at designing a suitable model for the management of both formal and
informal networks within a company. A suitable network model is that which
fulfils the criteria of practicality in the development and fostering of intellectual
capital within a firm. This paper introduces intellectual capital, social capital
and further discusses the principles for working with and within social
networks. The paper proceeds further by presenting common network
management and network governance models, after which the results of the
expert survey are explained. The paper concludes by presenting a practical
model based on theoretical and empirical analysis. This is followed by a
proposal on how the model can be adapted in firms.
Keywords: intellectual capital, social capital, organisational networks, cluster,
network management

The Essence of Knowledge Management
Emmanuel Innocents Edoun and Valdenisa Norris
The University of the Witwatersrand Johannesburg South Africa
Abstract: Recent studies have shown that, over the past decade, Knowledge
Management (KM) has been the center of many debates. This study infers
that knowledge management is an audit of human capital that highlights
unique sources, critical functions and potential bottlenecks which hinder
knowledge flows to point of use. This study argues that it protects human
capital from decay, seeks opportunities to enhance decisions, services and
products through adding intelligence, increasing value and providing
flexibility. Therefore a number of organisations have been reminded that they
will not survive in the “Modern Knowledge Village” unless they have a
strategy for managing and leveraging value from their human capital.
However, it has become clear that the term "Knowledge Management" has
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been used in a wide range of activities designed to manage, exchange and
create or enhance human capital within an organisation, and that there is no
widespread agreement on what KM actually is. Information Technology (IT)
applications that are termed "knowledge management applications" range
from the development of highly codified help desk systems to the provision of
video conferencing to facilitate the exchange of ideas between people. The
objective of this paper is to survey a number of different knowledge
management strategies and a range of driving forces for knowledge
management activities. These are synthesised using an extended version of
an existing “KM spectrum”. The methodology used in this study is qualitative
in nature. For the purpose of the current study it is applied to provide direction
for the KM spectrum and then gives a description of a simple classification
approach that relates to KM strategies. The methodology further uses a case
study to apply the above approach and discuss its usefulness. The findings
reveal that KM is a powerful tool that stimulates success in any working
environment if it is subjected to adequate leadership where good governance
is taken into consideration. In a school environment successful knowledge
management involves different aspects such as accessibility of information
technology, strong leadership, cultural influences, organisational structure
and human characteristics. Leaders have to ensure that, the necessary
measures are in place and they should lead by example to sustain the
successful implementation of knowledge management strategies in order to
continuously empower human capital.
Keywords: Essence, knowledge management, modern knowledge village,
human capital, information technology, leadership

Managing Uncertainty in Projects – A Means to Knowledge
Transfer, Learning and Organization Development
Anandasivakumar Ekambaram and Agnar Johansen, SINTEF –
Technology and Society, Productivity and Project Management,
Trondheim, Norway
Abstract: This paper is about a research project called “Practical uncertainty
management in a project owner’s perspective” (in short, the PUS-project).
This paper describes efforts taken by the PUS-project to create better
understanding and knowledge within the field of managing uncertainty in
projects. Traditional way of managing uncertainty falls within the iron triangle
of cost, time and quality that are associated with the project, and focuses
mainly on threats rather than opportunities. The PUS-project proposed the
perspective of project owner in order to deal with and manage uncertainty in
projects effectively. This paper looks at how cooperation between the PUSproject and one of its main industrial partners (Norwegian Directorate of
Public Construction and Property Management (Statsbygg)) took place. In
this regard, this paper presents what was done and what was achieved
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through this cooperation. Statsbygg organises, plans and executes around
160 projects – large and small – at all times, and 20-30 large projects are
completed every year. Managing uncertainty is an important part of project
management. This paper describes how improving uncertainty management
in Statsbygg’s projects becomes a means to knowledge transfer, learning and
organization development. Efforts related to learning and knowledge transfer
played an important role in the process of organization development that
Statsbygg experienced. These kinds of efforts have the potential to promote a
culture that positively influences the way uncertainty is dealt with and
managed in projects in Statsbygg. These efforts can contribute to create
awareness and proper attitudes that are needed to obtain the desired results.
Cooperation between the PUS-project and Statsbygg, which is presented in
this paper, is an example that illustrates how knowledge and value can be
created through collaboration between practitioners from the industries and
researchers.
Keywords: Managing uncertainty, project management, knowledge transfer,
learning, organization development

A KM Strategy for Improving the BPR Process
Jamal El-Den1 and Xin Zhou2
1
Charles Darwin University, School of International Education, Darwin,
Australia
2
Wuhan University of Technology, School of Engineering and IT,
Wuhan, China
Abstract: The paper argues that implementing a knowledge management
(KM) strategy during the implementation of Business Process Re-engineering
(BPR) would improve, in terms of effectiveness, efficiency, speed, and
accuracy, the phases of the BPR. A specific BPR process from the literature
was chosen. The paper provides a strategy on how KM, in particular tacit
knowledge management, can be introduced during the execution of the first
three phases of the identified BPR process. The paper identifies for each of
these phases the type and kind of knowledge sources, what knowledge
should be captured? What knowledge should be nurtured and retained? In
addition, the paper addresses tacit knowledge transformation among the
phases as a result of the capture and nurture of such knowledge among the
members of the team involved in the BPR process.
Keywords: Knowledge management, business process re-engineering, tacit
knowledge capture, tacit knowledge transfer, km strategy
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Perceptions of Knowledge Management Prerequisites and
Challenges of Organisational Learning
Tiit Elenurm
Estonian Business School, Tallinn, Estonia
Abstract: The paper reflects on the action learning processes of
postgraduate students who had to assess knowledge management
prerequisites in their organisations and to implement teamwork for proposing
both a knowledge management development vision and tools for selected
organisations. The time periods of 2001-2004 and 2006-2010 are compared.
The action learning processes disclosed conflicts between basic IT-centred
and people-centred assumptions, which appeared as a challenge in the
organisational learning for creating and implementing knowledge
management development visions. The comparison of the rankings of
knowledge management prerequisites of 2001-2004 and 2006-2010
demonstrates the important role of trust and free circulation of information.
The desire to clarify recognised fields for employees as experts gained higher
priority in 2006-2010 whereas in 2001-2004 it was ranked lower. Young
managers and other categories of employees both in large and small
organisations are looking for recognition of the value of their personal
expertise as a prerequisite for more active contribution to knowledge sharing.
Underestimating such a need may inhibit organisational learning efforts and
can diminish the readiness to use new information processing and knowledge
sharing tools. That has been an especially important challenge in the
situations of economic crises in organisations experiencing downsizing. The
IT-centred approach to knowledge management can be seen by some
employees as a way to “hijack” knowledge of individuals prior to their
dismissal. Knowledge management development efforts that ignore
knowledge management prerequisite perceptions of team members face the
risk of conflict in the organisational learning process. The analysis of
perceptions of knowledge management prerequisites may help one to
understand whether there are contradictions between strategic goals,
principles and individual attitudes concerning the role and nature of
knowledge management.
Keywords: knowledge management prerequisites, organisational learning,
knowledge sharing, success factors, action learning
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Examining the Strategic Objectives of Implementing KM in the
National Health Service (NHS) {Medway NHS and Medway
Community Healthcare (MCH)}
Isaac Enakimio, and Abdallah Al-Shawabkeh
University of Greenwich, London, UK
Abstract: In May 2010, following the election of the new coalition government
there were strong signals of change. These changes in the form of job cuts,
pay freezes and organisational restructuring are constantly changing the
shape of the economic sector of the UK. The most affected sector is the
public sector and the top of that list is the National Health Service (NHS). The
first two radical changes have been the abolition of the Primary Care Trusts
(PCTs) and the introduction of the new General Practitioners (GP) consortia
which is a Clinician led group that will assume the responsibility for healthcare
needs and should fully be in place by 2013. Despite these radical
organisational changes, two issues have remained constant;
1. The objectives of the GP consortium and Community Healthcare services
(i.e. Providers) this is to support patients better.
2. The need for the implementation of KM in the National Health Service and
even beyond.
In the Health Service Journal (HSJ), Ford (2010) quoted an unnamed chief
executive pioneering the GP consortium idea as saying “Handing
commissioning control to clinicians but maintaining primary care trusts to
support them would be the “dream ticket”, rather than abolition...” which is
currently the case. This highlights the issue of managing knowledge within
the NHS because a knowledge retaining system would help maintain stability
in the provision of patient care through the transition and beyond. The earlier
paper titled “The Status of Knowledge Management (KM) in Medway Primary
Care Trust of the National Health Service (NHS)” (Enakimio, Al-Shawabeh,
and Sharp, 2010) gives an inside knowledge of the organisation, how it fits
into the overall plan for KM in the NHS as well as the current status of KM in
the organisation. The paper dealt with the capability of Knowledge
Management (KM) to assist the NHS in meeting its strategic objective of
supporting patients better within the Medway community. However, the focus
for this paper is examining the strategic objectives of implementing KM in
NHS Medway (Commissioners) and Medway Community Healthcare
(Providers) and continues from the earlier paper. The data collected from the
earlier survey which was conducted in the different locations of the trust such
as the hospices, hospitals, healthy living centres, offices and clinics, was
analysed using SPSS 16 to explore the challenges of implementing KM in the
NHS to meet its strategic objectives. The aim of this paper is to examine the
strategic objectives of implementing KM in the NHS and show the correlation
between KM and the strategic objectives of this organisation. This paper
provides a real example of possible strategies for implementing KM within
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Medway PCT, and evaluates how these strategies could impact on the
organisation and improve its performance.
Keywords: Knowledge Management (KM), National Health Service (NHS)
Medway Primary Care Trust (PCT), Strategic Health Authority (SHA), General
Practitioner (GP) and Information Technology (IT)

A proposed Framework for Discovering Key Knowledge Areas
in Supply Chain and Determining the Relationship With Major
Logistic Processes: A Case Study
Mohamad Ali Feyz1, Babak Akhgar 2 and Hamidreza Shahbaznezhad 1
1
Department of IT Management, Faculty of Management, University of
Tehran, Tehran, Iran
2
Information Research Group, Faculty of ACES, Sheffield Hallam
University, Sheffield, UK
Abstract: Nowadays, knowledge is the only resource that has the capability
of offering competitive advantage and continuous improvement for supply
chain partners. Thus, we should identify the enterprise key knowledge. In
order to create new knowledge, supply chain partners are involved in
continuous processes that result in sharing rich information and building IT
infrastructure that permit supply chain members to process information
coming from other partners. In this paper, we try to identify the key knowledge
areas in Iran automotive industry and discovering the relationships between
these key knowledge areas and the main logistic processes. Creating explicit
and structured knowledge from tacit knowledge is the primary goal of several
KM projects. Since knowledge in the enterprise or supply chain flows through
processes, we can identify the key knowledge in a specific area of an
organization through knowledge management tools or the ideas of related
experts. Hence, in order to acquire key knowledge, we should look for
specific processes in that area. For this purpose, a framework is proposed
which enables organizations to identify key knowledge areas, main processes
in the supply chain, and their relationships more effectively. The proposed
framework is designed by applying a blended methodology and contains a
vast look at the relationship between knowledge management and supply
chain management concepts. For achieving this goal, a sequential blended
methodology was applied.
Keywords: Supply chain, Key knowledge areas, Knowledge Management,
Logistic Processes, SCOR model
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Knowledge Workers: A Typology Framework as a Theoretical
Basis for Knowledge Worker Identification Instrument
Jiří Franek1 and Eva Grublova2
1
Faculty of economics/VSB – Technical University of Ostrava, Czech
Republic
2
Moravska vysoka skola Olomouc, Czech Republic
Abstract: As we consider that the concepts of knowledge, knowledge work,
knowledge workers and knowledge management have a strong relationship
to organizational performance and competitiveness, the aim of this paper is to
present relations among mentioned concepts, find appropriate characteristics
with regard to knowledge workers and design a framework of knowledge
worker typology identification instrument. The considerable lack of focus of
tacit knowledge in knowledge management applications is inappropriate to
broadly accepted claim that this type of knowledge is most important to
knowledge work and knowledge management performance. According to
various sources tacit knowledge defines knowledge workers. Knowledge
works are scattered among all organizations but they are not treated
accordingly so their performance could be hindered lack of attention to their
special needs. Knowledge workers cannot be assessed or evaluated the
same way as other workers therefore the recognition of knowledge workers in
an organization sees crucial. The first part of the paper deals with
fundamental definitions, description and basic assumptions that lead authors
to the topic. Then authors focus on concepts related to the problem especially
knowledge workers. Knowledge workers are characterized and categorized
according to literature review of the topic. Authors suggest own knowledge
workers typology framework. This framework consists of three different types
of knowledge worker: the knowledge users (KU), the knowledge creators
(KC) and knowledge facilitators (KF). The concept is illustrated figures that
show relationships among those types of knowledge workers. Based on
previous suggestions a design of identification instrument is drawn. The
following part focuses on the knowledge worker typology identification
instrument concept based on cognitive processes and Bloom’s taxonomy of
learning processes. It distinguishes several domains and levels that
determine each type. A probe is made to support of disprove authors
proposals and suggestions. Results of the probe will be presented at the
conference. The purpose of this paper is to promote author’s assumptions
and implications of the knowledge worker typology and identification for
further research.
Keywords: Knowledge, knowledge work, knowledge workers, knowledge
management
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Middle Managers’ Maturity of Knowledge Sharing: Investigation
of Middle Managers Working at Medium- and Large-sized
Enterprises
Zoltán Gaál, Lajos Szabó, Nóra Obermayer-Kovács and Anikó Csepregi
University of Pannonia, Department of Management, Veszprém,
Hungary
Abstract: Knowledge is becoming is becoming an increasingly important
factor of organizational competitiveness. The way knowledge is shared within
the organization is essential and central not only to the success of the
organization but also among those employee who share it, since those who
take part in the knowledge sharing process also benefit from it. Since middle
managers have an important position of within the organization and play a
significant role in the process of knowledge sharing this paper has focused on
the knowledge sharing of these middle managers in Hungary. A new method
of how to measure middle managers’ maturity of knowledge sharing is
presented in this paper. Between 2007 and 2010 an empirical survey was
conducted during which 400 middle managers working at medium- and largesized enterprises in Hungary were investigated by a questionnaire. The
answers of this survey have been analysed using Principal Component
Analysis and four different components regarding the maturity of knowledge
sharing have been identified. These four components are the availability
among middle managers, the availability among the middle manager and
subordinates, the usefulness of knowledge among middle managers and the
usefulness of knowledge among the middle manager and subordinates.
Keywords: knowledge sharing, maturity, middle managers

Knowledge Management in the Quebec Mining Industry: A
Framework of Practice to Ensure Evidence-Based Knowledge
Translation
Charles Gagné1, Louis Lazure1, Élise Ledoux1, Sylvie Ouellet1, PierreSébastien Fournier2
1
Institut de recherche Robert-Sauvé en santé et en sécurité du travail
(IRSST), Montreal, Canada
2
Management Department, Faculty of Business Administration,
Université Laval, Quebec, Canada
Abstract: Demographic changes in recent decades in industrialized countries
and changes in the working world are introducing major challenges regarding
the question of age management and knowledge management. To better
understand these issues and their impacts on occupational health and safety,
the Institut de recherche Robert-Sauvé en santé et en sécurité du travail
(IRSST) has developed a research program that focuses on knowledge
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management in different industries. In this context, an IRSST research team
was asked by Quebec mining stakeholders to document the mining sector
conditions that favour a safe and competent integration of new workers (of
varying ages and occupational paths), particularly the conditions that foster
knowledge transmission between experienced and new workers. To support
the research team’s work and promote an appropriation of evidence-based
knowledge by the stakeholders/end-users, a Knowledge Transfer Advisor
(KTA) was integrated into the research team. This approach is integral to the
framework of practice of the Research and Knowledge Translation Cycle
developed by the IRSST. The framework was developed through a rigorous
process led by knowledge transfer researchers and KTAs on the basis of an
extensive scientific literature review. This paper presents the IRSSTdeveloped Research and Knowledge Translation Cycle and the conditions
implemented in the context of this research project to enhance stakeholder
participation in the KT activities held.
Keywords: Experience and expertise transfer, Knowledge exchange,
Knowledge utilization, Framework of practice, Stakeholders

Adoption of Knowledge Management Systems in SMEs;
Realities and Challenges from Ethiopia
Tendayi Gondo1 and Edmore Kori2
1
Department of Urban and Regional Planning, University of Venda,
Thohoyandou, South Africa
2
Department of Geography and Geo-Information Sciences, University of
Venda, Thohoyandou, South Africa
Abstract: Most Small-scale Medium Enterprises (SME’s) are becoming
relentless in managing and developing knowledge management systems.
This is a view however that is based on anecdote rather than reliable
empirical evidence. Using data from 300 SME’s in Ethiopia, this paper helps
redress this deficit. Specifically the paper explores the extent to which SMEs
in Ethiopia engage in knowledge management programmes and deciphers
some of the factors which may explain the use and non – use of knowledge
management practices. The analysis reveals that although a significant
number of SME’s are knowledge conscious, many more seemingly adopt an
ad hoc or haphazard approach. For example less than tenth have credible
knowledge management systems. Consequently it seems that there is
considerable distance to be travelled to arrive at a universal appreciation of
the need to incorporate knowledge portals in SME operations. The analysis
also reveals that larger SMEs are more likely to adopt knowledge
management systems where the employed labourforce is high and where
government assistance is readily available.
Keywords: knowledge management, organizational learning, capacity,
performance
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The Chain Value Process and Knowledge Transfer in a
Bioengineering Case
Manel González-Piñero1, ElenaCano López2, Miguel Ángel Mañanas
Villanueva1, Juan Ramos Castro1 and Pere Caminal Magrans1
1
Biomedical Engineering Research Centre (CREB) of the Technical
University of Catalonia. Barcelona, Spain.
2
Technology Transfer Office, IPR Department of the Technical University
of Catalonia, Barcelona, Spain
Abstract: This study highlights the complete management process of a
bioengineering knowledge, and how it follows all the steps of the Valorisation
chain that contains the following five steps: detection, selection, evaluation,
protection and commercialization. In this process we show how researchers,
IP managers and business development managers work together to achieve
a common aim. The knowledge selected to advance in the value chain
before being transferred to the market is a technology of a Biofeedback
equipment specifically for urinary incontinence. Biofeedback instruments for
the treatment of urinary incontinence have the purpose of generating (and
also recording for further analysis) signals directly related to the activity of the
pelvic floor muscles. Although a few instruments use the exerted pressure as
the measured signal, the most frequently employed signal is the electrical
activity associated to the muscle contractions or electromyogram (EMG).
This Biofeedback case developed in our University has followed a
methodology of Valorization in which the interaction between researchers, IP
managers and business development managers is significant to know the
market requirements and to direct the research efforts towards the market
necessities; that is why the last step of the design is a commercialization
planning to explode the technology. In this case, the goal is to find an
industrialized partner interested in producing the clinical validated prototype
following all the EC regulations.
Keywords: Bioengineering, biofeedback, marketing in higher education,
technology transfer, knowledge transfer, valorisation process

Managing Knowledge-Intensive Centers for Research,
Experimental Development and Application of Scientific
Discoveries - the Biggest Challenge of Knowledge
Management of the 21st Century
Nebojsa Graca1 and Ana Lucija Gojakovic2
1
Independent scientific researcher, Belgrade, Serbia
2
Independent economic researcher, Belgrade, Serbia
Abstract: Previous Knowledge Management research has shown that
knowledge, the way available knowledge is used, as well as speed of
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acquiring new knowledge, have a considerable influence on competitive
advantage of contemporary companies. A deficiency in the field of Knowledge
Management was dicovered in Knowledge-intensive companies within
domains of research and development acitivities, and application of acquired
results during production of new products and provision of new services
based on absolutely new knowledge (scientific discoveries). In other words,
the above mentioned deficiency manifests itself during transformation of
absolutely new knowledge into a newly developed value resulting from
scientific and research work - the intellectual capital. Considering that
knowledge - a base model of economic development of the 21st century, is
based on intellectual capital, a question how to remove the essential
deficiencies of Knowledge Management in Knowledge-intensive companies
which can be viewed as unique factories for „production“ of absolutely new
knowledge, needs to be asked? In other words, how can we connect the
„production“ of knowledge and market demand in order to create a value
which can be valorized on the market? If coefficient of intellectual value
added is the most significant indicator of business performance of
Knowledge-intensive companies, another question needs to be asked. How
can we manage the intellectual component of a business offer (intellectual
material) efficiently and effectively, considering that this intellectual material
represents knowledge in the process of its „production“ from a phase of
elementary, applied and developmental research and market placement in
the form of apsolutely new products and services while providing total quality
which surpasses clients’ and competitors’ expectations - Total Quality
Management? In our work we also show that knowledge based on scientific
research, represents the most profitable investment, covert competitive
advantage to its owner and unlimited resource for continuous positive
economic results. This is how we confirm, that intellectual capital based on
knowledge, justifies its dominant participation of about 77% of society’s total
capital according to official reports of the World Bank.
Keywords: knowledge; research; development; knowledge-intensive;
management

Cyclic Process Model Transformation
Norbert Gronau, Edzard Weber, Christof Thim, Priscilla Heinze and
Gergana Vladova
University of Potsdam, Germany
Abstract: Process analysis usually focuses only on single and selected
processes. It is either existent processes that are recorded and analysed or
reference processes that are implemented. So far no evident effort has been
put into generalising specific process aspects into patterns and comparing
those patterns with regard to their efficiency and effectiveness. This article
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focuses on the combination of dynamic and holistic analytical elements in
enterprise architectures. Our goal is to outline an approach to analyse the
development of business processes in a cyclical matter and demonstrate this
approach based on an existent modelling language. We want to show that
organisational learning can derive from the systematic analysis of past and
existent processes from which patterns of successful problem solving can be
deducted.
Keywords: knowledge management, process model, process-oriented
knowledge, cyclic process transformation

The Not-Invented-Here Syndrome in Academia – How to
Measure and Manage it
David Grosse Kathoefer and Jens Leker
Institute for Business Administration at the Department of Chemistry
and Pharmacy, University of Muenster, Germany
Abstract:Today’s society is often described as a “knowledge society”.
Accordingly, knowledge transfer plays a pivotal role for innovation and
economic development. In this light, universities have often been the focus of
interest for research and practice in recent years. However, the perspective of
the knowledge recipient in this process is very much neglected. Thus, this
paper concentrates on the Not-Invented-Here syndrome in academia. We
develop a robust measurement model and test this construct and 8 potential
antecedents in a structural equation model. The sample consists of
477 German university professors from the natural sciences. We figure out
that 4 of the hypotheses find support in the data. Especially, experience and a
knowledge sharing-friendly environment help to decrease a potential NIH
infection of academic scientists. At the end of the paper, practical implications
for industrial managers and university policy-makers are derived.
Keywords: Not-Invented-Here syndrome, knowledge transfer, academia,
recipient, barrier
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Individual Level Influencers on Tacit Knowledge Sharing
Processes
Claire Gubbins1, Grainne Kelly1, Lawrence Dooley2, Cécile Emery3 and
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2
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3
Employment Relations & Organizational Behaviour Group, London
School of Economics & Political Science, London, UK
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Abstract: Smith (2001) notes that "much of the knowledge on which
performance in real-world settings is based is tacit knowledge" and 90
percent of knowledge in any organisation is embedded in people's heads. It is
through converting tacit knowledge to value that the organisation obtains the
competitive advantages achievable through knowledge management (KM)
(KPMG, 2000). Much research explores the management of explicit
knowledge but limited progress is made on that of tacit knowledge (Insch et
al., 2008; Perez & Mitra, 2007). Employees are the fundamental repositories
of tacit knowledge and are the key players in knowledge management
initiatives. Tacit knowledge is personal, hard to communicate and exists in
individuals mental models (Cho, Li, Su, 2007). It is therefore the individual
whom decides if they will share their knowledge (Constant et al., 1994). Thus,
an understanding of individual factors and their influence on knowledge
management processes is key to the success of any knowledge management
initiative (Tohidinia & Mosakhani, 2010). Wang and Noe (2010) and Cho, Li
and Su (2007) argue for further research on individual level variables.
Additionally, the number of studies on these variables is limited and many
define knowledge broadly to include explicit knowledge. This study aims to
advance on this research gap and explore the influence of individual level
factors on tacit knowledge management processes. The case study is based
on an American multinational manufacturing site and the participants are
engineers whom engage in routine and non-routine tasks which demand use
of both explicit and tacit knowledge. A qualitative methodology is utilised. This
paper presents the preliminary results of this investigation.
Keywords: tacit knowledge, knowledge management, individual factors
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Knowledge Identification, Capture and Dissemination:
ECOPETROLS.A. Real Example of Implementation
Oscar Guerra and Janeth Rojas
ECOPETROL S.A., Colombia
Abstract: ECOPETROL S.A. is the National Oil Company (NOC) from
Colombia, currently is located at number 13 in the Annual Ranking of the
World’s Largest Listed Energy Firms, according to PFC Energy 50 - January
2011-. In July 2010, approximately of 30% of direct employees from
ECOPETROL S.A. could qualify for the retirement benefit according to the
Colombian law. Given that the percentage of people who could leave the
company is a representative of the total number of employees and that this
population is the greatest experience has within the company, between 17
and 25 years of expertise, the company started from 2005 an initiative aimed
at mitigating the impact of loss of knowledge due to decoupling of staff, this
initiative is created, consolidated and routed within the Knowledge
Management Corporate Program of ECOPETROL and is implemented in all
departments of the company. The initiative in question has several stages
from the selection of personnel who can retire and has key knowledge for the
operation of the Company, the identification of key knowledge of this persons,
the training of those who undertake the transfer of knowledge as trainers or
coaches, building plans or transfer programs, monitoring the implementation
of these plans and the consolidation and evaluation of the results of the
transfer made, all framed within of the Deming cycle: Plan, Do, Check and
act. In the same way this process is part of a job of sensitization of the people
selected as tutors and apprentices who would be supported by the top
management of Company. The work done by ECOPETROL allowed the tacit
knowledge identification, capture and dissemination within the company
through a structured method, with specific deliverables and results that have
allowed the continued performance and safe in the operation, even though
the retirement of many of the people involved in this process it is a fact. This
paper will be of interest to the participants because it shows a real and
practical case in the identification, capture and dissemination of tacit
knowledge within a company that is exposed to the imminent departure of a
large number of employees.
Keywords: Knowledge management, tacit knowledge capture and
dissemination, transfer knowledge strategy
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Understanding Personal Knowledge Development in Online
Learning Environments: An Instrument for Measuring
Externalisation, Combination and Internalisation
Markus Haag and Yanqing Duan
University of Bedfordshire, Luton, UK
Abstract: This paper investigates personal knowledge development in online
learning environments using the perspective of a model adapted from Nonaka
and colleagues’ SECI model. To this end, the SECI model, which was
originally designed to describe organisational knowledge creation and
conversion, was adapted to conceptualise personal knowledge development
in online learning at the individual level. As the SECI model was originally
conceived at the organisational level, in order to measure personal
knowledge development at the individual level in the context of online
learning, a measurement instrument was created in order to measure the
scores of individual online learners on Externalisation, Combination and
Internalisation. It is argued that Socialisation is not a relevant mode in the
context of online learning and is therefore not covered in the measurement
instrument; this is explained further in the paper. This measurement
instrument also examines the interrelationships between the three modes and
a new model – the so-called EC-I model – is proposed to depict these
interrelationships. The measurement instrument is based on data collected
through an online survey, in which online learners report on their experiences
of personal knowledge development in online learning environments. In other
words, the instrument measures the magnitude of online learners’
Externalisation and Combination activities as well as their level of
Internalisation, i.e. the outcomes of their personal knowledge development in
online learning. For Externalisation and Combination, formative indicators
were used, whereas for Internalisation reflective indicators were used. The
measurement instrument is one of the main foci of this paper and is therefore
discussed in-depth. In sum, the paper proposes a modified version of the
SECI model, extending the applicability of the original SECI model from the
organisational to the individual level. It outlines a new measurement
instrument which can be used to measure Externalisation and Combination,
i.e. personal knowledge development processes, and Internalisation, i.e.
personal knowledge development outcomes.
Keywords: personal knowledge development, SECI model, EC-I model,
measurement instrument, measurement indicators, online learning
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Chaordic Knowledge Management – Shifting Paradigms for
Corporate Knowledge Networks
Frank Habermann1, Jörg Fehlinger2 and Karen Schmidt2
1
Berlin School of Economics and Law, Berlin, Germany
2
Becota – The Berlin Talent & Consulting Association, Berlin, Germany
Abstract: Saying that corporate knowledge networks are important is stating
the obvious. In general, but the most in service industries and “knowledge
intensive firms” work has become a collaborative endeavor carried out to a
significant extent through informal networks of individual relationships. This
article deals with the thesis that understanding, accepting and actively
handling informal (knowledge) networks can help managers to deploy the real
intellectual capital in their companies. Nowadays, in the age of Web 2.0,
many companies put their hope on social software as an effective tool for
corporate networking, discussion and knowledge sharing. However, after the
first wave of euphoria, enterprises faced serious problems of realization. The
reason for this is that online social networks are determined by the personal
goals of their members, self-organized structures as well as emergent
processes and contents. From an enterprise perspective this means the rise
of a non-transparent construct which is neither controllable nor predictable.
The key management task is to find appropriate approaches which are not
suppressing the dynamics of a social network but utilizing its value for
corporate purposes. Following an initial analysis of the challenges which
result from the goal of implementing online knowledge networks, the concept
of “chaordic knowledge management” is introduced in the second part of the
article. This management approach is based on the assumption that a
substantial part of knowledge sharing and innovation happens at the
crossroad between chaos and order. In other words, valuable knowledge
solutions often result from a dynamic, multi-dimensional process that can
neither planned nor controlled step-by-step. Instead, in order to cope with
complex situations, enterprises need to prepare for exploration, openness
and observation.
Keywords: Knowledge networks, knowledge sharing, enterprise 2.0, social
communities, complex adaptive systems, organizational behavior

Intellectual Capital in Universities: Faculty and Student
Perceptions
Meliha Handzic and Kursad Ozlen
International Burch University, Sarajevo, Bosnia-Herzegovina
Abstract: This paper proposes a specific IC measurement model to assist
universities to obtain an accurate picture of their knowledge-based assets
and help them to develop better strategies to manage that knowledge across
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the institution. The model also serves as a means for assessing how well the
identified assets meet institutional business goals and strategies. The
practical application of the model is illustrated in the context of a new Eastern
European university. The findings reveal some interesting IC dynamics and
identify current shortcomings. Practical implications and the agenda for future
research were also discussed.
Keywords: Intellectual capital, measurement model, European higher
education, survey

Developing a Knowledge Strategy Using Tacit Knowledge
Measurement: Implications for the Balanced Scorecard
Innovation and Learning Perspective
Harold Harlow
Wingate University, Wingate, North Carolina, USA
Abstract: This research paper develops practical measures that can be used
by managers to develop a knowledge strategy for the balanced scorecard
innovation and learning perspective. My research proposes the use of the (1)
tacit knowledge index (TKI) to assess the level of tacit knowledge within firms
and that effect on firm performance and (2) the development of a knowledge
strategy for the BSC innovation and learning perspective based on the TKI.
My prior research surveyed 108 United States, European and Canadian firms
that are using knowledge management to determine each firm’s Tacit
Knowledge Index which was then related to the innovation and financial
results at each firm as well as the knowledge strategy employed. This
research revealed significant relationships between a firm’s knowledge
strategy, level of TKI and the firm’s innovation performance. The relationship
to the financial outcomes was less strong.
Keywords: tacit knowledge, balanced scorecard, knowledge strategy

Understanding the Fit between KAs and the Firm in Five
Software SMEs
Ciara Heavin and and Frederic Adam
Business Information Systems, University College Cork, Ireland
Abstract: There remains a lack of empirical evidence exploring how software
SMEs operationalise their approach to knowledge management (KM). This
study endeavours to offer a tangible mechanism for understanding and
diagnosing how this type of firm manages knowledge. The objective of this
study was to devise a classification of knowledge activities (KAs) which
facilitates the exploration of a Small to Medium Sized Enterprises (SMEs) in
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terms of the type and extent to which knowledge is managed. Further to this,
analysis of KAs provided a greater understanding of the fit between the firm’s
objectives and the KM approach pursued. In order to achieve this, five case
studies were conducted and subsequently. Based on the classification of KAs
identified, a qualitative analysis approach was used to code each of the
twenty eight interviews conducted. Both quantitative and qualitative content
analysis methods were applied to facilitate data reduction and generate
meaning from the significant volume of data collected. The output from this
study includes a classification of KAs which provide a rich insight into how
SMEs are motivated to deal with knowledge as a means of achieving their
organisational objectives. From a practitioner viewpoint, this study seeks to
offer an improved understanding of an SMEs’ approach to KM, particularly in
the current economic climate where SMEs with significantly curtailed
resources endeavour to seek new ways of leveraging knowledge in order to
deal with unanticipated events.
Keywords: Knowledge Management (KM), Knowledge Activity (KA),
knowledge, Small to Medium Sized Software Enterprises (SMES) and
software

Key Knowledge Sharing Points: Exploring a new concept for
studying Crossroads in Global Innovation Projects
Tore Hoel1 and Jan Pawlowski2
1
Oslo University College, Oslo, Norway
2
University of Jyväskylä, Jyväskylä, Finland
Abstract: This paper introduces the concept of Key Knowledge Sharing Point
(KKSP) to describe potential crossroads in global innovation projects. As
Knowledge Management becomes more and more important in global
settings it is essential to identify when and where key knowledge is or must
be shared within specific process cycles in order to run innovation projects
successfully. The goal of the paper is to contribute to the methods
development of standardisation as a design activity in the domain of learning
technologies. This activity is reported suffering from a legitimacy crisis and
needs both improved process and products. As a Key Knowledge Sharing
Point the authors understand situations or events in which knowledge sharing
is of essential importance for the success of an activity. The KKSP construct
is explored in in two cases studies in order to test its abilities as a descriptive
lens. The first case study analysed a case of legitimacy breakdown in
stakeholder engagement, focussing on Key Knowledge, Key Sharing Points
and Key Timing, the three intersecting aspects of the KKSP constructs. The
second case study was chosen for its critical timing (scope definition of new
standardisation work items), and demonstrated the analytical strength of the
KKSP construct highlighting the importance of what knowledge to be
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exchanged through which channels. This paper describes a first step towards
a prescriptive model based on a iterative development with several cycles of
descriptive studies. The authors use Actor Network Theory to analyse
standardisation activities understood as a recursive process of design, sensemaking and negotiations. For further development of the KKSP construct in a
prescriptive direction the authors point to the problematisation and
perspective primitive Why as a starting point.
Keywords: Organisational learning; key knowledge management point;
descriptive and prescriptive theory building; global innovation; anticipatory
standardisation

Using Web 2.0 Technologies to Support Technology
Surveillance in a University Context
Marta Infante Abreu1, Florian Matthes² and Alexander Steinhoff²
1
Polytechnic University of Habana (CUJAE), Havana, Cuba
²Technische Universität München, Munich, Germany
Abstract: Technology surveillance (TS) can be seen as a particular branch of
knowledge management (KM) primarily focusing on technology related
information. It constitutes a systematic process including the activities of
gathering, organizing, analyzing, and disseminating information from internal
and external sources to assist organizations in managing risks in their
operational and strategic environment. In this paper we focus on TS in a
university environment where different departments, research groups and
individual researchers critically depend on up-to-date technology-related
information in their field. Today, the actors in the TS process are challenged
with an exponential growth of scientific knowledge and technology related
information. However, the fact that all of this information is available in digital
formats and the trend that it is increasingly available free of charge or at low
prices offers many new opportunities. We suggest an approach for TS that
helps universities to seize these opportunities and to master the challenges
using proven Web 2.0 technologies. We first describe the goals, activities and
roles of traditional TS approaches together with typical problems that are
encountered when the activities are performed in practice, particularly in a
research context. Then, after shortly introducing the most important Web 2.0
technologies and their application in enterprises and organizations, a
theoretical model of a Web 2.0 supported TS process is developed.
Subsequently, we demonstrate how this approach can be applied in practice
using an existing commercial web based collaboration platform. We show by
an example scenario how the offered integrated structuring capabilities,
access rights management, linking and tagging functionality can support the
activities of the proposed model.
Keywords: Technology surveillance, collaboration, web 2.0, technology
integration, knowledge management
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Knowledge Creation in Multinational Corporations: The Role of
Organizational Structure
Pamela Chidiogo Izunwanne
University of Agder, Kristiansand, Norway
Abstract: Organizational structure has been linked to several strategy
constructs: organizational learning; firm internationalization; innovation;firm
performance;organizational capabilities; product development etc. However,
until now, studies have not classified the role that organizational structure
plays in facilitating or inhibiting knowledge creation. This paper attempts a
classification using multinational corporations as context. The paper’s aim is
to show how the formal organizational structure could influence knowledge
creation activities. Organizational structure components include: reporting
relationships; organization routines; standard operating procedures; reward
systems. This list is by no means exhaustive and could vary from one
organization to the other but this paper focuses on reporting relationships and
routines. Knowledge creation is a process that adds value for multinational
corporations. It has been identified by the knowledge based view as a
process that leads to competitive advantage for firms if well coordinated
(Grant, 1996b, Nonaka, 1994b). This paper adopts ideas of the emerging
knowledge governance approach which hypothesizes that organizations can
influence knowledge creation through the use of formal mechanisms(Foss,
2007). The overall proposition is that formal organizational structure
components particularly reporting relationships and routines influence
knowledge creation through particular organizational controls.
Keywords: Knowledge creation; organizational structure; organizational
controls; knowledge governance; knowledge-based view; multinational
corporations

A Pattern-Based Ontology Engineering Platform
Thomas Janke
SAP Research, Dresden, Germany
Abstract: Building knowledge management systems based on semantic
technologies can profit from the use of ontologies. The latter provide a shared
vocabulary, which helps to shape common understanding, fosters reuse and
data integration as well as facilitates reasoning. The problem companies are
facing, though, is that, despite all advantages, ontology engineering is very
hard to master. First of all, domain engineers need to select the most suitable
ontology language from the pool of available languages ensuring that the
chosen language reflects the requirements of the given domain by means of
expressivity, reasoning performance and tool support. Moreover, in order to
model high-quality ontologies, a good knowledge about the various logical
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formalisms, the offered ontology languages are based on, their characteristics
and their differences is required. Published best practices for ontology
engineering, so called Ontology Design Patterns (ODPs) (Gangemi and
Presutti, 2009) can help here. They describe how to solve common modeling
problems. The problem, though, is that in order to apply such a pattern,
ontology engineers not only have to find a suitable pattern but also need to
understand its semantics. The platform presented in this paper tackles those
problems from two directions. First of all, domain engineers are enabled to
model their domain utilizing domain-specific languages reflecting the specific
requirements of the particular domain. As a result, the modeling task will be
significantly simplified. Moreover, based on the introduced level of
abstraction, the platform will enable the generation of concrete ontologies in
various target languages and in doing so, mitigates the problem of language
selection. Furthermore, the ontology generation component introduces room
for the second main principle which is the automatic and transparent
application of ODPs. This means that every transformation of domain-specific
models into ontologies is based on executable ontology patterns which can
be contributed and registered to the platform by ontology experts.
Keywords: Ontology engineering, Model driven development, Ontology
design patterns, Domain-specific languages

Towards a Detailed View on the Influence of Organizational
Culture on Knowledge Sharing
Vincent de Jong and Remko Helms
Utrecht University, Department of Information and Computing Science,
Utrecht, The Netherlands
Abstract: It is often mentioned in the literature, either academic or
practitioner, that for knowledge sharing to flourish in an organization it is
important that the organizational culture allows such sharing to take place.
Despite the acknowledgement of organizational culture as a major influence
on knowledge sharing, the research on this topic still lacks some depth.
Research that has been done, is either focusing on organizational culture as
an abstract concept, or is trying to test the hypothesis that certain aspects of
organizational culture lead to more and better knowledge sharing. A good
understanding of how aspects of culture influence knowledge sharing
behavior is however lacking. This research is intending to fill this gap by
studying how organizational culture affects knowledge sharing. A comparative
case study has been conducted at different departments from subsidiaries of
a large Dutch construction company. Based on observations and interviews
with employees of the selected departments, the organizational culture as
well as the knowledge sharing behavior could be assessed. After processing
and tabulating the qualitative data it has been analyzed to detect patterns in
knowledge sharing behavior that are related to the dimensions of
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organizational culture. In this analysis step, several influences of
organizational culture on knowledge sharing behavior were found. In terms of
practical benefits, four out of eight dimensions can be regarded as most
influencing. This could be interpreted as a focus for cultural interventions in
organizations to stimulate knowledge sharing. The contribution to the KM
research field is that propositions are formulated that could eventually lead to
a complete theory on the way how organizational culture is influencing
knowledge sharing. So far, the propositions are plausible to be valid for the
researched company and at best for comparable contractors in the
construction industry. Future research is needed to show a broader
generalization of the results.
Keywords: organizational culture, knowledge sharing, knowledge sharing
behavior, multiple case studies

The Challenge of Scientific Cooperation in Large Complex
Research Clusters – Experiences from the Cluster of
Excellence “Integrative Production Technology for High-Wage
Countries”
Claudia Jooß, Florian Welter, Anja Richert, and Sabina Jeschke
IMA - Institute of Information Management in Mechanical Engineering &
ZLW - Center for Learning and Knowledge Management & IfU - Institute
for Management Cybernetics RWTH Aachen University, Aachen,
Germany
Abstract: The initiation of so called Clusters of Excellence constitutes a
milestone with regard to Germany’s efforts to foster integrative and
interdisciplinary research. Clusters of Excellence constitute spatially
concentrated research networks including about 20 university institutes, nonuniversity research institutes as well as further selected partners and advisors
from industry and science. The heterogeneity of the included actors can lead
to structural, cognitive and cultural challenges in coordination and
cooperation, because diverse disciplines (e. g. production and material
engineering, informatics as well as business sciences) are integrated using
different methodologies and technical terms. Therefore, the question arises in
how far cross linked, knowledge-intensive and highly complex scientific
cooperations can be organized to ensure a high quality of the research
cluster output. To cope with the challenge of scientific cooperation, the
conceptual framework of the Cross Sectional Processes in the Cluster of
Excellence “Integrative Production Technology for High-Wage Countries” at
RWTH Aachen University supports effective networking processes and
strategic cluster development by means of learning and knowledge
management. In order to contribute to the aforementioned research question,
a model for the management of Cross Sectional Processes is developed. The
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model will define specific measures for a promotion of interdisciplinary
cooperation and cluster development at respective phases of network
development – e. g. from the initiation phase to the steady phase. Following
the research approach of the Grounded Theory, the generation of the model
bases on a triangulation of quantitative as well as qualitative data, captured
through a Balanced-Scorecard-based performance measurement tool, direct
evaluations and structured interviews with cluster members. First results of
the data triangulation make obvious that e. g. the role of project leaders as
cluster-internal knowledge agents is crucial for a successful knowledge
transfer in a hierarchical Cluster of Excellence. Moreover, a high rate of staff
turnover in the research environment strongly influences the implementation
of cross sectional activities. A further transfer of cross sectional measures to
other forms of scientific oriented clusters and comparable networks is aspired
by the Cross Sectional Processes to support scientific oriented
interdisciplinary cooperation in future.
Keywords: Challenge of interdisciplinary cooperation, cross sectional
processes, learning and knowledge management in clusters of excellence,
model for cluster development

Expert Knowledge: Does it Help or Hinder Idea Generation and
Creativity for Innovation?
Selvi Kannan
Victoria University, Melbourne, Australia
Abstract: Managing a diverse multigenerational workforce of ageing experts
and young talented entrants is becoming a challenge for organisations.
Current research acknowledges that experience and expertise will walk out
the door with the retiring workforce and little replaced with new entrants
coming into the organisations who have little or no experience. This leaves
organisations in a susceptible position. One key challenge facing
organisations today is to manage the knowledge and talent for sustained
competitive performance and innovation in this workforce shift. Innovation is
crucial for economic performance globally. Drucker (1985) as quoted by Tidd
et al (2005) identified demographic change as one of the common sources of
opportunities in managing innovation. Was Drucker (1985) really seeding
waves of thinking that the new organisational order to continue to sustain and
innovate, an organisation has to manage knowledge towards innovation of a
diverse workforce? Can experts really help? Or do the novices consider
them to be a hindrance?. This paper focuses by questioning: Is an expert's
knowledge and expertise, especially those veteran experts, critical in idea
generation and creativity towards innovation or more of a hindrance? There
is clearly a lack of scholarly and empirical work in linking knowledge
management and innovation. Furthermore there is definitely lack of studies
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focussing on experts, talents and experience contribution in the innovation
process. This conceptual paper attempts to conceptualize a knowledge
exchange and barrier model within a typified innovation process. It takes the
view that knowledge is valued resource and the perspectives and
experiences of young talents versus veteran experts on working together to
generate creative ideas and ultimately start up innovative projects in an
organisation can be challenging. The expert's knowledge and experience in
applying to an organisation's innovation process looks at tacit exchange and
barriers of a case organisation in Australia. This paper may benefit two
primary groups - researchers and academics who are interested in the link
between innovation process and knowledge management. Secondly it may
benefit managers in an organisation to understand better as to how to
manage knowledge for idea generation and creativity and sustain innovation
with a multigenerational workforce.
Keywords: Multigenerational workforce, creativity, knowledge management,
innovation process, barriers

Integration of Knowledge into the Value Stream Mapping
Method – Benefits, Challenges, Solution Statement
Eva-Maria Kern1, Wendelin Schmid1, Julia Boppert2 and Carolin
Fiechter1
1
Universität der Bundeswehr München, Chair for knowledge
management and business process design, Neubiberg, Germany
2
trilogIQa, München, Germany
Abstract: The purpose of this conceptual paper is to present a practicable
method for conducting knowledge management in a value-oriented way.
Therefore, a concept is deduced for integrating the resource knowledge into
value stream mapping, an established method for business process
optimization. The concept is discussed by examining its expected benefits as
well as the challenges identified. In order to allow for the implementation of
this concept, a three-layered approach for a knowledge-integrating value
stream mapping method is presented: The first layer includes components for
data collection, knowledge-specific preparation and visualization. The second
layer contains the selection mechanisms for interlinking layer 1 and layer 3,
which finally comprises knowledge management processes as well as a wide
set of according methods and tools. The practical application of the approach
is exemplarily illustrated on the basis of experiences from a case study. The
paper concludes by identifying the specific need for further research on this
topic.
Keywords: Business process, efficiency, knowledge management, lean
thinking, value creation, value stream mapping
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Knowledge Management Practices (KMP) and its Impact on
Organizational Performance in Pharmaceuticals Firms
Radwan Kharabsheh1, Ihab Magableh2 and Sukina Sawadha1
1
Department of Business Administration, Faculty of Economics and
Administrative Studies, Hashemite University, Zarqa, Jordan
2
Department of Managerial Sciences, Talal Abu-Gazaleh College of
Business, The German-Jordan University, Amman, Jordan
Abstract: An extensive amount of studies found a positive relationship
between knowledge management (KM) and organizational performance (OP).
However, there remains a lack of clarity regarding the relationship between
KMPs and OP. For example, Davenport (1999) argued that although the
relationship between KM and performance indicators has been discussed at
length, few firms have been able to establish a casual relationship between
KM activities and firm performance. Likewise, there are no straightforward
links between KM and business performance but, instead, a complex
relationship (Carlucci and Schiuma, 2006). Wang et. al. (2009) argued that a
growing belief has emerged that effectively managing knowledge can
enhance performance, to date; however, there is limited empirical evidence.
More importantly, a careful survey of literature shows that even fewer studies
found a direct link between KMPs and financial performance and KMPs and
new product success. New product success is especially important because it
relates to a firm’s innovative performance, which captures the critical domains
of firms’ competitive advantage, which can be defined as the contribution of
product and process innovations to firm performance (Jiang and Li, 2009).
While innovative performance is very important in numerous industries it is far
more important in the pharmaceutical industry. Ingelgard (2002) argued that
the competitive advantage in the pharmaceutical industry is entangled with
the company’s ability to generate new knowledge that can produce patents
and new medicines that are turned into marketable products. Therefore, this
study aims to explore the extent of adoption of KMPs in pharmaceutical
companies in Jordan. Further, the study aims to examine the relationship
between KMPs and OP. Using questionnaire survey data was gathered from
13 pharmaceutical companies in Jordan. The study found a positive and
direct relationship between KMPs and OP. Specifically, the results showed
that KMPs had the highest impact on new product success followed by
financial performance.
Keywords: Knowledge management practices, organizational performance,
communication, training, knowledge management strategies, pharmaceutical
and medical industries firms
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Knowledge Management Across the Globe – An International
Survey of KM Awareness, Spending, Practices and
Performance
Aino Kianto1, Tatiana Andreeva2 and Xing Shi1
1
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2
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Russia
Abstract: Several decades since its uprising, knowledge management (KM)
has now filtered companies all across the globe. Issues like knowledge
economy, intellectual capital, social capital and renewal have become part of
the standard language of strategy processes and business magazines.
However, even though main ideas of KM have spread, there are surprisingly
few studies exploring what actually really is done in firms related with KM
outside few countries where KM originated. Therefore, we still lack a bigger
picture that could reveal to which extent KM is actually applied in various
companies, especially operating in various cultural and economic contexts.
Also, as KM has spread around the world, it would be interesting to know
what kind of national differences there are in KM practices between firms
operating in different countries. This paper aims to address the
aforementioned gaps. It examines and compares the current state of KM in 3
very different countries: Finland, Russia and China. The data collected with a
web-based survey consists of 74 Chinese, 84 Finnish and 64 Russian
companies. We analyze the data statistically to examine the state of KM and
to explore country differences in KM practices and results. We start by
examining general awareness about KM, the terminology used for it, as well
as resources that companies spend on it. Next, we address a number of KM
practices that include strategic management of knowledge, organizational
culture, HRM practices, organizational structure and ICT tools that are aimed
to support efficient usage of knowledge in organizations. Finally, we discuss
perceptions of KM outcomes. This paper contributes to the deeper
understanding of KM practice in real organizations functioning in different
cultural, social and economic environments and thus is be of interest for a
wide audience of KM experts.
Keywords: knowledge management, survey, Finland, China, Russia
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Facilitating Knowledge Sharing in Virtual Networks
Andrea Kő, Péter Fehér and Krisztián Varga
Corvinus University of Budapest, 1093 Budapest, Fővám tér 8
Abstract: The exploitation of knowledge networks’ intellectual capital is one
of the key factors of the competitiveness in SMEs, which is strongly
connected to the application of ICT. Our team aimed to deal with the
innovation activities of SMEs, through the analyses of their knowledge
management related activities from ICT perspectives. We pay special
attention to the ICT-based analyses of knowledge transfer, sharing and
knowledge codification fields. The empirical evidence was collected from five
EU countries (Italy, Spain, Greece, Hungary and Slovakia), that were
analysed through an online questionnaire, and selected companies were
explored through case study methodology.
Keywords: knowledge sharing, virtual networks, associations, e-business,
collaboration

Practices to Promote Organizational Knowledge: a Case Study
in a Mining Company
Esther Lage¹, Antônio Luiz Marques², Alexandre Carrieri², Bráulio
Alturas¹
¹Information Sciences and Technology Department, Lisbon University
Institute, Lisbon, Portugal, ²Economic Sciences Department, Federal
University of Minas Gerais, Belo Horizonte, Brazil
Abstract: During the last two decades of the last century, new conceptual
approaches in the field of Strategic Management have highlighted intangible
assets, especially information and knowledge, as the basis for generating and
sustaining competitive advantage. This paper aims to describe routines that
foster organizational knowledge in a mining company located in Brazil. Nine
managers from the following departments were interviewed: Technological
Development, in charge of knowledge management in the organization;
Human Resources, Communications and Marketing, directly related to
employees and stakeholders´ knowledge; Industrial Engineering and
Industrial Automation for their relation to the innovation in the manufacturing
process; and Mining and Processing departments, since they represent the
core business of the company. A qualitative-descriptive approach was
applied in the research. Semi-structured interviews were used in order to
collect primary data. The company’s managers were asked to identify
routines that promote the creation, acquisition, codification, sharing, usage
and protection of knowledge. Those interviews were recorded and
transcribed. Internal documents were also used to describe the routines.
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Routines that promote organizational knowledge in the researched company
are strongly aligned to the strategic outcomes and to the consequent critical
knowledge necessary to achieve them. Considerable efforts have been made
by the company regarding technology, compensation and structure in order to
support the routines. Those investments reveal the importance of a strong
commitment of the top managers to the knowledge management. The
company recognizes the competitive advantage it gains by utilizing its
employees as a source of information and knowledge. Despite this
awareness and all measures connected to effectively implement routines
which maximize the creation of internal information, the information sharing
process lacks efficiency. The resistance of employees in sharing information
brings up the relationship between knowledge and power. Among the
organizational aspects that permeate all routines it is possible to highlight
interdisciplinary work, financial and material support and financial and
symbolic rewards.
Keywords: information; organizational knowledge; routines; organizational
learning

Knowledge Translation and Transfer Research Across
Québec’s Occupational Health and Safety Research Network
Monique Lortie1 and Lise Desmarais2
Biological Sciences, University of Québec at Montréal, Montréal,
Québec, Canada
Faculty of Administration Sciences, University of Sherbrooke,
Sherbrooke, Québec, Canada
Abstract. Knowledge transfer has been the object of abundant literature in
recent decades. Various models and theoretical frameworks have been
proposed, and numerous studies have been conducted on factors which
facilitate or represent obstacles to knowledge transfer. In Québec,
researchers in Occupational Health and Safety (OHS) are linked in a network
which groups together some 150 researchers. In the past five years, the
strategic knowledge transfer arm of this network has organized a number
symposia and events on this topic. The last such event specifically targeted
translation tools, namely guides and training programs, with a book to follow.
One of the goals of the knowledge transfer community in organizing activities
of the like is to better formalize the expertise developed by OHS researchers.
The object is to map points of views and perspectives specific to the OHS
field, in particular user status. Albeit OHS researchers usually write little on
this topic, most have been involved in transfer activities at some point in their
career. We firstly present the particularities of the network, the socio-cultural
context in which OHS evolves: network highly transdiciplinary, powerful field
research thrust, multi-level partnerships–between users and organizations–
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background, importance of unionization, framework of paritarism
underpinning OHS institutions and organizations. The subsequent sections
provide an overview of the outlook respecting knowledge transfer and the
concept of knowledge developed by the various component disciplines:
health sciences, natural and engineering sciences, human sciences,
management sciences, education sciences. This paper exposes the
community point of view on three issues, namely: users as knowledge endusers, as knowledge co-generators, and as brokers or transfer agents. Each
theme is substantiated with three examples of network-based research
designed to illustrate the manner in which user themes were explored or
integrated into the different projects.
Keywords: Occupational health and safety, knowledge end-user, knowledge
generator, transfer agent, guides and training

Knowledge Sharing Practices, Managerial Tacit Knowledge,
and Individual Performance: Their Interrelationships and the
Moderating Role of Employee Personality
Halimah Abdul Manaf1, Steven Armstrong1 and Alan Lawton2
1
Business School, The University of Hull, UK
2
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Australia
Abstract: Tacit knowledge is believed to be a significant factor distinguishing
successful managers from others. The ability of an organisation to effectively
share managerial tacit knowledge is one of the key sources of competitive
advantage for many of today’s organisations. Effective knowledge transfer
not only provides access to rich and timely information but can also lead to
the development of knowledge-sharing routines that result in new knowledge
and improved organisational learning – a pre-requisite for survival in today’s
complex and turbulent environment. This study investigates the relationship
between knowledge sharing practices, managerial tacit knowledge, and
individual performance in the Malaysian public sector. Moderation effects of
employee personality on these variables were also examined. Instruments
used in the study, involving 310 Malaysian public sector employees, included
Sternberg et al.’s (2000) Tacit Knowledge Inventory for Managers (TKIM),
John et al. ’s (2008) Big Five Inventory (BFI) of personality, Bryant’s (2005)
peer mentoring instrument, and Boh’s (2007) instrument for measuring the
effectiveness of knowledge sharing mechanisms. Findings suggest that
individual performance is influenced by both the effectiveness of knowledge
sharing practices, and levels of accumulated managerial tacit knowledge.
Both of these relationships were moderated to some degree by employee
personality traits.
Keywords: Knowledge sharing practices, tacit knowledge, personality traits,
individual performance
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Knowledge sharing in Romanian companies
Anca Mândruleanu
Academy of Economic Studies, Bucharest, Romania
Abstract: The cultural differences influence the activities, the processes, the
relationships and the culture within an organization. Embodied knowledge is
not easy to be seen and it is even more difficult to formalize and to share it.
Research have shown that Western firms often set out to exchange explicit
knowledge, whereas Eastern firms are often more interested in tacit
knowledge. The more embodied the knowledge, the more difficult is to
acquire them, but at the same time, the greater the extent that the knowledge
is valuable. This paper analyses the perception of some Romanian managers
over the knowledge sharing in the companies they run. Most of the Romanian
companies are already involved in knowledge management, but often this is
done informally or unconsciously. The goal of a formal knowledge
management programme is to make knowledge marketplace operate more
efficiently. In this way, organizations recognize that ownership of knowledge
can bring competitive advantage and the lack of knowledge management
means that they are losing money or opportunities either because they are
unable to find the knowledge that they need by reinventing the wheel or
because they are making decisions based on inadequate information.
Quantifying these losses is difficult and this makes it hard to design and
justify knowledge projects. Knowledge can be contextual, the person who
holds the knowledge also knows what it means, what its limits are and how it
can be used. The surrounding context of tacit knowledge is sometimes lost
when information is saved somewhere else. Even transmitting the information
to someone else is not the same as knowledge transfer, because the receiver
must understand the information and learn how to use it in appropriate ways.
Knowledge is most effectively transferred through interaction, especially faceto-face interaction. This is one of the main reasons for which the
management’ perception and vision regarding the knowledge transfer is very
important. A manger and the organizational culture of the run company can
essentially influence the process of sharing knowledge, by encouraging or
discouraging the interactions and the teamwork within the company. The
vision and the attitude of the management with regard to this issue differ from
one country to another, taking into account the cultural differences. This
paper presents some research about the Romanian managerial perception
concerning the knowledge transfer within Romanian companies.
Keywords: cultural differences, management perception, knowledge sharing
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The Relational Capital as a key Factor for a Company’s
Success: General Insights
Simone Manfredi, Domenico Celenza and Rosa Lombardi
University of Cassino, Italy
Abstract: Business system, particularly its basic components, has been
widely reconsidered. It used to be a whole of material elements, it is now a
system of visible and invisible elements. Thanks to the rise of knowledge
economy, competitive modern businesses create value by stressing specific
strategic invisible assets. More specifically, among all the business immaterial
components, the one that has gained more popularity is the intellectual
capital. It is based on three extremely important concepts: human capital,
structural capital and relational capital. The importance of each and every of
these concepts multiplies when you consider them all together. This essay,
though, aims to analyze one of these three components as the success
component of a business: the relational capital. It represents the interaction
and the integration between businesses and their referential environment
when specific exchanges – even financial ones - take place. These
exchanges help keep businesses alive. The relational capital originates from
the value of the relationships that exist between companies and their
stakeholders. This essay specifically analyses the relational capital by
identifying three different areas: the kind of contractual relationship between
companies and their stakeholders; the synergies, which derive from
collaborations between companies; the sharing of company values, such as
reputation, image, satisfaction, trust and loyalty marketing. Relational capital
is examined through the analyses of:
 relationships settled in time with defined roles, such as the relationships
between companies and their clients, providers, stakeholders and
referents;
 collaborations with other companies, which often become participation
relations or proper contracts;
 the companies themselves, which share specific value with the external
environment, thus help create a connection between personal values and
company values. For instance, reputation, image, trust, satisfaction and
loyalty marketing.
Therefore, it is necessary to highlight that rich and qualified relational
resources not only help businesses gain a strong competitive differential on
the market, but also generate wealth in the long term. As a result, research is
as follows: what is the relational capital? What elements are necessary in
order to consider the relational capital a strategic business factor?
Keywords: intellectual capital, relational capital, stakeholders, values, trust,
success factor
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Modelling Knowledge Sharing Into a Medical Facility Using
Human and Virtual Agents (Knowbots)
Virginia Maracine1, Luca Iandoli2, Emil Scarlat1 and Adriana Sarah Nica3
1
Department of Economic Cybernetics, Faculty of Economic
Cybernetics, Statistics and Informatics, Bucharest University of
Economics, Romania
2
Department of Business and Managerial Engineering, Faculty of
Engineering, University Federico II, Naples, Italy
3
Clinical Rehabilitation Department of National Institute of Rehabilitation
and Physical Medicine, University of Medicine and Pharmacology “Carol
Davila” Bucharest, Romania
Abstract: Knowledge-oriented organizations are bricks for the knowledgebased society construction. Building knowledge-based society and economy
suppose challenging transition processes from the classical structure of an
organization to new organizational forms that help to fill the gap between
actual society and the future knowledge-based society and economy. This
transition generates new issues in knowledge creation and sharing
processes, related to the particularities of the new organizational forms.
Therefore, in the last few years, our researches are oriented to developing
and testing a number of forms of organization designed to facilitate an
efficient and effective transition toward the knowledge-based society, like
communities of practice, (virtual) networks of professionals or knowledge
ecosystems (KE). Under this general frame, this paper presents the results of
our research aiming to capture the necessary changes that a medical
organization specialized in rehabilitation (the National Institute of
Rehabilitation and Physical Medicine from Bucharest, Romania - INRMFB)
has to undertake for converting its classical structure into a new knowledgeoriented one, possible and easily to being integrated into a Virtual Network for
Home Health Rehabilitation of the impaired people – the meta goal of our
research in recent years.
Specifically, within its five sections, the paper outlines:
1. An introduction in the macro and micro-level empirical setting in which the
study is carried out;
2. The methodological approach based on Social Network Analysis (SNA).
Although quit often used in the medical field, as we will see in the second
section of the paper, the SNA methods and models aren’t used yet in the
particular area of health rehabilitation;
3. The objectives of the empirical study that can be summarized as follows:
 Mapping of the knowledge flows & needs in the target community of
practice. The aim of this step is to produce an accurate picture of the
knowledge flows that the target community identified at the INRMFB
actually enacts in the accomplishment of its organizational objectives.
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 Analysis & Diagnosis: Identification of critical aspects and areas of
improvements (e.g. knowledge needs, knowledge bottlenecks,
structural determinants of inefficiency or of poor performance).
 Design: definition of the functional specifications for redesigning the
agents, network and of the functionalities of Knowbots.
4. The survey we have designed for data collection. According with the
particularities of the macro and micro-level in which our study is carried out,
we have designed a survey that will help us both for diagnosing the
knowledge-sharing-structure of INRMFB, and for finding adequate solutions
for potential critical aspects identified in this medical facility.;
5. A set of conclusions and recommendations for the new knowledge-oriented
organizational structure to be created within the INRMFB.
Alongside with performing SNA in the health rehabilitation field, an important
output of our study is to find answer to the following questions:
 Cans the classical organizational structure of the INRMFB be
transformed into a knowledge-based one, by reengineering the
knowledge flows and agent’s roles?
 If and where within the actual structure a virtual knowledge agent
(knowbot) can and should be integrated?
Our paper is a consequent continuation of our work in the KE area,
contributing to the completion of an integrate vision over the role of the KM
techniques, human and virtual agents in the emerging of knowledge-based
society.
Keywords: Community of practice, healthcare knowledge ecosystems, social
network analysis, knowledge agent (knowbot), collective learning, knowledgebased organization

From Knowledge Acquisition to Knowledge Elicitation - A
Roadmap
Peter Marshall and Damian Gordon
Department of Computing, Dublin Institute of Technology, Ireland
Abstract: One of the fundamental challenges indentified in Knowledge
Management is the process of capturing knowledge. To successfully capture
knowledge, it must first be acquired. Knowledge Acquisition is concerned with
the acquisition of knowledge from knowledge sources. This can occur in one
of two ways, by using non-human sources (e.g. electronic documents,
organisational databases, etc.) or human sources. Knowledge Elicitation is
the field concerned with the acquisition of knowledge from human sources. In
the literature, the terms Knowledge Acquisition and Knowledge Elicitation are
often used interchangeably; however there is a clear distinction between the
two. In a new and emerging field such as Knowledge Management, it is
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important that this delineation is made. This paper explores the relationship
between the two concepts and provides a roadmap from Knowledge
Acquisition to Knowledge Elicitation. The research begins with an overview of
the field of Knowledge Acquisition, focusing on three different approaches,
Automated, Semi-automated and Manual Knowledge Acquisition techniques.
The issues that impact the selection of each are discussed (known as the
Knowledge Acquisition Bottleneck). From this, the paper proceeds with an
overview of the Knowledge Elicitation, looking at the various influences that
have directed research as well as the issues and requirements for successful
elicitation. The paper concludes with an examination of the various
classifications of techniques that exists with the field.
Keywords: Knowledge acquisition, knowledge elicitation, knowledge
acquisition bottleneck

The Influence of the Organizational Learning Phases in the
Total Process: A Special Analysis of Organizational Structure
Inocencia Mª Martínez-León and Isabel Olmedo-Cifuentes
Technical University of Cartagena, Cartagena, Spain
Abstract: Organizational learning (OL) is a process that transforms
information into knowledge within an organization, by a set of sequential
phases (information acquisition, information distribution, shared interpretation,
and organizational memory). The previous OL phases are considered as
precursors of the next OL activity. The organizational structure also plays a
crucial role in determining learning processes. This study aims to analyze the
importance of prior OL phases on OL, and examine empirically whether the
organizational structure (job specialization –vertical and horizontal-,
formalization, centralization and indoctrination) affects directly to the OL
process. Carrying out regression analysis, this study has two different
implications. First, all OL phases have a positive and significant effect on OL
activity. And second, organizational structure directly affects the OL, where
high vertical job specialization and low centralization are significantly
associated with greater capacity for information distribution, low horizontal job
specialization and formalization with shared interpretation, and low
formalization with organizational memory.
Keywords: Organizational learning, organizational learning phases,
organizational structure, organizational design parameters
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Buzz Network Strategies and Their Impact on Knowledge
Management Process
Maurizio Massaro1 and Roland Bardy2
1
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2
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Abstract: The evolution in technology and social behavior, which is
happening nowadays, is changing traditional ways of managing knowledge.
An example of this evolution is represented by buzz network strategies
(BNS). Originally developed in the field of marketing, these strategies refer to
the interaction of consumers and users of a product or service in order to
amplify the marketing message and create a word-of-mouth effect. Nowadays
the original marketing usage is changing and companies are creating new
solutions for managing the knowledge that this word-of-mouth is generating
with a substantial impact on traditional knowledge management (KM)
practice. We have conducted an empirical analysis in the field of BNS using a
case-study, the ”kids’ space”. This project consists of an alliance of several
Italian companies with the aim of creating a web 2.0 solution where
consumers, architects, designers, inventors and other experts can talk about
products and services for children. A qualitative approach was used
throughout several semi- structured interviews with 10 managers involved in
the project. Focusing on these lines of research, the aim of this exploratory
paper is to:
(i) identify a theoretical framework of knowledge management process that
could be used in empirical analysis;
(ii) recognize how buzz strategies are affecting the traditional knowledge
management process in participating companies.
The theoretical implications of this paper are to create better assimilation of
network buzz strategies and to recognize how these strategies could affect
traditional Knowledge Management Process.
The managerial implications of this paper are to assist managers in
developing BNS.
Keywords: Knowledge management process, buzz network strategy, web
2.0, knowledge management, change
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Enabling Knowledge Workers to Collaboratively Add Structure
to Enterprise Wikis
Florian Matthes and Christian Neubert
Technische Universität München, Munich, Germany
Abstract: Varied fields of application, fast access to often needed
information, easy collaboration capabilities and low maintenance costs make
wikis very attractive for enterprises. For these reasons in many companies
wikis have already been firmly established as tools for collaboration and
knowledge exchange. Since most of the content in wikis is completely
unstructured (plain hypertext, links, etc.) it is difficult for programs to process
the information on the particular wiki pages. Therefore individual pages can
only be found by means of a full-text search engine, but searching for
particular pages with specific attributes and attribute values is not possible. In
this paper we present Hybrid Wikis, a lightweight approach for structuring
content and management of information structures in enterprise wikis. Hybrid
Wikis are realized based on the commercial Enterprise 2.0 software Tricia
and supported by our experiences made with classical wikis, semantic wikis
and integrated Enterprise 2.0 platforms used for knowledge and information
management in enterprises. Inspired by these web technologies Hybrid Wikis
extend the wiki provided by Tricia with a few mechanisms for classification,
linking, consistency checking, and visualization of wiki pages, which can be
combined flexibly.
We explain how these mechanisms facilitate the
structuring of content in enterprise wikis and how both can benefit from it,
knowledge workers and enterprises. Hybrid Wikis create incentives for users
to apply structure by giving suggestions of frequently used structured
elements, provide lightweight web-interfaces which enable users to manage
the structured elements directly as part of the page content, and help to avoid
information redundancies by offering structured searches as well as
autocompletion mechanisms for structured elements. Furthermore we show
how Hybrid Wikis enable knowledge workers to manage and integrate
structured and unstructured information uniform across the enterprise, which
is one of the key challenges knowledge management systems are faced with.
Keywords: Enterprise 2.0, social software, semantic web, wikis, structuring
of content, knowledge management systems
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Germany – Towards a Knowledge-Based Economy
Kai Mertins, Sven Wuscher and Markus Will
Fraunhofer IPK, Berlin, Germany
Abstract: Due to changes in the value creation processes the management
of Intellectual Capital (IC) is of increasing importance for the industrialised
nations. Previous research has indicated that material resources are less
important than intangible assets. We confirm that this is true and that it
applies in particular to small and medium-sized enterprises (SME). SMEs are
the backbone of the German economy and therefore the target group for IC
management. Unlike large scale enterprises, SMEs are incapable of facing
the increasing cost pressure by volume growth or relocation due to their
specific characteristics. Against this background, the purpose of this paper is
to assess and describe Germany as a knowledge site. The paper shows the
stage of development of German enterprises on the way to a knowledgebased economy from a practitioner’s perspective. The results of the analysis
are used to derive recommendations for the management of Intellectual
Capital. For this purpose, the research group “Arbeitskreis Wissensbilanz”
has undertaken an empirical study. The data for the survey was collected in
the time period of July 2009 and August 2010 under the supervision of the
Fraunhofer Institute for Production Systems and Design Technology (IPK)
within the initiative “Wissensbilanz-Made in Germany”. The initiative is funded
by The Federal Ministry of Economics and Technology of germany (BMWi). In
the course of the empirical study more than 2300 managers and decision
makers of German enterprises of various sizes in various branches were
questioned. They were asked to which degree different factors of the
Intellectual Capital influence their business success and how well these
different factors are developed in their enterprise from their point of view. The
most important factors of the IC of German enterprises were identified for
different sub-groups of the sample, e.g. enterprises of different size, from
different sectors etc. The sub-groups were compared and significant
differences were analysed.
Keywords: Intellectual capital, intellectual capital statement, ic management,
intangible assets, knowledge society, sme
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Abstract: Knowledge Management (KM) continues to develop as an
emerging discourse within business management. The area is eclectic in
nature and covers systematic management of knowledge, of all kinds, within
all levels and types of organisations. However, the majority of studies, in
common with other emergent business philosophies, are focused on larger
organisations where, for example, readily available, somewhat unlimited
resources is an underlying assumption. In contrast KM investigation within
Small Medium Size Enterprises (SMEs) tends to focus on specific cases with
no key trends identified for KM adoption across the sector. Considering the
downturn in the current economic climate empirical research to identify key
factors common to all organisations, irrelevant of size is necessary, supported
by both empirical findings and case experiences. This paper presents the
findings from a large-scale empirical investigation conducted in 2009 with a
number of UK companies. The purpose of the research was to investigate
how KM implementation can influence organisational sustainability,
development and maturity in both small and large companies. This research
builds on a ten-year project investigating KM implementation within UK
companies employing both quantitative and qualitative approaches. The
research considers how KM affects internal organisational processes, to
strengthen the link between operations and strategy, resulting in better
decision maker, faster products to market, better service quality and
enhanced customer loyalty. Core aspects of technological application,
information management, employee emancipation and process improvement
are considered providing a framework for KM adoption and uptake. This
paper compares KM implementation and development between large
corporations and SMEs to ascertain if organisation size matters. The paper
commences with a brief literature review outlining key elements which effect
KM implementation.
Based on the MeCTIP model and utilising the
‘Benchmarking KM’ online survey tool, empirical analysis of KM
implementation and development with a large sample of UK companies is
undertaken. Initial statistical analysis finds that KM can contribute to
organisational sustainability, development and maturity by a number of
internal organisational factors, such as technology, information and people.
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As organisations are receptive to influences beyond their boundaries,
changes in the macro-environment tend to affect both organisational climate
and internal technical climate, which has a knock-on effect for KM adoption
and implementation. This paper compares results for SMEs and larger firms.
Keywords: Knowledge Management, empirical investigation, organisational
size

An IT-based KMS for Large-scale Sense-Making: An
Application of a KMSD Methodology
Syed Moneeb Ali, Mark Woodman, and Aboubakr A Moteleb Zade
University e-Centre, Middlesex University, School of Engineering &
Information Sciences, The Burroughs, Hendon, London,UK
Abstract: Understanding the behaviour of stakeholders for better decisionmaking and for gaining competitive advantage is of interest to large
organisations, especially as the stakeholders have a tendency to behave
differently in the same or different situations. This creates complexity and
unpredictability, making individual and collective behaviour difficult to
understand and inhibiting management’s ability to discover and exploit
organisational knowledge. Hence, practices such as sense-making and
narrative-based investigations can be utilised for insights into complex
situations. Key to all such approaches is some kind of capture of anecdotes
or narrative fragments from individual stakeholders, with the intention that
these allow patterns of behaviour to be uncovered. A Cynefin-based sensemaking project for a large university was initiated to explore behaviours.
However, problems emerged with the volume of narrative data collection from
the main stakeholder group – students. This paper is concerned with a
second knowledge management project to investigate the first’s problems
and to propose a solution to them. We focus on the emergent requirements
for an IT-based knowledge management system and the application of a
proven methodology for developing knowledge management system. That
used frame analysis for its sense-making of the first project’s problems. This
is described and samples of the frame analysis data are provided. It was
found that students are disinclined to engage in the capture of their
experiences for no perceived net benefit. Accordingly, a knowledge sharing
system was envisioned and designed to facilitate better data collection for the
original large-scale sense-making. Hence the paper reports the use of the
knowledge management system development methodology and the design
and implementation of the knowledge management system. That
implementation is based on current ‘Web 2.0’ technologies; the architecture
for these is described and compared with the original project’s approach to
collecting data for large-scale sense-making.
Keywords: knowledge management, knowledge management systems,
development methodology, Web 2.0, XML
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Abstract: There are a lot of differences between Knowledge Management
Strategies regarding their infrastructures, tools and methods. The cost and
time, dedicated to the implementation of these strategies make the evaluation
and selection of a single Knowledge Management strategy a critical affair for
all those organizations that hope to administer them successfully. The
number of studies which, in the literature of Knowledge Management, have
tried to apply an applied approach to the process of choosing a knowledge
management stranagement strategy c approach to the process of choosing و
organizations tha,a knowledge management strategy nagement is limited.
Therefore, the present paper seeks to propose an applicable solution, based
on the Fuzzy Set Theory and the concept of the House of Quality, to make
the selection and evaluation of a suitable strategy possible and also localized
for each organization's needs. The suitable strategy, in the proposed
approach, is chosen via a multi-level process and based on the relationship
between Knowledge Management performance criteria, Knowledge Creation
Processes and Knowledge Management Strategies.
In addition, the
knowledge management strategies are ranked based on the organization's
needs and expectations out of the implementation of knowledge
management. For this purpose, the Houses of Quality which have been
successfully adopted in the new product development processes are used.
Also, Fuzzy Set Theory has been used to eliminate the ambiguities of
linguistic variables which are used in the judgments and their conversion to
fuzzy numbers. Finally, a case study is conducted to show and prove the
applicability of the proposed approach.
Keywords: KM strategies, knowledge creation processes, KM performance,
QFD, fuzzy logic
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Knowledge Mapping Based on EFQM Excellence Model: A
Practical Tool to Make Visible Organizational Knowledge
Mahmoud Moradi, Mohammad Rahim Ramazanian and Sayyed Maisam
Momeni
Management Department, University of Guilan, Rasht, Iran
Abstract: As organizations strive to improve their business performance and
capacity for innovation, their attention is increasingly focused on how they
manage knowledge. This is a reason why Utilizing organizational knowledge
is a strategic weapon to acquire a competitive advantage. In knowledge
management (KM) processes, Representing and capturing Knowledge is an
important constituent. One tool to represent and make knowledge visible
throughout the organizations is knowledge mapping. Knowledge mapping
plays an important role in the construction, learning, and dissemination of
knowledge. KM is most effective when it is approached holistically. This is
achieved through a series of integrated initiatives aligning human resource
issues, ICT infrastructures and informal learning interventions that enable the
organization to improve the quality of the knowledge it holds, enhance access
to and the retrieval of the knowledge. European Foundation for Quality
Management excellence (EFQM) model could be considered as an interface
to integrate KM. EFQM excellence model is an appropriate assessment tool
for organization to identify which sectors have strengths and which has
weaknesses. To do so, model provides some criteria and sub criteria in two
main sections: enablers and results. In order to achieve bullet points in EFQM
model, organization require a set of skills and knowledge in the organization.
Exploitation of proper knowledge maps supports the organization to classify
these knowledge and skills. This paper proposes a practical framework to
capture and represent organizational knowledge in a holistic approach based
on EFQM enablers. In order to achieve this aim, paper focus on enablers
components. Subsequently by exploring these enablers in a systematic view,
knowledge maps were developed for enablers. Proposed framework is
subject to implement in a real case in shipyard industries to provide practical
evidences. Following the illustration of knowledge maps role in KM process,
paper proceeds by analyzing different knowledge maps. After a brief review
of EFQM model and the role on knowledge maps in this model, the
appropriate map will be selected to map organizational knowledge based on
bullet points in EFQM model. Finally lessons learned from industrial case
study will discuss.
Keywords: knowledge representation, knowledge mapping, knowledge about
knowledge, EFQM Excellence Model, knowledge capturing, shipyard industry
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The University Institution’s Improvement of Quality from a
Knowledge Management’s Point of View
Oliver Moravcik, Dagmar Caganova and Jana Stefankova
Slovak University of Technology, Faculty of Materials Science and
Technology in Trnava, Slovakia
Abstract: Four years ago, the Faculty of Materials Science and Technology
of the Slovak University of Technology in Bratislava started the journey of
applying up-to-date tools and control processes within its own management in
order to rank amongst excellent university institutions. In the decision-making
process of how to proceed and primarily how to bring the institution inline with
the excellent faculties of this type, not only in Slovakia but also within the
European Union which Slovakia was associated with in 2004, the following
themes have been implemented and are being considered, e.g. dynamic
development of an institution in the category of the universities optimal
adaptation of the faculty’s structure relating to the system of the university’s
social financing, diversity (Stefankova, Caganova, Moravcik, 2010),
multiculturalism (Caganova, Sujanova, Lenhardtova, 2010), up-to-date
management models of public institutions (Cambal, Caganova, 2010) and
quality control models, etc. The paper does not only deal with evaluating the
tools used for the general improvement of the institution from a managerial
perspective of the faculty but also from that of employees and governing
bodies (university, ministry, rating and ranking agencies) with respect to the
results of the last four years, especially in the area of grant fruitfulness,
overall development and also the construction of the faculty by the
deployment of the Common Assessment Framework (CAF) model. By the
faculty’s preference of the CAF model and its experience from two successful
competitions in the framework of the Slovak university institutions is
highlighted. Another significant part of the paper includes the analysis of
customer satisfaction and the institution’s quality research from a viewpoint of
employees and students that have carried out several years of research on
document development trends on the demarcated way to the institution’s
excellence. The statistics, analyses, and final comments for decisive quality
and economic indices are included. To summarize it, the authors’ intention is
to share the knowledge and experience of the best practice in how to improve
the institutional processes with a focus on the institutional results.
Keywords: knowledge management, process management, quality,
questionnaire survey, trend
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Abstract: The Sustainable Learning Networks in Ireland and Wales (SLNIW)
project aims to increase the competitiveness, creativity and innovative
capacities and capabilities of micro-enterprises and SMEs in South East
Ireland and West Wales by increasing accessibility to local entrepreneurial
knowledge via the establishment of self-learning networks. To achieve this
end the project created six networks, three in Ireland and three in Wales
where explicit and tacit knowledge flows between the participants. The
networks consisted of two all male groups, two all female groups and two
mixed gender groups. The SLNIW project is part funded by the European
Regional Development Fund (ERDF) through the INTERREG 4A Ireland
Wales Programme 2007-2013 and is being undertaken by the Centre for
Enterprise Development and Regional Economy (CEDRE) at the School of
Business, Waterford Institute of Technology, in partnership with the School of
Management and Business, Aberystwyth University in Wales. SLNIW is a
longitudinal study spanning two years of engagement with the network
participants. The data gathering methods used include observations and
questionnaires. This paper outlines the role of SLNIW in facilitating trust
among entrepreneurs and the monitoring of initial trustful communication in
the learning networks in supporting the development of tacit knowledge flows.
The findings of this study suggest that when establishing learning networks
trust is a key factor in increasing accessibility to tacit knowledge. Therefore,
reinforcing the importance of establishing trust, the consequences of breaking
trust and the necessity of trust is very important to increasing accessibility to
entrepreneurial tacit knowledge. This paper contributes to the existing body
of research on tacit knowledge and highlights the importance of trust in the
knowledge transfer process and how a self-learning network can enable
greater accessibility to tacit knowledge. This research has implications for
academics, practitioners, entrepreneurs and policy makers who are
concerned with the establishment of networks to propagate knowledge and
technology transfer.
Keywords: Tacit knowledge, entrepreneurs, trust, self-learning networks,
business networks and longitudinal study
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A Structural Model for Organizational Learning in Universities
Based on Managers' Emotional Intelligence
Fattah Nazem
Department of Education, Roudehen Branch, Islamic Azad University,
Roudehen, Iran
Abstract: The purpose of the present study was to provide a structural model
of organizational learning in universities based on managers’ emotional
intelligence. The population of the research included all employees of Islamic
Azad University (IAU). 554 managers and three employees under their
supervision (totally 1662 employees) were selected using stratified and
cluster random sampling method. The research instruments were two
questionnaires which were administered in 96 IAU branches and education
centers: Watkins and Marsick’s (1997) organizational learning Questionnaire
(α = 0.90) and the Cyberia - Shrink’s Questionnaire of emotional intelligence
(α = 0.77). The results of path analysis using LISREL software indicated that
dimensions of managers’ emotional intelligence had a direct effect on
organizational learning with the indices of 0.17 for the variable. The model
also showed that the factor of self-awareness in managers’ emotional
intelligence had the highest direct effect on the organizational learning (in
organizational level). It was also concluded that the proposed model showed
full fit.
Keywords: structural model, organizational learning, emotional intelligence,
universities

Validation a Scale for Measuring the Intellectual Capital in
Universities
Fattah Nazem
Department of Education, Roudehen Branch, Islamic Azad University,
Roudehen, Iran
Abstract: The purpose of the present study is to validate a scale for
measuring the intellectual capital (IC) of universities. The population of the
study included all the staffs who were employed in all branches of Islamic
Azad University in Iran (i.e., 420 branches and educational centers). The
research sample consisted of 996 staffs randomly selected from 86 branches
and educational centers using stratified and cluster random sampling
methods. The research instrument was the Bontis’s (1997) intellectual capital
questionnaire which consisted of 52 items with three underlying constructs of
human capital, customer capital, and structural capital and Cronbach Alpha of
0.95;The results of factor analysis and principal components analysis, using a
varimax rotation, showed that building blocks of intellectual capital includes
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customer capital (Items 2, 4, 6, 7, 9, 14, 17, 18, 22, 25, 26, 27, 32, 34, 40, 42,
44, 46, 50, 51, and 52), structural capital (Items 1, 15, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 29,
30, 31, 33, 43, 47, and 48), and human capital (Items 5, 12, 28, 35, 37, 38,
39, 41, 45 and 49). The three underlying factors in intellectual capital show
that the scale almost generally covers these factors and the results of its
administration, its validity, and the level of IC in universities determined by the
scale are generally acceptable. Structural capital showed the highest
contribution to the construction of the intellectual capital.
Keywords: measuring, intellectual capital, factor analysis, universities
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Abstract: In order to better manage knowledge for making it become
productive and unlocking its developmental potential a comprehensive set of
concepts, methods and tools is required that helps companies in purposefully
intervening in their core processes. Challenges mainly consist in the wide and
ever growing variety of those supportive means, missing guidance in
selecting appropriate methods and tools, the need for adapting theoretical
concepts to a certain company environment while implementation,
requirements for predicting efforts and impact from knowledge-related
interventions. Therefore, the paper introduces and elaborates the concept of
a “knowledge clinic” that is meant to support companies in their knowledge
investments in the same way as any process of medical treatment with the
human body is organized: diagnosis, healing, cross-checking. In particular the
paper motivates the approach, discusses its theoretical background, explains
its structure and way of working, and derives conclusions on implications on
change processes at company and economy levels. With this the paper
wants to contribute to step forward on the road to support organizations in
dealing with and profiting from knowledge.
Keywords: knowledge-based development, knowledge clinic, knowledge
management maturity diagnosis, change processes
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A Tenth Anniversary Assessment of Davenport and Prusak
(2000) Working Knowledge: Practitioner Approaches to
Knowledge in Organisations
Gary R Oliver
The University of Sydney, Sydney, Australia
Abstract: Davenport and Prusak’s “Working Knowledge” is aimed at
practitioners. The tenth anniversary of the paperback edition of Davenport
and Prusak’s “Working Knowledge” (first published in 1998 and then issued in
paperback with a new preface in 2000) is evaluated using two approaches.
First, a practitioner view of Knowledge Management (KM) is examined by
considering their definition of knowledge and their heuristics on knowledge
processes. Their advice is drawn from the thirty-one businesses in which they
conducted research as well as some other companies which are used for
illustration. These are listed in a table which identifies the KM lessons which
Davenport and Prusak suggest should influence other organisations seeking
to improve their use of knowledge (presumably the readers of Working
Knowledge). Their advice is to understand the rationale for knowledge
sharing. Discussion focuses on the value of the heuristics and the definition of
knowledge and its status in organisations from a practitioner point of view. At
a time when the cost pressures facing contemporary businesses reduce
funds available for technological codification of knowledge and knowledge
supporting activities Working Knowledge reminds us that knowledge involves
individuals making judgements and providing insights. However, the
continuing lack of a clear definition of knowledge makes for difficulties in
gaining acceptance for knowledge and knowledge practices.
Keywords: Davenport and Prusak; knowledge; knowledge hoarding;
knowledge management; knowledge sharing; practitioner; working knowledge

A Different View to Knowledge and Personal Knowledge
Management System
Kaspars Osis1,2 and Janis Grundspenkis2
1
Faculty of Engineering, Vidzeme University of Applied Sciences,
Valmiera, Latvia
2
Institute of Applied Computer Systems, Riga Technical University,
Riga, Latvia
Abstract: Many times it is stated that nowadays we live in the information
age. Knowledge has been recognized as the most important asset both for
organizations and for individual knowledge workers. Thus knowledge and
knowledge management is an actively researched area. So far a lot of
attention has been geared towards knowledge, which we know and which we
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know that we do not know. However there still remains such unknown
knowledge about which we do not know that we know, and such knowledge
about which we do not know that we do not know. This paper proposes a new
notion of knowledge substance, which encompasses the whole expanse of
knowledge around people and around the whole environment they live in.
Also it introduces a knowledge utility quotient, which in particular cases
displays the ratio of available knowledge and all the required knowledge to
perform a particular task. Knowledge workers represent increasingly high
number of different professions. Along with that individual knowledge and
personal knowledge management receive more attention among
professionals and among researchers as well. This paper proposes a
personal trinity model approach for developing a personal knowledge
management system. It is proposed that such system includes both social
and partially technological aspects of personal knowledge management. In
addition also a psychological aspect of personal knowledge management is
partially encompassed in this approach. Several knowledge acquisition
principles are suggested by taking into account a knowledge substance
notion and personal trinity model approach. Paper views personal trinity
model approach from individual’s necessities aspect and gives a set of
characteristics a knowledge worker should strive for. The next step of this
research is seen to combine personal trinity model approach with personal
knowledge management system strictly technical approach. Possible future
opportunities for personal knowledge management are explored and potential
benefiting parties are identified.
Keywords: knowledge, knowledge substance, personal trinity model,
personal knowledge management, personal knowledge management system

Research Notes on the Practical Deployment of Semantic
Knowledge Bases
Taha Osman1, Dhavalkumar Thakker2 and Matt Nathan3
1
School of Science and Technology, Nottingham Trent University, CIB
Building, Nottinbgham, UK
2
School of Computing, University of Leeds, Leeds
3
Press Association, 16 Castle Boulevard, Pavilion House, Nottingham,
UK
Abstract: Utilising semantic web technologies in knowledge management
systems provides an opportunity for news/media providers to enrich their
content with information from public datasets such as Linked Data Cloud and
develop intelligent retrieval engines to search/browse the content. The
semantic web technologies provide applications with machineunderstandable metadata representing relevant knowledge domains, which
can be reasoned by autonomous software agents to align the discrepancies
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in knowledge presentation by various contributing information sources and
deliver intelligent query methods against the information and the underlying
metadata. However, delivering a semantic-based knowledge management
system requires the development and integration of processes that utilise a
number of constantly evolving technologies ranging from using natural
language processing for information extraction to ontology management and
intelligent inferencing. The expertise required to develop such complex
workflow cannot be provided off-the-shelf and is beyond the reach of most
commercial organisations. The proposed paper reflects on the experience of
developing an intelligent browsing engine for a commercial media application
to propose a methodology for deploying semantic technologies in the
construction of knowledge management systems. The developed semantic
knowledge management system bootstraps the applications’ knowledgebase
by leveraging the rich amount of structured knowledge that is publicly
available in the Linked Data Cloud using ontology mapping techniques. The
knowledge management system also incorporates an information extraction
system that aids the labour-intensive semantic tagging process by text-mining
the manually annotated free-text image captions. The paper reports on an
interesting and novel mutual-benefit workflow between the information
extraction system and the knowledgebase. While the knowledgebase plays a
crucial role in resolving disambiguation in the extracted information, the
information extraction system, in addition to known entity recognition, was
developed with the capacity of learning new facts with a confidence rating
mechanism that either recommends the direct injection of new knowledge
back into the knowledgebase, or its logging for manual verification.
Keywords: Knowledge management, semantic web, information retrieval,
text mining

Getting Ready for Knowledge Management: A UK Local
Government Case Study
Paul Parboteeah1, Thomas Jackson1 and Geoff Smith2
1
Department of Information Science, Loughborough University,
Loughborough, UK
2
School of Computing, Engineering and Information Sciences,
Northumbria University, Newcastle, UK
Abstract: Knowledge management in local government organisations
presents two challenges not found in for-profit organisations: a focus on
efficiency savings and a wide ranging service provision, unlike anything found
in the private sector. For instance, a pharmaceutical organisation might be
focused purely on drug development, whereas a local government
organisation has services ranging from the provision of leisure facilities, to
social care responsibilities and education requirements. Coupled with the fact
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that local government tend to be less agile than other organisations this
presents a substantial challenge to knowledge management initiatives. This
paper presents an initial scoping of a case study of a local government
organisation in the UK and their efforts to prepare to become a knowing
council. From the initial assessment of the council, this paper presents an
initial assessment of the current culture, the current information management
strategies and makes recommendations for conducting a full case study
analysis, necessary before a wide scale adoption of KM. Using observation
and document analysis, this research has found that the council has a clear
role based culture with evidence of ‘empire building’. This is reinforced by the
current technology architecture, although projects are underway to share
information more consistently across the whole council. The current
information management strategies are clearly based on an extended records
management philosophy, a fact reflected by the heavy use of the electronic
records and document management system.
The recommendations
proposed by this research is a novel approach to bring the council into the
knowledge era and focuses on the creation of a knowledge sharing culture,
enabled by the employees. The end goal of this research, whilst outside the
scope of this research is the creation of a knowing council that effectively
shares knowledge to support innovation and efficiency savings.
Keywords: case study, knowing council, information management, local
government, knowledge management

Knowledge Transfer, Knowledge Sharing and Knowledge
Barriers – Three Blurry Terms in KM
Dan Paulin and Kaj Suneson
Department of Technology Management and Economics, Chalmers
University of Technology, Gothenburg, Sweden
Abstract: In the knowledge management world there are many different
terms flying around. Some are more important and frequently used than
others. In this paper, we present and discuss the development and views of
three terms: knowledge transfer, knowledge sharing and knowledge barriers.
Knowledge transfer and knowledge sharing are sometimes used
synonymously or have overlapping content. Several authors have pointed out
this confusion while other authors have attempted to clarify the differences
and define the terms. Knowledge barriers in themselves seem to have a more
obvious content although the borders between knowledge barriers and
connecting terms, such as ‘barriers to knowledge sharing’, seem to blur
discussions and views. Our aim is to make a contribution to finding
appropriate demarcations between these concepts. After reviewing
Knowledge Management literature, we can state that the three terms,
knowledge transfer, knowledge sharing and knowledge barriers, are
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somewhat blurred. For knowledge transfer and knowledge sharing, the
blurriness is linked mainly to the fact that the analytical level each term is
related to has come and gone and come back again. For knowledge barriers,
the blurriness comes from the development of the term. The mere existence
of the many different categorizations of knowledge barriers implies that the
concept itself is blurry. The concept seems clear cut and focuses on
knowledge although it is also broad and later sources have included much
more than knowledge. This paper concludes by highlighting the effects on the
terms when two different knowledge perspectives, knowledge as an object (or
the K-O view) and knowledge as a subjective contextual construction (or the
K-SCC view) are applied. The clarifications are supported by examples from
companies in different industries (such as Cargotec and IKEA) and the public
sector (police, fire brigade, ambulance and other emergency services).
Keywords: Knowledge barriers, knowledge management, knowledge
sharing, knowledge transfer

The Global Knowledge Management Framework:
Understanding Knowledge Management in Globally Distributed
Settings
Jan Pawlowski1 and Markus Bick2
1
Global Information Systems, University of Jyväskylä, Finland
2
Business Information Systems, ESCP Europe Wirtschaftshochschule
Berlin, Germany
Abstract: Our paper introduces the Global Knowledge Management
Framework which describes components and influence factors of knowledge
management in globally distributed settings. The framework identifies the key
aspects when designing knowledge management processes and systems
and can be used for two main purposes. On the one hand, it guides
development processes by providing a solution space and success factors for
decision makers as well as implementers. On the other hand, it is a reference
for researchers to compare research in the field by providing a common set of
aspects influencing the success of knowledge management solutions. We
illustrate and validate the model in a case of global knowledge management,
in particular for knowledge management in educational organizations.
Keywords: global knowledge management, knowledge management
framework, knowledge management processes, culture
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Understanding inter-firm networks and types of innovation in
SMEs: A social network perspective
Meysam Poorkavoos1, Yanqing Duan1 and John Edwards2
1
University of Bedfordshire, Luton, UK
2
Aston University, Birmingham, UK
Abstract: Innovation is one of the key drivers for gaining competitive
advantages in any firms. Understanding knowledge transfer through inter-firm
networks and its effects on types of innovation in SMEs is very important in
improving SMEs innovation. This study examines relationships between
characteristics of inter-firm knowledge transfer networks and types of
innovation in SMEs. To achieve this, social network perspective is adopted to
understand inter-firm knowledge transfer networks and its impact on
innovation by investigating how and to what extend ego network
characteristics are affecting types of innovation. Therefore, managers can
develop the firms’ network according to their strategies and requirements.
First, a conceptual model and research hypotheses are proposed to establish
the possible relationship between network properties and types of innovation.
Three aspects of ego network are identified and adopted for hypotheses
development: 1) structural properties which address the potential for
resources and the context for the flow of resources, 2) relational properties
which reflect the quality of resource flows, and 3) nodal properties which are
about quality and variety of resources and capabilities of the ego partners. A
questionnaire has been designed based on the hypotheses. Second, semistructured interviews with managers of five SMEs have been carried out, and
a thematic qualitative analysis of these interviews has been performed. The
interviews helped to revise the questionnaire and provided preliminary
evidence to support the hypotheses. Insights from the preliminary
investigation also helped to develop research plan for the next stage of this
research.
Keywords: inter-firm knowledge transfer, inter-firm networks, social
networks, radical innovation, incremental innovation

Institutional Matrix of Knowledge Generation
Evgeny Popov, Maxim Vlasov and Anna Veretennikova
Institute of Economics; Russia
Abstract: Development of a knowledge economy in Russia is hindered by a
number of factors. One of these is the current level of its institutional regime.
According to the yearly research of the World Bank on the knowledge
economy status in 146 countries, the level of Russia’s institutional
development has been estimated to reach 1.76 points out of 10, being in this
respect ranked the 126th out of 146 countries under consideration. At the
same time the knowledge economy index is 5.55, and the knowledge index is
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6.82. Thus, while possessing a certain level of intellectual capital, the
knowledge economy development is restrained by its inadequate institutional
provision. The purpose of this study is to systematize institutions for
knowledge generation at the level of a firm. The research object is economic
processes underpinning the formation of knowledge generation institutions.
The research subject is a system of economic relations within internal and
external environment of a firm in the sphere of knowledge generation. By an
institutional matrix the authors understand the entity of economic institutions
systematized in a particular way and ensuring the firm activity in creation and
application of new knowledge. In the course of research a list of institutions
for knowledge generation has been drawn, based on the firm’s expenditure
analysis according to the Tax Code of the Russian Federation. The
institutions have been specified due to the following indicators:
 Place of emergence (endogenous and exogenous); Management functions
performed (planning, organization, control, and motivation institutions);
Manufacture functions performed (manufacture, distribution, sale, and
consumption institutions); Type of knowledge generated (institutions for
operational, structural, and functional knowledge generation).
These indicators have a number of winning points. Firstly, they take
advantage of the type of generated knowledge. On the other hand, they are
plausible at the firm’s level. Finally, they are based on the target activity of an
enterprise. Thus, having singled out consistent expenses of the Tax Code of
the Russian Federation, an institutional matrix of knowledge generation has
been simulated. Scientific relevance of the model suggested is the
advancement of K. Polaniy and D.North’s institutional matrix phenomenon
and practical application of the institutional design in the knowledge economy
framework. To obtain the institutional matrix for a single firm its actual
economic situation should be made allowance for. Institutional matrices
designed for different enterprises, though possessing some common
characteristics, are individual and depend on the industry peculiarities, target
activity of a firm, management system adapted, and other factors. The matrix
developed creates a theoretical platform for graphical conceptual depiction of
different mechanisms coordinating economic institutions.Practical significance
of the study is that it offers a tool to judge how in homogenous the distribution
of economic institutions throughout the economic spheres of an enterprise is.
The lack of norms and institutions in a certain field of economic activity
reveals the shortage of resources in this sphere. Another practical aspect is a
possibility to detect the weak points of institutional design in providing an
economic activity with norms. Hence, practical realization of an institutional
matrix lays a basis for working out recommendations to the firm’s
administration on reinforcing certain institutional blocks.
Keywords: institutions, institutional matrix, knowledge economy
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Developing Institutions of Knowledge Economy
Evgeny Popov, Maxim Vlasov and Marina Zubareva
Institute of Economics UB of RAS, Ekaterinburg, Russia
Abstract: The aim of the present research is to show the working-out of
institutional structure of economic development system with respect to the
concept of Knowledge Economy. Evaluation of the functioning of
development institutions, analysis of the degree of its elaboration and
establishment of mechanisms to control institutions rendered their
representation possible in the form of a single institutional framework with
clearly defined hierarchical links. This structure may take the form of
institutional atlas, acting at both country and regional level. In this paper the
institutional atlas is a summary classification of institutions, which combines
several types of systematization of these institutions by various criteria: place
of appearing (endogenous, exogenous), sphere of knowledge (social,
technological, economical, political, cultural, and ecological), management
functions (developing institutions of planning, organizing, incentive and
control) and spheres of activity (developing institutions of producing,
distributing, using and merchandizing). We attempt to institutional model of
economic institutions of region development, which is caused by one of the
features of Russian economic space – its heterogeneity, and uneven
development. As a result we got the institutional atlas of region development
of entrepreneurship as a special case of the atlas of economic development
institutions. The atlas of region development entrepreneurship institutions
includes 79 institutions aimed to ensure of sustainable development,
economic security and stimulating innovation activity of the Ural region
through entrepreneurship development as a main driving force of economic
development. This atlas can be used for analysis of the degree of elaboration
of region development entrepreneurship institutions and to develop
mechanisms to control these institutions. Accordingly in this paper the
hierarchical structure of region economic development institutions was
worked out. Such a hierarchy is responsible to develop strategic decisions on
investments of existing economic institutions. It’s a good illustration of agent’s
interactions in the development of economic systems to addition the atlas by
traditional institutions – organizations, such as business incubators, venture
and innovation funds, and others. Selected sequence of economic institutions
would allow defining weak places of institutional designing. And so the
practical content of the atlas by specific norms and rules can be the basis of
recommending authorities to strengthening regulatory support those or other
institutional units.
Keywords: developing institutions, institutional atlas, knowledge economy,
region development, entrepreneurship
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Knowledge Management Assessment of Khorasan Razavi Gas
Company; Viewpoint of Employees
Farnaz Rahimi1 and Mohamad Ebrahim Maroosi2
1
School of Social Science and Economy, Alzahra University, Tehran,
Iran, Department of Contract, Gas company, Mashhad, Iran
2
Tarbiyat Moalem University, Mashhad, Iran
Abstract: The purpose of this study is to better understand knowledge levels
from the view point of employees in Khorasan Razavi Gas Company. This
understanding can help managers to plan more accurate about the
knowledge management. Awareness of Current knowledge in an organization
can support the decision making process. It is only in recent years that
knowledge has taken more seriously. This no doubt resulted from a poor
awareness of the level of existing knowledge in organization. In this paper
using a survey questionnaire, we tested 5 factors from the view point of
employees to assess KM level in Khorasan Razavi Gas Company
(knowledge management process, leadership support, organizational culture,
and technological infrastructure and KM measurement). We found that from
the viewpoint of employees KM is not in a in a suitable level. This can be a
warning for KM planers in the organization.
Keywords: Knowledge management .knowledge management process,
leadership support, organizational culture, technological infrastructure .KM
measurement

An intelligent Model to Asses Organizational Maturity for
Implementation of Knowledge Management
Kamaladdin Rahmani Youshanloui1, Farhad Daneshgar2, Nima Sarabi3,
Hossein Rahmany Youshanlouei4 and Mohammad Mirkazemi Mood3
1
Department of Industrial Management, Tabriz Branch, Islamic Azad
University, Tabriz, Iran, 2 University of Technology Sydney, Sydney,
Australia, 3University of Tehran, Tehran, Iran
4
Young Researchers Club, Salmas Branch, Islamic Azad University
Salmas ,Iran & University of Tehran, Tehran, Iran
Abstract: Successful knowledge management implementation requires
identification of the key success factors as well as the relationship between
these factors. The key success factors of KM can be classified by
characteristics, situations and variables. This paper aims to develop
intelligent models using fuzzy tools for determination of the relationships
between different key success factors in knowledge management
implementation. To develop the proposed intelligent model, the current
literature was reviewed in order to identify existing factors. The Fuzzy
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Cognitive Maps (FCM) method was then utilized to specify the cause and
effect relationships between these factors. Under the FCM method,
individuals’ experience is integrated with existing knowledge, and based on
that, the cause and effect relationships between the factors are identified. We
argue that our proposed model can be used for exploring ways for enhanced
implementation of the KM systems.The methodology developed uses four
matrices to represent the results that the methodology provides in each one
of its stages. These are Initial Matrix of Factors (IMF), Fuzzified Matrix of
Factors (FZMF), Strength of Relationships Matrix of Factors (SRMF) and
Final Matrix of Factors (FMF). The results of this approach can help to identify
the most important factors to more attention and thus investment of the
organization to enhance implementation of the KM systems.
Keywords: knowledge management, critical success factors, fuzzy cognitive
maps

Risk Analysis for Knowledge Management Project by Using
PMBOK Guideline and FMEA Technique: Case Study
Lila Rajabion1 and Jafar Zanganeh2
1
School of Information Sciences and Technology, Pennsylvania State
University, USA, 2School of Business, Isfahan University, Iran
Abstract: In many cases Knowledge management (KM) projects in
developing countries were unsuccessful during establishing and deployment;
therefore before starting KM projects it is necessary to identify, evaluate,
control and manage potential risks. One of the main accomplishments of the
modern world is the transformation of the risk, from just accepting it to study
the area and being able to analyze it. In this study a new model has been
designed and applied for analyzing risks in KM projects in accordance with
PMBOK guideline, FMEA technique and KM concepts. The severity of each
potential risk (failure), the occurrence and detection rank of each potential risk
mechanism was determined by group of industry experts (Barez Industrial
Group) in brainstorming meeting. The risk priority number (RPN) was
calculated for each potential risk by multiplying relevant severity, occurrence
and detection ranks. Finally suitable series of actions for higher risks (top
RPNs) and severe risks (risk with high severity) were conducted.
Keywords: Risk management, Knowledge management, PMBOK, Risk
analysis model for KM project
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The Business Group in a Systemic Perspective
Anna Maria Costanza Rinaldi
SSM, Faculty of Law, University of Bari, Italy
Abstract: In Italy business groups are the most significant phenomenon of
the industrial dynamics over the last decade (Cainelli and Iacobucci, 2011).
Business groups are also very common in many other countries, as many
studies about Europe and Asia show (Almeida and Wolfenzon, 2006;
Cayssialis and Peter, 2007; Dow et al., 2011; Almeida et al., 2011). In the
literature business groups have been interpreted using a financial or
organizational approach (Rinaldi, 2010). Although there are many studies on
the subject, non-financial groups, and in particular manufacturing ones, still
lack an adequate etiological explanation. This article represents a first
attempt to propose a theory of the group aimed to overcome this gap,
interpreting the manufacturing group in a systemic perspective (Potts, 2000;
Romagnoli, 1996), which has its core concept in the production function. The
aim of this work is to provide an explanation of why and how the group is an
organizational form that is more efficient than the U-form. In fact,
manufacturing groups are not created because of financial reasons, since the
property is in the hands of the person that also exercises control. So it is
appropriate to investigate which kind of advantages this organization offers.
The acquisition of knowledge and learning processes are crucial to explain
organizational boundaries and competitiveness. In the specific case of the
groups belonging to the manufacturing sector it can be assumed that this
organizational architecture has the most profound motivation in the
production logic, understood as competence-based. Given the general
macroeconomic instability, the crucial factor influencing the choice of the
organization of the firm is the generation, acquisition and management of tacit
and explicit knowledge. The various cognitive theories of the firm have
focused on capabilities and innovation, but it is the ‘competence theory’ that
allows to focus on the production function. Considering the choice to organize
the firm in the H-form driven by the production means also that the
organization of production affects the strategic and organizational decisions
of the enterprise. In the neoclassical perspective the verification of this
hypothesis would be difficult, given the allocative focus of this theory, aimed
mainly at finding equilibrium price. Instead, one can verify this proposition in a
cognitive perspective: conceiving the firm as a knowledge creating system,
which has as its primary goal the transformation of competence (Foss and
Knudsen, 1996), namely the ability to create further connections, among
which there is the transformation of inputs into outputs.
Keywords: production, organization, knowledge
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Country Strategic Risk and Knowledge Management: A
Proposed Framework for Improvement
Eduardo Rodriguez1, John Edwards2 and Angel Facundo3
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IQAnalytics, Canada, 2Aston Business School, UK,
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Abstract: The world is in a period of reflection about social and economic
models. In particular there is a review of the capacities that countries have for
improving their competitiveness. The experiences in a society are part of the
process of learning and knowledge development in that society: especially in
the development of communities. Risks appear continually in the process of
the search for, analysis and implementation of solutions to problems. This
paper discusses the issues related to the improvement of productivity and
knowledge in a society, the risk that poor or even declining productivity brings
to the communities and the need to develop people that support the decision
making process in communities.The approach to improve the communities’
development is through the design of a research programme in knowledge
management based on distance learning. The research programme
implementation is designed to provide value added to the decisions in
communities in order to use collective intelligence, solve collective problems
and to achieve goals that support local solutions. This program is organized
and focused on four intelligence areas, artificial, collective, sentient and
strategic. These areas are productivity related and seek to reduce the risk of
lack of competitiveness through formal and integrated problem analysis. In a
country such as Colombia, where different regions face varying problems to
solve and there is a low level of infrastructure, the factors of production such
as knowledge, skilled labour and “soft” infrastructure can be a way to develop
the society. This entails using the local physical resources adequately for
creating value with the support of people in the region to lead the analysis
and search for solutions in the communities. The paper will describe the
framework and programme and suggest how it could be applied in Colombia.
Keywords: Knowledge management, risk management, strategic risk

Information Intensive Systems: Enabler or Inhibitor of
Sustained Knowledge Capability
Max Erik Rohde and David Sundaram
The University of Auckland Business School, Auckland, New Zealand
Abstract: The ability to leverage the potentials of knowledge capabilities has
become an essential source of competitiveness for many organizations.
Information systems have been considered to be a fundamental catalyst in
increasing performance in working with organizational knowledge. However,
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there is growing disillusion regarding the capabilities of information intensive
systems to facilitate the work with knowledge. In many studies, information
technology has been presented as an inhibitor of emerging and unpredictable
knowledge work rather than its enabler. One sustained challenge for
research lies in exploring novel ways, which enable to overcome the pitfalls of
technology while still reaping its potential benefits in working with knowledge.
The particular objectives of our study are to (1) explore the ability of
information intensive mechanisms to facilitate sustainable knowledge
capability and (2) to design, implement and evaluate information intensive
mechanisms to create and access complex information in alignment with
natural ways of working with knowledge. In pursuit of the first objective of this
research, an extensive review of the knowledge management literature as
well as related business and computing disciplines is conducted. The
synthesized conclusions drawn from this review are postulated as guidelines
for designing information intensive knowledge support systems: (1) connect
contexts through information, (2) be aware that situational context and
structural parameters of the same are mutually constitutive, (3) focus on
individuals as mediators of knowledge flows, and (4) be aware of both the
benefits and costs of information. In fulfilment of the second objective, a
prototypical information intensive knowledge-support system in alignment
with aforementioned guidelines has been implemented. This prototype: (1)
works with generic networks of information in order to be able to adapt to
versatile and unpredictable contexts, (2) allows gradual imposition of
syntactical rules on complex information in order to reflect structural
constraints in different degrees of severity, (3) allows individuals to design
personalized gateways into complex organizational information networks and
(4) endeavours to minimize interference in emergent knowledge processes
potentially caused by information intensive systems. The prototype is
implemented in Java utilizing the frameworks Google Web Toolkit, XStream
and the Jena Semantic Web Framework.
Keywords: Knowledge management, knowledge management systems,
sustained knowledge capability

A Ranking Method for Identification of Crucial Knowledge
Inès Saad
Amiens School of Management, 80000 Amiens, France
Abstract: The objective of this paper is to propose a methodology based on
multi-criteria decision aid to rank crucial knowledge. The methodology is
composed of three phases. The first phase consists on inferring the
preference model of the decision makers, the second phase applies the
previous model to identify crucial knowledge, and finally the third phase
consists on ranking this crucial knowledge into classes of equivalence. Using
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our method allows to take into account the preferences of decision makers
that can be different or even contradictory while exploiting and managing their
multiple point of views to identify knowledge, without using a quantitative
measuring approach.
Keywords: Knowledge Management, crucial knowledge, ranking
problematic, multicriteria decision aid

Knowledge sharing and innovation: the case of Spanish and
Colombian high-tech firms
Josune Sáenz1, Nekane Aramburu1 and Carlos E. Blanco2
1
University of Deusto, San Sebastián, Spain
2
KM-INOVA, Bogotá, Colombia
Abstract: The aim of tis paper is to empirically test the degree of influence of
different knowledge sharing mechanisms (ICT-based, personal interactionbased and embedded in management processes) on innovation capability
(both on ideation and on innovation project management), as well as the
influence of each first-level innovation capacity on company performance. In
order to gather information about the relevant variables involved in the
research, a questionnaire has been designed and addressed to the CEOs of
the companies making up the target population (Spanish and Colombian
medium-high and high technology firms with more than 50 employees and
R&D activities). Structural equation modelling (SEM) based on partial least
squares (PLS) has then been applied to test the hypotheses drawn from the
research. The results obtained show that knowledge sharing is a key issue in
order to enhance innovation capability. With the exception of ICT-based
knowledge sharing mechanisms (whose influence on the generation of new
ideas is not statistically significant), all types of mechanism considered exert
a significant impact both on ideation and on innovation project management
(although their degree of relevance varies), and account for a great deal of
variance in both constructs. Differences between countries arise when it
comes to the influence of each first-level innovation capacity on company
performance. Whereas in the case of Spanish high-tech firms both capacities
(ideation and innovation project management) are equally important, in the
case of Colombian firms, implementation is by far the most relevant first-order
capacity. The main contribution of this paper is to provide empirical evidence
about the impact of knowledge sharing on innovation. Moreover, it reveals
what the most effective knowledge sharing mechanisms are for this purpose
and provides companies with a basic framework in order to shape their
knowledge management strategies in this domain.
Keywords: knowledge sharing; innovation capability; ideation; innovation
project management; company performance
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Social Media Mindset and Knowledge Management
Risto Säntti
University of Vaasa, Vaasa, Finland
Abstract: The term Web 2.0 is associated with web applications that facilitate
interactive information sharing, interoperability, user-centered design and
collaboration on the internet. There is an ongoing broad Web 2.0 or social
media focused discussion within society and within organizations. The focus
of this discussion is mainly on Web 2.0 technology, its variations, and
potential ways to use social media in order to produce business benefits.
Social hardware and social software, both with their constantly renewing
contents, dominate the discussion focus. The properties and functionalities of
collaborative software are at the core of this discussion. Social media focused
discussion is also about what is acceptable, what should be forbidden, how to
maintain intellectual property rights, what kind of Web 2.0 activities are
worthwhile and which are a waste of time and effort. What this mainstream
Web 2.0 discussion seems to miss are the considerable and relevant mindset
changes taking place. From this angle the core issue concerning how Web
2.0 will influence knowledge management is not about technologies, rules
and regulations. What seems to be relevant is the new kind of thinking,
emerging through broad use of social media, experiences of this use and new
variations in user behavior. This new thinking, defined here as the social
media mindset, is the focus of this paper. This social media mindset has its
roots in history, it can be partly recognized, and it can be estimated to have
huge influence on future organizational behavior and knowledge
management within organizations. The issues of interest in this paper are the
following: How does the use of social media (Web 2.0) influence user thinking
and what kind of new mindsets are emerging? What can be learned from the
historical perspective to understand changes in the social media mindset?
What kind of differences can be recognized between people of various ages
and generations in their social media mindsets? How does this new kind of
thinking influence organizational knowledge management, and how should
the social media mindset change be taken into consideration? The analysis of
social media mindset in this article is based on a literature review supported
by first hand corporate social media experiments in one case organization.
Social media as a technology-based multidirectional human interaction is a
phenomenon that made an appearance in the early history of technology. The
roots of a social media mindset can be found in the late 19th and early 20th
century. The social media mindset may be the largest and most influential
shift in the ways we understand human interaction, knowledge creation,
location, sharing, control and ownership. The social media mindset is about
how we understand availability, access, place and location, groups and
membership, information and knowledge, borderlines and identity among
other things. In the corporate context, the approach to social media still
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focuses today more on technical solutions and damage limitation guidelines.
The approach obviously should be more interested in facilitating and
supporting a mindset change that will influence action, with technology taking
only a supporting role.
Keywords: Social media, Social media mindset, Web 2.0

Knowledge’s Importance in Regional Development
Dan Săvescu1, Mihaela-Georgia Sima2 and Simona-Clara Bârsan3
1
Transilvania University of Braşov, Faculty of Product Design and
Environment , 2Bucharest Academy of Economic Studies
3
Research Institute for Analytical Instrumentation Cluj-Napoca,
Technology Transfer Centre
Abstract: The paper presents the relationship between knowledge creation,
knowledge management and transfer processes, the intellectual capital of an
organization and the role of knowledge in regional development. First of all,
one defines the main involved elements: knowledge management, knowledge
society, knowledge based economy, intellectual capital. Then, the correlation
between them is explained. The authors have considered necessary to
analyze the main identified entities that play an important role in regional
development. One has started from the hypothesis that entities such as
business incubators, clusters, knowledge centres or nods are the main
“locations” where knowledge is created. Each of these entities is taken into
detailed analysis, as a source of competitive advantage, emphasizing the
reason for its existence, the facilities offered to the “knowledge creators”, the
impact it has on the community it is build in and the way each of them
provides a certain effect on local, regional or general development. Since the
authors have come to the conclusion that the proposed entities actually do
have a strong impact on regional development, due to the fact that they have
studied the theory applied at the level of these entities, they have chosen to
present the results obtained at the level of two of them, respectively, the
Technological and Business Incubator ITA Pro-Energ, built within
Transilvania University of Braşov, Romania, and the cluster created around
the Commercial Society “Electroprecizia” Sacele, Romania. The paper also
explains the notion of competitive region and its main components. These
components need to be reflected into the regional politics whose application
should lead to the development and efficient valorisation of the whole
intellectual capital of the region. As an important conclusion, the authors have
stated that the reason for knowledge and intellectual capital accumulation at
regional level is to influence the strategies of the regional actors and to create
the necessary competences for an efficient collaboration towards growing the
potential of the whole community.
Keywords: business incubators, clusters, intellectual capital, knowledge
management
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Analysis of Knowledge Work Execution at Computer
Workplaces
Benedikt Schmidt1, Todor Stoitsev1 and Max Mühlhäuser2
1
SAP Research, Darmstadt Germany
2
TU Darmstadt, Telecooperation Group, Darmstadt, Germany
Abstract: Work execution at computer workplaces is an important facet of
knowledge work. For the knowledge worker, the interaction with the computer
is seen in terms of goals and subgoals with accompanying tasks rather than
system commands. Consequently, knowledge workers apply tacit knowledge
to pursue goals by a weakly structured process involving software tools to
consume, modify or create information. Interruptions, appointments and
deadlines result in goal realization in parallel or in rapid succession. To
extract tacit knowledge solid knowledge about work is essential. The paper
analyzes knowledge work execution at computer workplaces. Two user
studies to analyze work processes based on interaction histories have been
conducted. The first study focused on task execution processes. Differences
and regularities of tasks executed by different people were examined. The
main outcome of the first study is the description of core task execution
processes that are mixtures of work techniques. The second study focused
on text visible at the user screen during task execution. Topics are extracted
from the logged screen content and textual similarities are measured. The
main outcome of the second study is the identification of text similarities for
tasks executed by different persons and the existence of topics that identify
tasks.
Keywords: knowledge work, experience management, interaction histories

Applying Web Analytics Tools in the Context of Enterprise
Social Software
Alexander Schneider and Alexander Steinhoff
Technische Universität München, Munich, Germany
Abstract: Web analytics tools are now in operation for about 15 years. While
primarily developed to support the operators of public commercial web sites,
they offer a stable and mature set of general features to track the behavior of
users of arbitrary web based systems. Independently, in recent years web
based social software is increasingly used to support collaboration and
knowledge exchange in modern enterprises. This paper examines how
enterprise social software can benefit from the features provided by state of
the art web analytics solutions.In the first part of the paper, we give an
overview of the most common capabilities of commercial and open source
web analytics tools and examine how the data they produce can be accessed
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and utilized by other applications. Subsequently, illustrating how social
software users – be it as authors or consumers of content –, site operators
and even the software developers can profit from this integration. To
demonstrate the general feasibility of the approach, we then describe how
one scenario was implemented in a commercial web based enterprise
collaboration platform using an open source web analytics tool. The current
popularity of individual documents, like wiki pages or blog posts, was
measured using the number of recent visits for the respective web pages.
The resulting metric was then used to improve the document scoring
mechanism of the platform's search component. Finally we show that the web
analytics tool can in turn be used to track precisely how the search
functionality is used – and thus allows for an assessment of the effectiveness
of the abovementioned improvement. It further enables a qualitative analysis
of user behavior that helps to find defects in the software and additionally
motivates further refinements and enhancements.
Keywords: Enterprise 2.0, social software, web analytics, intranet search

Intangible Assets: From Evaluation to Valuation
Camilo Augusto Sequeira and Eloi Fernández y Fernández
Institute of Energy, Dept. of Mechanical Engineering, Catholic
University, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to show, based on an actual example
of the application of the Intangible Assets Management method, how the
process of intangible asset assessment should be conducted in order to
facilitate the subsequent process, i.e., appraisal of intangible assets. In
particular, this method splits from that of internal values – associated with the
organization's financial performance – and provides a valuation of each
intangible asset. This is important since the methods that encompass
valuation generally start out with company market value to generate an
appraisal of intangible assets. Although the method analyzed in this paper
requires some effort on the part of specialists during the appraisal procedure,
such effort is compensated by the fact that the resulting values suffer less
from volatility, i.e., they are less prone to market reactions. Another important
point made here is that the method outlined can be applied to any
organization, regardless of whether its shares are publicly traded or not, since
the method does not rely on market value to appraise intangible assets. The
method attempts to show that the best way to handle risks and intrinsic
uncertainties of intangibles during the appraisal of assets is through the
concomitant application of Real Options Analysis (ROA), as well as other
methods, such as Discounted Cash Flow (DCF). Although the method has
been developed and applied in an organization that belongs to a preeminent
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energy sector company, it could be applied in business units, departments,
divisions or other organizations belonging to different sectors of activity.
Keywords: Intellectual capital; intangible assets; valuation; real options;
organizational competencies; business processes

Intellectual Capital Evaluation: Relationship between
Knowledge Management Implementation and Company’s
Performance
Elena Shakina, Anna Bykova
State University Higher School of Economics, Perm, Russia
Abstract: Knowledge management is becoming the most relevant and
challenging issue of company’s strategy implementation in the new economy.
Intellectual capital identification and evaluation is one of the most important
issues in knowledge management. Our study focuses on the evaluating
intellectual capital methods that allow finding out the most efficient way of
intellectual capital management, including investment decision making. We
suppose that the potential effectiveness of intellectual capital resources
varies depending on a company size, industry and country. The majority of
the relevant researches are based on resource- and value-based approaches
that separately analyze the intellectual capital from a certain point of view,
limiting the number of problems at concurrence of these concepts. Therefore,
to solve problems of intellectual capital evaluation we integrate two
approaches that are relevant for studying the companies’ and industries’
behavior.
We seek to integrate two approaches to answer following questions:
 Is there a close relationship between an intellectual capital quality and a
company performance: a creation and destruction of the enterprise value
due to intellectual capital employed?
 What are the external and internal factors affecting this relationship?
(country, industry, company size, market dynamics, etc.)
 Is there a certain complementarity of the intellectual capital separate
components (human, institutional and market resources)?
Despite the large empirical background the intellectual capital management
issues fundamentally are not well studied. The purpose of this research is the
development of cost-effectiveness tools for analyzing the company’s
intellectual resources. Several statistical methods should be provided for the
empirical issues of this research, including common cross-sectional and
panel data analysis. The data base collected for this purpose will consist of
financial and economic indicators underlying the intellectual capital
evaluation, for example, strategic performance indicators (EVA, FGV, QTobin).It should be emphasized, that a number of required data are quite
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specific and hardly observed. Thus, the data base of this research founds on
the annual statistical and financial reports including the description of some
qualitative characteristics of analyzed companies and industries: total labor
productivity, staff education level, customer loyalty, product range, R&D
expenditures, participation in business associations, co-operative innovation
projects, localization and specialization coefficients, and others. This paper is
devoted to the research problem identification and motivation and also
presents some empirical results.
Keywords: intellectual capital inputs and outcomes; economic value added

The Major Challenges of Electronic Communities of Practice in
an Iranian Leading Virtual University: A Qualitative Approach
Mehdi Shami Zanjani1, Hamid Rahimian2 and Farnoosh Alami2
1
Department of IT Management, Faculty of Management, University of
Tehran, Tehran, Iran
2
Department of Educational Administration, Faculty of Psychology and
Education, University of Allameh Tabataba’i, Tehran, Iran
Abstract: This study aims to examine the major challenges of communities of
practice (COPs) in an Iranian leading virtual university. To achieve the main
research goal; two-phase research strategy is employed in this paper. At first,
knowledge derived from an analysis of the COP literature is used in order to
design the interview guide which is needed in the next phase. The second
phase consists of a qualitative case study of major Challenges of e-COPs in
“Mehralborz” virtual university. The university has almost 600 postgraduate
students in the field of management. Seven semi-structured interviews with
the e-COPs leaders have been conducted. The investigation led to the
discovery of six major challenges that e-COPs struggling with them. The
theoretical-based case study provides practitioners with a complex
perspective of the challenges of e-COPs in educational environments and
adds originality to the paper.
Keywords: Knowledge management, community of practice, virtual,
university, challenge, Iran
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Existing Dimensions of Absorptive Capacity and the Way
Foreword: The Mediating Functionality of Mental Models
Manifested by Entrepreneurs
Evangelia Siachou1, Sofia Daskou1and Peter Yannopoulos2
1
Hellenic American University, Manchester, NH, USA
2
Brock University, Ontario, Canada
Abstract: The acquisition of knowledge (either tacit or explicit) that is
externally derived is one of the main best practices undertaken by
entrepreneurs to make the right decisions for expansion of their businesses.
However, along the lines with prior research work, scholars have posited out
that, the effective implementation of the incoming knowledge into the
organizational daily practices and routine activities perquisites the absorptive
capacity performed by those involved in the knowledge acquisition process
(Cohen and Levinthal, 1990; Daghfous, 2004; Grunfeld, 2003; Lane and
Lubatkin, 1998; Rocha, 1999; Stock et al., 2001). Absorptive capacity’s
concept has initially been conceptualised through a three-dimensional
approach (recognition of the value of the new knowledge, its assimilation and
its implementation into commercial ends, Cohen and Levithal, 1989). In a way
forward of this dominant conceptualization of the rationale behind the
absorptive capacity we estimate that the input of new mediators –i.e. mental
models (MMs) - should have a lead over the three aforementioned definitive
dimensions of absorptive capacity. More specifically, we argue the
functionality of (MMs) in recognizing the value of external knowledge
acquisition of entrepreneurs and propose that MMs mediate the absorptive
capacity of entrepreneurs, who use them to filter the value of new knowledge
they acquire from the external environment. To explore this proposition, we
used the Karakaya and Yannopoulos (2010) typology of MMs applied in
situations of decision making relevant to business growth. The findings of our
study reveal that the MMs of the sample seem to relate to the ability of the
entrepreneur to appreciate and assimilate incoming knowledge. Thus, the first
and second considerations of absorptive capacity seem to be influenced by
MMs. Additionally, new research hypothesis have been brought about
concerning the potential distinct upshots of the types of MMs on one or more
of the specifically discussed dimensions of absorptive capacity.
Keywords: absorptive capacity, entrepreneurship, external knowledge
acquisition, decision making, mental models
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Relevance of Intellectual Capital for the Public Sector
Christina Suciu, Luciana Picioruş, Cosmin Imbrişcă, Simona Busoi,
Ramona Spiridon and Magdalena Bunghez
Academy of Economic Studies of Bucharest, Bucharest, Romania
Abstract: The public institutions of an economy have always been reluctant
to change. In Romania, unlike in the case of private enterprises, there is little
to no real competition, hardly a direct relationship between the price paid by
the individual and the services rendered and, the most important, there are
social and political factors that must be taken into consideration when dealing
with any public entity. All these have created a thoroughly bureaucratic and
rigid system that responds slowly to top-down changes and, if ever, to
bottom-up ones. Nevertheless recent studies like those carried during 20012002 in Denmark, suggest an increased role of intellectual capital in
developing new public management thinking. The paper is divided into two
parts. Firstly, it deals with creating a context for the research. This will be
done by analyzing the current perspective on intellectual capital management
in public enterprises and contextualizing them for the Romanian system.
Secondly, the study opens a more direct approach and attempts to determine
what are the agents of change, how change is implemented, what the new
perspective on intellectual capital is and what evaluation methods are used.
Due to the multifaceted nature of the topic a multi-method combination is
used as research as it will start with a questionnaire aimed at regular
employees in order to determine both their level of interest and awareness
and this will be followed up with a series of in depth structured interviews with
the purpose of obtaining more qualitative information. The results should be
able to create a general image of the present perception on intellectual
capital. In order to offer a solid framework for this information, secondary data
is used as well, qualitative and quantitative, from other up to date studies on
this topic. The findings suggest a few changes, as deemed necessary, in
order to improve the current organizational climate. The results are relevant
because a study of intellectual capital in public entities is mandatory for the
Romanian public sector. Today, public institutions are promoting themselves
as belonging to the business world as well, making use of intellectual capital
and the competitive advantage they create, in order to promote them on the
‘market’. The first things to do when attempting this are to observe how these
institutions perceive themselves, if and how are they preparing for these
coming changes. The governments’ approach must change with it or risk not
only lagging behind but downright hindering the private sector. In order to
prevent the negative aspects it is necessary to understand what the role of
government in knowledge based economy is.
Keywords: Intellectual capital, public sector, knowledge based economy
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Managing Intellectual Capital in SMEs in the Framework of the
Knowledge Based Society
Marta-Christina Suciu, Alexandru Ghiţiu-Brătescu Simona Busoi,
Ramona Spiridon, Cristiana Bolocan Protopopescu, Florin Sirbu and
Irina Dumitrescu
Academy of Economic Studies Bucharest, Bucharest, Romania
Abstract: The aim of this article is to identify the operating systems that
companies can adopt to manage intellectual capital, especially in SMEs.
Based on intellectual capital management and resourced based approach for
Knowledge and Intangible Assets Management, SMEs companies seeking to
meet the needs of all staff, are not investing in an adequate way in those
professions that might make a real difference. It is important to implement an
assessment aimed to bring out explicitly the contribution to the total value of
intangible assets of the organization. Our paper tries to look for an integrative
approach dealing with intellectual capital management that might be applied
for more SMEs having a distinguished organizational culture. We like to
demonstrate that the ideal environment for Intellectual Capital Development
(ICD) is to be pro-active, able to give direction to the technological and
organizational changes affecting the sector in which they work an undertaking
in which all human resources are identified and where there is awareness of
their role and attitudes toward change. Concentrated on the perspective of
the Balance Scorecard method, namely the perspective of the processes of
learning and growth, we can understand how the development of intellectual
capital is a challenge for the leadership of the staff within SMEs: it is required
to conduct and roles on the one hand aimed at facilitating the process of
knowledge accumulation, other mechanisms to enable more appropriate
management and motivation to help the knowledge generated to develop
sharing and transfer. The paper presents briefly an exploratory research used
for debating the issue of intellectual capital (IC) in Romania’s SMEs. Our
research is at a starting point for possible future theoretical and empirical
investigations. This paper seeks to develop in Romania a framework of IC
reporting by starting to learn and adapt.
Keywords: intellectual capital, intangible assets, knowledge based economy,
intellectual capital management, balance scorecard, competitive advantage
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Universities as Knowledge Creation and Sharing Institutions –
Research Perspectives from Romania
Marta-Christina Suciu1, Klaus Bruno Schebesch2, Corina Grigore1,
Simona-Margareta Busoi1, Ramona Spiridon1, Valentin-Matei Şerbu1
1
Academy of Economic Studies of Bucharest, Bucharest, Romania
2
Vasile Goldis University, Arad, Romania
Abstract: In the era of knowledge-based economy and society (KBES),
human capital (HC), intellectual capital (IC), creativity, innovation and
education play an increasing role in the portfolio of assets owned by an
organization. The importance of knowledge is acknowledged through various
papers and studies on knowledge production and its impact on growth. In a
knowledge-based economy characterized by the production, transmission
and dissemination of knowledge, the higher education institutions
(universities) play a unique role in all these knowledge process steps. An
efficient knowledge management in a university will ensure the best use of
available resources and best use of the knowledge as a key resource;
creation / generation of new knowledge; understanding and awareness;
capturing, organizing, storing the knowledge at individual, group and
organization level; and knowledge transfer to other persons or other
organizations.
The aim of this paper is to analyse the role of universities in supporting the
development of knowledge economy in Romania and to highlight the extent to
which students consider that the Romanian economic university system is
ready to face the demands of KBES. The results are based on students’
perception on the role that the higher education institutions within the context
of KBES in Romania. The study is based on the answers of questioned
students from the Faculty of Business Administration with teaching in foreign
languages (FABIZ) of the Academy of Economic Studies of Bucharest. The
study acknowledged the importance of knowledge management in education
institutions and identified challenges that the institutions will be facing. The
paper is structured as following: the first part of the paper introduces briefly
the concepts of knowledge and knowledge-based economy and society; the
second part provides a short literature review on knowledge production and
its importance for growth; the third part draws on the role the higher education
institutions can play as knowledge institutions; part four presents the casestudy assessing the perceived role of higher education institutions within the
context of KBES in Romania, while the last part concludes.
Keywords: knowledge management, knowledge-based economy, knowledge
production, knowledge sharing, higher education institutions (universities)
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Using Naturalistic Decision Making to Understand Knowledge
Barriers in Launching Telecommunication for Public Safety
Kaj Suneson and Ilona Heldal
Chalmers University of Technology, Management and Economics,
Gothenburg, Sweden
Abstract: Based on an empirical study of the launch of an information and
communication technology [ICT] system for the main Public Safety Agencies
[PSA] in Sweden, this paper combines concepts from knowledge
management [KM] with naturalistic decision-making [NDM] to gain a greater
understanding of problems in the implementation and adoption phase of the
new system. The launch has been experienced as being much slower than
was originally envisaged by all the organizations involved and the system will
not cover its own costs in the near future. Implementation and adoption also
required extra, unplanned, resources to develop processes for collaboration
and joint work by and between the organizations. In the public safety and
emergency response sector, the need for communication and co-operation
between the organizations involved is regarded mostly as self-evident by both
the organizations involved and external organizations. To make co-operation
within and between the different organizations more efficient, a new radio
communication system is being introduced in Sweden. Adoption and use are
presented as being the prerogative of the user organizations. In an earlier
paper we identified several problems, i.e. 'knowledge barriers' that prevented
or slowed down adoption and thus the launch process (Sunesson and Heldal,
2010). This paper takes a further step to gain a deeper understanding of what
these knowledge barriers mean by using terms from knowledge management
[KM] combined with concepts and frameworks from NDM. NDM provides a
promising framework to understand these situations, since the situation in
which the system will be used can be related to understanding technologies
in complex environments, i.e. solving ill-defined problems under time
pressure and with high stakes combined with uncertain outcomes. By
analysing a set of five categories of knowledge barriers through concepts
from the NDM framework, such as 'sensemaking', 'situation awareness', and
'mental models', this paper strives to increase understanding of the obstacles
that need to be overcome when launching large-scale ICT systems for parties
with specific needs and requirements. The main benefit of using knowledge
management models is to provide a good overview of the launch process,
emphasizing relevant problem areas. The advantage of examining these
problem areas more deeply by means of concepts and frameworks from NDM
can be found in the possibility of acquiring a deeper understanding and
providing suggestions to overcome the identified problems for users,
launchers and influencers. This paper makes both practical and theoretical
contributions. Practical contributions exemplify how important mutual
understanding is to co-operation and in doing so a more coherent mental
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model on which to build co-operation. The theoretical contribution takes the
form of suggestions to improve our understanding of the benefits of
combining KM models with frameworks and concepts from NDM.
Keywords: Co-operation, public safety, sensemaking, situation awareness,
knowledge barriers, system roll-out

Infrastructure of Innovative Universities Based on ICT and KM
for Building Smart Economy
Natalia Tikhomirova, Vladimir Tikhomirov, Yury Telnov and Valentina
Maksimova
Moscow State University of Economics, Statistics and Informatics,
Russia
Abstract: At present the world community faces the challenge of building the
Smart economy. It is well recognized that the economic progress comes from
increased productivity, innovation, competitiveness, economic renewal and
creativity of the workforce. The goal of the smart economy is to restore and
retain a sustainable economic growth after depressing crises, to provide a
high-quality education system, to promote innovative business environment,
to ensure high productivity, to translate knowledge creation into economic
return. In this context innovative universities aim at training knowledge
workers, forming the competences of learners in line with the requirement of
modern labor market in the Smart economy. The graduates face the
challenge to generate new ideas and to work in the knowledge- intensive
industries that supply advanced ICT devices, systems and networks. The
universities in the smart economy need to transform the infrastructure to meet
the challenges. The paper presents the innovative infrastructure that
facilitates a more full perception of new knowledge, interoperability between
internal and external knowledge, a high degree of knowledge and innovation
in universities.
Keywords: intellectual capital, human capital, innovative infrastructure,
innovative universities, management of academic knowledge, Smart
economy

Measurement of customer knowledge value
Kamila Tislerova
University of JE Purkyne, Usti nad Labem, Czech Republic
Abstract: This paper aims at expressing the customer value, particularly the
value of his knowledge. There is a gap in this field because researchers
usually express the overall Customer Lifetime Value and similar to Capital
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Asset Pricing Model; the result is finally discounted. The other parts of
customers’ value are usually disregarded. Is the separate item “customers´
knowledge” such a marginal item that it does not need to be counted (and
effectively exploited in favour of the business?). There are four research
questions in this contribution: Communication level (how the dialogue with the
customer is conducted), deployment capacity (how companies act upon
customer knowledge), organizational sharing capacity (what is the system of
integrating customer and organisational knowledge assets and then
reproducing them internally, etc.) and customers´ motivation (trust, motivation
tools, incentives, etc.). Both theoretical and empirical research methods were
used. At first, the theoretical approaches and findings from related disciplines
were analyzed and compared (Customer Knowledge Management, Customer
Portfolio Management, Customer Equity Management, Customer Value
Management, etc.). Then some quantitative research was conducted in small
and medium sized enterprises. Large companies were not included in this
research because previous research showed that they are mostly focused on
risk management and individual customer evaluation includes the customers´
knowledge evaluation only rarely. It is important for the business not only to
keep in mind the “knowledge potential” of each customer but also to be able
to explore it. Issues such as their ability to motivate the customers to share
their knowledge with the business, managerial skills and marketing strategy
towards generating profit from the customers’ base are also discussed in this
contribution. At the same time, this paper is accompanied by brief samples of
customers’ knowledge exploitation in practice in order to demonstrate the
potential of customers to help the business to gain a competitive advantage.
Although all the financial statements on the value of customers´ knowledge
will always be based just on rough estimations with a great deal of
uncertainty, some findings in this contribution perhaps demonstrate
adequately the importance of customers´ knowledge for business
development.
Keywords: Customer knowledge value; knowledge measurement; customer
base; knowledge from customer; three-dimensional approach

Multi Perspective Framework to Improve the Knowledge Flow
Choon-Bae Yoo, Igor Hawryszkiewycz and Kyeong-Soon Kang
University of Technology Sydney, Sydney, Australia
Abstract: This paper addresses issues of knowledge management
processes and procedures including social complexity in Australian
government organizations. We investigated these issues for building a
multiple perspective framework in designing a complex business structure.
Particularly, we focused on a social complexity, which possesses the role of
the functional units and multiple stakeholders. To understand the complex
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issues and significant changes in the past years, social complexity holds a
specific fragmenting strength which can lead to difficulty in effective
communication (Conklin, 2005). Hence, social complexity needs tools that
are standardized to complex organizations. This notion of social complexity
correlates to a project group involved within a social network. The growing
complexity of Information Systems results in a situation where system design
is not easily catered to identify new characteristics of system and managing
the dimensions of organizational performance by existing methodologies. The
purpose of this study is to build a framework of defining systems for the
knowledge flow to ensure local intelligent time of the decision making process
is effective and helps to manage information system evolution. This paper
suggests that to cater for these characteristics and characterize the
communication paths, new open methods that look at other perspectives in
the additional process flow are required. These additional perspectives
include social structure, business architecture, and knowledge hub to identify
the communities of practice and development of a model to support complex
organizations. In summary, this paper outlines a design method that uses a
multi perspective framework as a tool for modeling and will help to tackle the
complex problem.
Keywords: Complexity, Multi-perspective, Social complexity, System
evolution

A Soft Systems Approach to Solving Knowledge Management
Problems in Organisational Change Environments
John T Young
RMIT University, Melbourne Australia
Abstract: Many organisations are undergoing imposed change in an attempt
to become lean and more efficient. Frequently this results in staff reduction
and early retirements and rapid cultural change. Organisations may be in
danger of loosing their ‘memory’ as long serving employees with critical
knowledge and experience move on. Knowledge is considered the driver of
contemporary organisations and although it may be managed by structured
systems, it is also heavily affected by human activity systems. This paper
presents a practical approach to solving knowledge management problems in
organisations that are undergoing change. Soft systems methodology is
applied to a number of organisations to generate hitherto un-recorded,
unknown, suppressed or forgotten information which may be captured in
knowledge management systems. Soft system methodology is an enquiring
technique which seeks to provide input and perspective from participants in
situations that are complex, subjective and messy. It also seeks to establish
a level of mutual accommodation in the hearts and minds of the participants
which can accelerate organisational learning and can contribute to the
motivation and commitment of the participants. Two case studies are
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presented which illustrate the use of soft system methodology in developing
trust and creating a willingness to share information. They were selected
from a series of case studies that were conducted by the author across a
broad range of industries using qualitative research and the application of soft
system methodology. The first case presented here relates to the imposed
merger of two independent municipalities. Significant staff reduction occurred
resulting in a knowledge drain and the new merged entity, with new
management, had to continue the operational processes of the municipalities.
Solutions which addressed the information and knowledge required for
continued operation were developed. The second case relates to family
owned manufacturer of industrial clothing facing competitive and logistics
problems. Solutions were developed using knowledge generated from
employees and participants other than the management team.
Keywords: Knowledge management, Soft systems methodology, Problem
solving, Organisational learning

The Symbolic Innovation of the Bio-informatics Discipline: A
Political Networks Approach to IT development
Alexander K. Kofinas and Abdallah Al-Shawakbeh
Department of Business Information Technology and Enterprise,
Engineering School, Central Avenue, Chatham Maritime, Kent, UK
Abstract: In knowledge intensive firms IT is viewed as a means of cutting
across bureaucratic barriers, organisational complexity, and a tool for
enhancing knowledge-related activities. In the pharmaceutical industry this ITled transformation coincided with other socio-technological phenomena such
as biotechnology and the Human Genome Project. The organisational
uncertainty arising from the challenges of absorbing the new knowledge
created an organisational vacuum. This vacuum was filled by entrepreneurial
scientists knowledgeable in both bio-science and IT and dubbed themselves
as bio-informaticians. In a romantic sense these corporate entrepreneurs
were allowed to explore the “wild frontiers” of pharmaceutical R&D research.
This paper relies on actor-network theory (ANT) as an interpretation lens for
clarifying the diverse elements that enabled the successful creation of that
organisational space. An in-depth exploratory case study is used here with a
framework based on ANT used for coding, organising and interpreting the
qualitative data. The findings highlight the importance and challenges an
established company faces in absorbing new knowledge and technology and
the importance of leveraging the entrepreneurial instincts of its employees in
order to create and absorb new knowledge.
Keywords: R&D, pharmaceutical industry, drug discovery, actor-network
theory, knowledge, action, social networks
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Measuring Utility of Geospatial maps for Information Seeking:
Findings of a Structured Literature Review and Preliminary
Think-Aloud-Study
Nadine Amende
Chair of Business Computing, University of Passau, Passau, Germany
Abstract: Handling information and ever growing knowledge bases are still
key tasks of the information society. Many organisations deplore that coworkers invest much time into search and handling of information. Information
visualisation methods and tools can help to prepare and visually represent
abstract information to amplify cognition. However, a more widespread
adoption of visualisation tools for information seeking is still missing.
Geovisualisation, a sub domain of information visualisation, is concerned with
geospatial maps as visual representations of information. With the evolution
of the WWW, geospatial maps are now easy to implement and because of a
more intuitive representation easy to understand. There is a high benefit
potential for organisations, due to that 80% of organisational data possess
spatial characteristics and can be linked and displayed on geospatial maps.
Thus, research objective is to measure utility of geospatial maps for
information seeking. This paper presents a state-of-the-art in measuring
information visualisation utility by means of a structured literature review. The
review examines 33 empirical papers and shows an absence of theoretical
models and influencing factors as a basis for in-depth utility analysis.
Furthermore, the review identifies marginal analysis of geospatial maps for
information seeking. In order to gain more insight into user seeking behaviour
and requirements a pilot think aloud test and a survey was conducted.
Thereto, 16 participants had to perform a web based real estate search. The
results indicate that there is a need for geospatial map as tool for information
seeking within spatial contexts. The next step for future research is to conduct
laboratory experiments based on these findings to analyse utility. Implications
of this research are to make evident statements for using geospatial maps for
information seeking and to validate the used theoretical model for utility
measurement.
Keywords: utility measurement, geospatial maps, information visualisation,
structured literature review, think aloud test, information seeking
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Knowledge Boundaries of the Firm in Russian Heavy
Engineering Companies
Evgeny Blagov
Graduate School of Management,
Veteranov Russian Federation

Saint

Petersburg

University,

Abstract: The purpose of this research is to look at the factors influencing a
company’s choice of technological knowledge renovation sources in the
Russian heavy engineering industry.The theoretical foundations of this
research are the transaction cost theory of the firm, mainly continuing O.
Williamson’s views on the boundaries of the firm problem, and the
knowledge-based view of the firm as a part of the resource-based view. The
problem addressed by the research is how a company chooses between
different sources of technological knowledge renovation (where the term
“knowledge” refers to technological know-how) when the knowledge used for
developing the products of the company seems obsolete, thus creating a
“knowledge gap” (or “knowledge absence”). Continuing the “make-buy-or-ally”
stream of literature, such variants of technological knowledge renovation
sources are considered as creation of necessary knowledge by own strength,
focal firm’s acquisition of the necessary knowledge provider, long-term
alliance relationship creation with the necessary knowledge provider, and,
finally, non-recurring purchase of necessary knowledge from an external
provider on the open market. On the basis of the literature review in fields of
boundaries of the firm and knowledge-based view of the firm studies a set of
factors is figured out the influence of which on the technological knowledge
renovation sources choice is analyzed in the quantitative study. These factors
are the following: importance of the knowledge resource involved in the focal
transaction for the firm’s result, uniqueness (in comparison to the respective
market and industry) of the knowledge resource(s) involved in a focal
transaction, the focal firm’s technological knowledge as a whole, and of the
focal firm’s production, the focal firm’s comparative orientation on cost- or
quality-based competition, congruence between the results of the focal firm
and its (potential) counterparty, focal firm’s ability to control the actions of that
(potential) counterparty and, finally, necessity of support and further
development of the focal knowledge resource.To check these factors’
influence on the companies’ technological knowledge renovation sources
choice a set of hypotheses is formulated, considering both the direct
influence of the factors’ importance on the firm’s technological knowledge
renovation sources choice and the mediating effect of such variables as
“congruence between the results of the focal firm and its (potential)
counterparty”, “focal firm’s ability to control the actions of the counterparty”
and “necessity of support and further development of the focal knowledge
resource” on the direct interactions.The quantitative method used for
hypotheses testing is the ordered probit regression with the influencing
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factors’ importance for the firm in a knowledge renovation act as independent
variables and four technological knowledge renovation source variants as
dependent variables. The questionnaire constructed for the quantitative study
has been sent via e-mail to sample of 300 Russian companies of the industry
classification “Heavy, energetic and transport engineering” randomly selected
by region with the response rate of 10%, giving the resulting sample of 30
companies.
Keywords: technological knowledge renovation, knowledge boundaries of
the firm, transaction cost theory of the firm

Multiprofessional Communities of Practice in a Large-scale
Healthcare Collaboration: Formation, Identity Building and
Knowledge Sharing
Roman Kislov
Manchester Business School, The University of Manchester, UK
Abstract: While it is implicitly implied by policy-makers that healthcare
professionals and healthcare organisations are able and willing to work
together in the improvement of healthcare services, these assumptions are
not always grounded in sound scientific evidence. This study aims to address
this issue by exploring the reality of healthcare collaboration in the
implementation strand of the Collaboration for Leadership in Applied Health
Research and Care (CLAHRC) for Greater Manchester. The study uses the
theory of communities of practice (CoPs) to explore the process of joint
working in primary care in the context of the English NHS and reflect on how
this process is influenced by the CLAHRC. It specifically focuses on the
development of multiprofessional and multi-organisational CoPs in healthcare
organisations, reconciliation of professional and organisational identities in
the process of collaborative working, and knowledge sharing across
interprofessional and inter-organisational boundaries within and across CoPs.
Underpinned by the critical realist approach, the research uses a qualitative
case study as an overarching research methodology, with specific methods
comprising documentary analysis, semi-structured interviews and participant
observation. It adopts a purposeful sampling strategy, with respondents
including general practitioners, nurses, managers, hospital consultants,
knowledge transfer associates and management academics. The data is
subjected to template analysis facilitated by NVivo software. Initial data
analysis upon the completion of the first stage of fieldwork has led to the
formulation of the following theoretical propositions: (1) The organisational
landscape in the NHS primary care is represented by multiple co-existing and
overlapping CoPs, which are mainly centred around general practices,
professional groups and geographical areas.
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(2) Multiprofessional CoPs in primary care are characterised by such features
as division of functions, interconnectedness with co-existent uniprofessional
communities, and operational proximity of its members. (3) Formation of
emergent multiprofessional and multi-organisational CoPs is influenced by
their relationship with pre-existing communities and networks, enthusiasm of
CoP participants and adequate leadership. (4) Identity formation in these
newly formed communities takes place in the context of multimembership in
several relevant CoPs and may be hampered by strong identification with
existing professional and organisational communities. (5) Knowledge sharing
between CoPs can be promoted by a combination of external and internal
facilitation whereby knowledge brokers deploy a number of context-tailored
boundary objects and boundary interactions. (6) Distinct boundaries between
general practices, which are only partially permeable, as well as marked
barriers to the development of supra-organisational CoPs in primary care,
underscore the importance of external facilitation in the process of
implementing change. (7) Achieving and sustaining improvement introduced
by healthcare collaboration may be influenced by the degree the change is
embedded in the routines of the organisation, the presence of knowledge
sharing channels between all CoPs involved and the clarity of goals agreed
by the participants. By further exploring these propositions in the next stage
of the fieldwork, this study offers the prospect of making a contribution to
analytic frameworks applied to the understanding of interprofessional and
inter-organisational work, enhancing the understanding of barriers to joint
working, and identifying effective knowledge management strategies which
could be utilised in the UK healthcare context.
Keywords: communities of practice; healthcare collaboration;
multiprofessionality; knowledge sharing; identity

Evaluation of Knowledge Quality of Lessons Learned by
Asking Questions
Tony K. M. Lo and Patrick S.W. Fong
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong
Abstract: Lessons learned, which are a special kind of knowledge obtained
by people from experience, can help enterprises avoid reinvention and
standardize their best practices. Professionals’ performance in various
sectors can also be improved. Lesson learning is the process of converting
people’s experience of events into knowledge for application in the future.
While the process and IT systems of lesson learning have been widely
studied, there is little research on the quality of the knowledge content of
lessons learned. This paper discusses the concept of knowledge quality and
relationships among the context, experience, reflection asking and content of
lessons learned. Focusing on captured lessons, we propose the method of
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asking relevant questions to evaluate lessons learned. The questions are
based on qualitative content analysis from various facets, namely context,
content and experience. We have provided a checklist which consists of more
than a dozen of questions as our first findings. We illustrate the method by
describing and analyzing an authentic case of lessons learned produced by a
public organization, namely the medication incidents bulletins published by
the Hong Kong Hospital Authority. More case studies can be conducted for
other industries. We conclude this study with suggestions on possible
improvements to the quality of content of lessons learned. This paper
provides a foundation for future research by developing a framework for
analyzing lessons learned. It also facilitates deeper understanding of the
evaluation of knowledge quality.
Keywords: lesson learned, knowledge quality, context, experience,
reflection, content analysis

KM as a Solution for the Shortage of Competent Employees in
SMEs at the Developing Country (Case study: Vietnam)
Thi Hai Hang Nguyen1, Lubor Homolka1 , Zdenek Molnar2, Roderick
J.Macdonald3
1,
Faculty of Management and Economics, Tomas Bata University in Zlin,
Czech Republic
2
Faculty of informatics and Statistics, University of Economics, Prague,
Czech Republic
3
Faculty of Management &Technology, School of Business, University
of Quebec and Montreal, Canada
Abstract: This paper presents partial results from the first empirical study of
KM in SMEs of Vietnam. A preliminary survey had revealed that KM is an
important issue for SMEs in Vietnam. It also identified the main motivation for
SMEs to implement KM-related activities (the search for solutions to a chronic
shortage of competent employees) as well as the two probable main causes
for this shortage: (1) the departure of employees from SMEs and/or (2)
remaining employees not learning how to work effectively. Using statistical
analysis and fuzzy methodology, this paper formally verifies whether the
inferences from the preliminary study really hold for the general population of
Vietnamese SMEs, and from there proposes obvious actions to be taken to
solve the shortage of competent employees. The findings presented in this
paper help us understand more about the operations of SMEs in developing
countries and suggest a feasible approach to initiate KM for SMEs.
Keywords: Knowledge, knowledge management (KM), SMEs, Vietnam
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Knowledge Base Development of Companies in R&D
Consortia; An Organisational Process and Social Interaction
Perspective on Learning
Omid Omidvar
MIoIR/ MSB, UK
Abstract: R&D consortia are becoming one of the prominent forms of
collaborations among organisations aimed at triggering knowledge
transferring among participating firms. In such settings, learning is not
exclusively limited to mutual or dyadic relations, but is mainly determined by
multilateral ones. However, much current work on inter-organisational
learning literature rest on bilateral knowledge transfer models (senderreceiver) in partnerships which can hardly address the complexity of interorganisational learning in R&D consortia. To explore the learning process in
R&D consortia, I will devise social capital (SC) and absorptive capacity (AC)
theories. To gain knowledge, on the one hand, organisations rely on the
processes and capabilities enabling them to acquire and exploit external
knowledge represented by AC. It enables organisations to identify, assimilate
and apply external knowledge to commercial ends. On the other hand,
organisations rely on the very social context of their interpersonal and intergroup knowledge exchange and communications which can be achieved
through SC. By nurturing goodwill in the social context of R&D collaborations,
SC facilitates knowledge sharing, exchanging and combining among parties.
Based on this theoretical lens, first I will explore how SC and AC contribute to
inter-organisational learning in R&D consortia. Secondly, I will investigate
how SC and AC (co)develop in such settings. Driven by critical realism
epistemological stance, this research will use case study as the research
strategy in 4-5 companies engaged in R&D consortia. It also adopts
qualitative methodology and research methods will mainly involve semistructured interviews. The results are expected to enhance our understanding
of how AC and SC develop in R&D consortia. They are, moreover, expected
to give some managerial implications on how to increase the learning
outcomes in R&D collaborations in general and in R&D consortia in particular.
Keywords: Absorptive capacity, social capital, organisational learning, r&d
consortium, intra and inter-organisational settings, case study
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The Mutual Transmission of Knowledge and Competencies
between Generations: an enabler of Dynamic Capabilities
Sakura Shimada
Paris Dauphine University, France
Abstract:: The purpose of this article is to propose a generational view of the
organization in order to think about the firm evolution between continuity and
adaptation. Especially, we suggest that the “intergenerational transmission of
knowledge and competencies” may be an enabler of assets reconfiguration in
the ambit of dynamic capability. Since the 1980’s, the resource-based view of
the firm (RBV) (Penrose 1959; Wernerfelt 1984; Barney 1986) has pointed
out the role of internal and idiosyncratic resources of the firm to gain in
competitive advantage. Knowledge and competencies are regarded as being
the main strategic assets that the firm should identify, protect, exploit and
renew. We sum up these strategic assets in a four-stage systemic model,
ranging from the 1) individual knowledge and 2) competencies, to the 3)
collective competencies and 4) organizational capabilities. Yet, in a changing
environment, firm has to evolve and transform itself in order to sustain its
competitive advantage. The ability of a firm to extend and modify its strategic
assets to do so is called dynamic capability (Teece and al. 1997; Helfat et al.
2007). However, the question about how, concretely, the assets
reconfiguration manifest itself in a local level has not been answered yet. This
is an important issue, considering the systemic and socially embedded nature
of knowledge and competencies: these are sticky assets (Szulanski 1996)
that hardly evolve. Recently, the on-going retirement of baby boomers has
emphasized the need of an intergenerational transmission: it is fundamental
to retain their knowledge and competencies which represent the strategic
assets of the firm. However, the one-way transmission from the elder to the
younger is not sufficient to ensure the survival of the firm. The strategic
assets of the firm also need adjusting and updating through time. Therefore,
the intergenerational transmission should be seen as a dynamic capability.
Based on this parallelism, we put forward that the concrete functioning of
strategic assets reconfiguration may be observed through the analysis of the
intergenerational transmission of knowledge and competencies. Then, we try
to define the concept of generation so as to explain the issues related to the
strategic assets reconfiguration. Two generational concepts in management
are identified and rejected: the “societal generation” and the “life cycle
generation”. A third and new concept of generation is proposed: the
“generation of knowledge and competences” which refers to a group of
people representing a homogeneous area of knowledge and competencies.
Building on this definition, we advocate that the intergenerational
transmission may act as an enabler of firm assets reconfiguration between
continuity and adaptation. Then, a better understanding of the former could
contribute to the management of the latter. Implications for future research
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are discussed.
Keywords: generation, knowledge, competence, dynamic capability, the
resource-based view

Organizational Learning through University-Industry Research
Cooperation
Simon Woll
Chair for Organizational Theory and Human Resource Management,
Ingolstadt School of Management, Catholic University EichstaettIngolstadt, Germany
Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to describe a PhD research work in
progress, which empirically determines organizational learning processes in
University-Industry Research Cooperation (UI).
Since knowledge is
considered to be the most valuable resource of an organization, the
management of knowledge has become a central issue in the scientific as
well as in the practical field. For industrial companies, one promising source
of new knowledge creation is the research cooperation with universities. But
still the preservation and transfer of (tacit) knowledge is a major challenge for
organizations. Since project work is commonly applied in UI research
cooperation, the documentation of tacit knowledge and the transfer of
procedural knowledge to other parts of the organization are considered as
essential steps towards a learning organization. While research projects bear
a high learning potential for individuals and the whole organization, the
practical realization of this idea is not fully accomplished yet. One reason is
the unanswered question of how to design project work of UI cooperations in
a reflexive manner for the purpose of organizational learning. Therefore the
research question can be formulated as follows: How should project work in
UI research cooperation be designed to foster organizational learning? To
answer this research question the author refers to various theoretical fields of
research (organizational learning, knowledge management, project
management). Since social interaction is considered to be an essential part in
project work and tacit knowledge transfer, a qualitative research approach in
form of a single case study seems to be adequate. Object of determination
will be the institutionalized program of an industry organization which
undertakes diverse research and development projects in cooperation with
several universities in Germany. In conducting interviews with participants
from both organizations and in observing the generation, use and transfer of
the project knowledge, the author develops a model of reflexive project work,
which can be seen as an advanced version of actual project management in
regards of a sustainable use of organizational knowledge. Research results
will offer interesting insights into the design of cooperative UI research
projects. Implications derived from the research may be useful for scientists in
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the field of knowledge management and project management as well as to
practitioners like project managers or consultants.
Keywords: organizational learning; university-industry research projects;
project work; reflexion; case study
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Institutional Leadership: An Inconvenient Truth
Chris Blodgett
Canadian Air Force, Knowledge Management Officer (KMO), NATO
School Oberammergau, Germany
“The world is getting smaller, time is getting shorter, networks are
getting larger and more complex, and your stakeholders are
demanding more…Do you thrive in this environment?”(Carla O’Dell)
The Executives’ Role in KM (2004)
Abstract: The views expressed in this paper are those of the author and do
not represent the official policy of Canada DND/CF, NATO or NATO School.
“Demoralized by leadership failures and struggling to prioritize its workload,
the Mounties [Royal Canadian Mounted Police – RCMP] have been waiting
for months for the federal government to appoint a new commander. Under
the status quo, a proliferation of fiefdoms within the RCMP leaves
commanders raiding each other’s budgets for resources, and starving some
important programs to feed others.” This review of the Auditor General’s
annual report to the Canadian parliament (Globe & Mail, 10 June 2011) is a
good example of a public service organization that is struggling to effectively
integrate the top-down achievement of organizational objectives with
satisfying the bottom-up operational demands of the organization. While the
RCMP may not have had a commander/CEO in place, there are many
organizations that do and yet they still suffer the same ‘workload-fiefdom’ fate
because they lack the institutional leadership to pull it all together. There does
exist a ‘private sector’ organizational development discipline that can address
this phenomenon - Knowledge Management (KM). KM is not so much a
discipline unto itself as it is the namesake for all the multi-disciplined
approaches that make up the institutional performance dichotomy of making
sense of the world so that we can act more effectively in it. These two
fundamentally different ways of “seeing the world” are part of the challenge of
KM because right from the outset each paradigm takes the KM professional
down a completely different path to defining what KM is all about. Like most
organizations, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) has also
struggled to make sense of the complexities of the new Information Age at a
time when the operational perspectives, perceptions and different
organizational maturity models of 28 different nations, not to mention the
different cultures and sub-cultures of their armies, navies and air forces often
vary. NATO has recently coined a new term called Information and
Knowledge Management (IKM) and produced an IKM Vision/Concept that
envisions transforming into a truly 21st Century Knowledge Centric
Organization (KCO). The title of this paper is intended to solicit interest in a
holistic approach to knowledge transfer and information management that will
bring together both the organizational and operational perspectives of KM.
This paper introduces a holistic framework that integrates both KM
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perspectives in order to ensure better decision-making throughout all levels of
the organization; ie, the simultaneous achievement of long-term
‘organizational’ objectives and short-term ‘operational’ requirements. This
KM Institutional Effectiveness Framework forms the basis for the IKM
Blueprint for Action that is intended to provide the institutional leader with a
big picture ‘tool’ for implementing the tenets of KM. The ‘organizational’
component of the framework has a heavy top-down organizational strategic
change focus to it, while the ‘operational’ component draws upon bottom-up
business requirements necessary to maximize overall organizational and
operational efficiency and effectiveness (MOOEE). For this integrated KM
framework and accompanying blueprint to actually improve overall
organizational performance in complex environments, leaders across the
organization will have to face the fact that institutional leadership is an
inconvenient but vital truth of the 21st Century!
Keywords: IKM, decision-making, knowledge transfer, OD

Can Knowledge Management Survive Without Information
Technologies?
Stefanie Dannemann
Communication and Knowledge Management Professional, Nyon,
Switzerland
Abstract: The objective of Knowledge Management (KM) is to facilitate and
encourage an exchange of experiences mainly connected to activities which
involve people, process and technology. What would happen if this exchange
was only limited to people and processes and without or with limited
technology to facilitate knowledge exchange?. Knowledge processes usually
evolve from inside the human who is accustomed to specific cultural behavior
aimed at increasing the use of information across a group or community.
Recently, there has been an increasing tendency to use social media and
new technologies in human information exchange. This lures us into
forgetting that knowledge is something that we “construct” first in our mind
and only later share in conversations or in written statements. Would it be
easier for an organization to encourage its people to share their knowledge if
it first focused on the human exchanges? What if it intentionally put less
emphasis on searching and using the best kinds of trends in technology for
knowledge exchange, which would best match its organizational culture?
What are the factors which make people share and trigger them to exchange
knowledge, to change peoples’ disinclinations to enthusiasm for
communication? These can be external influences and enticements, such as
remuneration, recognition and job promotion. But the most successful factor
to initiate a knowledge sharing culture is to simply make people comfortable
with sharing their knowledge with others; imposing a new technology and
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tools might not always be the best choice for this. How do we achieve this
knowledge sharing?. With this paper, I will review various ways of stimulating
interest and comfort to share knowledge face-to-face, and of ensuring that
knowledge sharing is understood to be a part of an employee’s
responsibilities. Additionally, I will have a more detailed look at organizational
techniques and methods that can encourage a knowledge sharing culture. It
can start out with a small gesture which, in the end, can have a huge impact
on the organizational culture, provided that there is buy-in not only from
management but also from your peers.
Keywords: knowledge, information technology, face-to-face, organizational
culture, recognition

Enterprise 2.0: Knowledge Management for Decision Support
Mohamed Farid
Egyptian cabinet, Information and Decision Support Center, Cairo,
Egypt
Abstract: Think Tanks are concerned with the process of national and global
development. They build viable relations among external actors across the
board, from civil society to decision makers. Despite of the large volume of
literature describing the role of Knowledge Management (KM) to the
corporate sector, there continues to be a lack of information discussing how
exactly KM helps these institutes and organisations. The aim of this paper, an
action research, is to address actions taken toward developing an appropriate
Knowledge Management System (KMS) inside IDSC, an Egyptian think tank
working in the field of decision support. Unless there is no common
systematic Knowledge Management System Development (KMSD) approach
to follow, action research has been considered to take place in this paper to
identify opportunities for KM applications and their corresponding Enterprise
2.0 enabling technologies for the organisation’s KM investment.
Keywords: Knowledge management, knowledge management system, think
tank, enterprise 2.0, action research
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Capturing Lessons That Should be Learned: An After Event
Review for Whole-of-Government Security Planning and
Operations
Susan McIntyre and Kate Kaminska
Defence Research and Development Canada, Centre for Security
Science, Ottawa, Ontario Canada
Abstract: In February 2010, Canada hosted the Vancouver 2010 Winter
Games. To ensure a Safe and Secure Games, multiple safety and security
agencies at three levels of government had to work in an unprecedented
partnership for security planning and operations. This whole-of-government
approach to domestic safety and security, often bringing together nontraditional partners, provided a unique opportunity to analyze collective
strengths and weaknesses and to make suggestions for process
improvements in future domestic inter-organizational public safety or security
events. Defence Research and Development Canada – Centre for Security
Science undertook an After Event Review which incorporated qualitative
operational research methods into a Lessons Learned process. Typically a
Lessons Learned cycle involves five steps: preparation, collection, analysis,
endorsement, and change. Often, the process relies upon initial observations
without the benefit of independent analysis. The After Event Review refined
the preparation, collection and analysis stages by focusing on analytical
methodologies and inserting subject matter expert validation throughout the
process. Beginning with a mission analysis in the preparation phase, the
researchers were able to determine the expected outcomes against which to
appraise the ability of the partners’ collective success. It was also necessary
to determine a capability framework against which to assess the overall
planning and operations. For this purpose, the US Department of Homeland
Security’s Target Capability List was selected. During the collection phase,
interview surveys, a social network analysis and case studies were employed
and resulted in the identification of nine critical issues for analysis. Using the
capability assessment approach, the researchers were then able to identify
best practices and corrective actions which could be applied to future
domestic security operations.
Subject matter experts were consulted
throughout to determine if the findings were indicative of operational realities.
The resulting conclusions could lead to recommendations for the
consideration of change authorities within the federal security community.
The enhanced Lessons Learned approach gave the final results a level of
validation that may not normally be recognized through a less thorough
process.
Keywords: Lessons Learned, after event review, social network analysis,
v2010, security planning, operational research
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Knowledge Ontology in Labor Outsourcing Environments
Óscar Arias Londoño
Student of PhD in Administration, Universidad Eafit, Colombia
Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to show progress on ontological
aspects of tacit knowledge, found in Colombia's textile companies where
outsourcing occurs. It is a qualitative study based on four concepts that are
analized in a spiral: identity, autonomy, tacit knowledge and ontology; citing
authors such as Foucault, Kant, Nonaka-Takeuchi, and Bédard. Partial
results show that changes in the tacit knowledge occur when workers move
from having a direct contract to be subcontracted; is also observed that these
changes occur in parallel in the ontological dimension, identity and autonomy
of workers. The idea of focusing the analysis on the ontological dimension
arises from the need for a debate on a general presumption in the academic
literature, where the new knowledge in companies must be managed through
strategically designed programs. This paper shows that tacit knowledge is
also a result of contingencies arising from decisions on contract workers. The
value and usefulness of the partial results for the future of this research is to
provide criteria to broaden understanding of tacit knowledge in textile
companies, based on analysis of current policies of labor flexibility in today's
world.
Keywords: Ontology, tacit knowledge, identity, autonomy, labor outsourcing

Proposal For A 2.0 Knowledge Management Model for
“Medellin, Cluster City (Medellin, City of Knowledge)
Lillyana María Giraldo Marín1, Jenny Martínez Crespo2, José Alfredo
Vásquez Paniagua2 and Luis Joyanes Aguilar3
1
School of Engineering, Universidad de Medellín, Colombia
School of Economic and Managerial Sciences, Universidad de Medellin,
Colombia
3
Universidad Pontificia de Salamanca, Madrid, España
Abstract: According to studies conducted in emerging economies, clusters
are defined as strategies leading to power regional economic growth
processes around the globe. This happens through knowledge creation,
appropriation, transfer and distribution. Agents belonging to diverse sectors
are involved into clusters such as the governmental sector, private, gild,
entrepreneurial and the educational. Clusters are nowadays a fundamental
tool to stimulate entrepreneurial growth in cities since it strengthens
competitiveness in the regions and in the economies. Clusters allow
companies from a certain sector to build business networks; spot new trade
niches and become more competitive and more sustainable. As a top priority
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of its strategic plan of development, Medellin has given emphasis to the
project “Medellin, a Cluster City”. This project makes part of a bigger plan
called “Medellin, City of Knowledge”. Setting up and supporting clusters
demand from the city proper knowledge infrastructure which leads it to
achieve diverse objectives; objectives aiming at creating innovation, a
chrysalis adapted to the city’s context. This article presents a knowledge
transfer model supported by Web 2.0 platforms which assists collaboration
and interaction (generating associativity and cooperation) as fundamental
components of clusters. Under these approaches and the supportive
technologies, collective intelligence is expected to surge. The knowledge
transfer model is based on Nonaka and Takeuchi’s knowledge creation
model.
Keywords: Cluster, Knowledge transfer model, Web 2.0, collective
intelligence

Similarity and Accuracy of Shared Mental Models and its
Impact on Process Stability in Steel Production: First Results
of a Knowledge Audit Methodology
Nina Groß1, Annette Kluge1, Gabriele vom Ende2, and Thomas
Schneeberger2
1
University Duisburg-Essen, Department Computer and Cognitive
Sciences, Organisation and Economic Psychology, Duisburg, Germany
2
Hüttenwerke Krupp Mannesmann, Department of Vocational Training,
Duisburg, Germany
Abstract: Based on the assumption that a higher degree of similarity and
accuracy of the four types of Shared Mental Models (SMM) lead to more
stable processes, a Knowledge Audit (KA) has been developed for
Hüttenwerke Krupp Mannesmann (HKM), a steel producing company in
Duisburg, Germany, which is based on a SMM measurement approach. This
approach fits the HKM specific needs (e.g. rotating shift, decentralized shift
over) based on the assumption that SMM are regarded as essential elements
to coordinate the adaptability of work groups which allows them to act
purposefully and mindfully as a unit. In the present study, SMM are selected
to develop an innovative approach to measure within a KA what is assumed
to improve team performance which leads to a more stable (slap casting)
process.
Keywords: Shared mental models; knowledge management; experience
management; stable processes; measuring
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What’s your Strategy for Measuring IT & Non-IT for Knowledge
Management in an Organisation?
Ravinder Singh Kahlon and Man-Chie Tse
Middlesex University, School of Engineering and Information Sciences
The Burroughs, London, UK
Abstract: This paper presents and describes a new pragmatism orientation
technique for identifying and measuring knowledge management to grow an
organisation. The technique brings together Dilip Bhatt KM components. The
empirical study presents results, a Kiviat diagram, highlights the principal
significance for comparison alignment between two KM models (Non-IT and
IT connections) using Composite Features Diagramming methodology. This
method illustrates an abundance characteristics component results in visual
qualitative technique that also enables conducted quantitative evaluation to
fundamentally analyse, measure and transform an organisation success level
retrospectively. It studies these links in a Healthcare organisation context,
where KM is a strategic concern. Finally, further recommendation is
subsequently addressed for future exploration works.
Keywords: knowledge management (KM), composite features diagramming
(CFD), knowledge management systems (KMS), knowledge management
models (KMM), information technology (IT) models metrics, Kiviat

Scope of Knowledge Management for Improving Performance
in Call Centre Service Delivery
Pushkal Pandey, Sandra Moffett and Rodney McAdam
University of Ulster, United Kingdom
Abstract: As in other services, call centres may primarily be characterized by
their interface, the point where the customer and provider meet (Teboul,
1991). The interaction plays a major role in forming the customer’s perception
of the company and hence will determine its success (Bitner, 1990; Bitner,
Booms, & Tetrault, 1990). Performance in a call centre service interaction is
influenced by three interacting dyads, namely customer-agent, agentknowledgebase, agent-management.
When a customer is calling a call centre, his/her first interaction is with the
Interactive voice response system, which is basically a automatic knowledge
repository designed to help customers in solving basic queries; if the
customers queries are not resolved here, the next stage is the interaction with
the agent. The agents interact with their reference database on the desktop to
obtain information on the customer and his query. Management has to
interact with the agent in terms of providing consistent on/off floor
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training/support, monitoring and appraisal in handling customer calls. The
goals of a successful customer encounter would be forfeited only when the
agent is able to communicate with its counterparts in all three dyads, in the
most effective and efficient manner.
Therefore, the questions this research is asking are:
 What is required of each of these interactions in order to be effective? and
 How can the available knowledge resources be utilised to the optimum to
remove unwanted glitches so that appropriate efficiency in the processes
can be achieved?
To answer the first question the research will involve an analysis of the
customer-agent interaction, regarding what constitutes an effective service
encounter from the customer’s stand point. This will involve a qualitative
investigation into what factors influence customer satisfaction (involving
literature review, interviews and focus groups with call centre staff)
contributing towards forming a survey to be used to analyse customer
perception of these factors with regards to their influence on overall
satisfaction with the interaction.
The second research question will involve a content analysis of the available
knowledge base to see if they contribute to the effectiveness of the service as
identified from the first research question, and also path analysis of the
communication system in a call centre with attention to identifying hurdles
and ensuring efficient flow of information in between all the actors.
This research contributes towards both theory and practice of performance
management in understanding the needs that call centre communication must
meet so as to produce positive experiences for their customers.
Keywords: Performance management, Knowledge management, call centre
service

A Model for Risk Analysis in the Process of Building a
Knowledge Cluster in Colombia
José Vásquez Paniagua
Facultad de Ciencias Económicas y Administrativas, Universidad de
Medellín, Colombia, and Universidad EAFIT, Colombia
Abstract:
In such a competitive world, where companies face new
challenges every day, clusters, defined as strategies that dynamize national,
regional or world economic growth, have become a space leading to
knowledge creation, ownership, transferring and diffusion inside companies.
This strategy represents a growing source for companies and cities as much
as they allow companies belonging to a common sector group into business
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networks, also, they can spot new business opportunities and become more
competitive and sustainable. Knowledge clusters involve different agents from
diverse nature such as governmental, private, industrial, educational or
entrepreneurial. In other words, these represent a space where demandants
(companies) and knowledge offerors (universities, research institutes,
consulting groups, etc) interact.These clusters’ main goal is to support
knowledge creation, ownership, and application processes which can lead to
a better development of competitiveness among companies by means of
creating a dynamic exchange of information among the companies belonging
to the cluster. This paper aims at presenting a model for risk analysis in the
process of building a knowledge cluster between private companies and high
education institutions (IES*) from a qualitative point of view. This
methodology has been used in a process of building a knowledge cluster in
Colombia.
Keywords: Knowledge cluster, risk, knowledge network, philosophy
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Collaborative Decision Support System Proposal Model to
Reduce Delay of airline Operation Process and Implementation
for Istanbul Ataturk Airport
Celal Hakan Kağnıcıoğlu1 and Savaş S. Ateş2
1
Anadolu University, School of Industrial Arts, Eskişehir, Turkey
2
Anadolu University, School of Civil Aviation, Eskişehir, Turkey
Abstract: The most important difference of airline transportation service from
other transportation services is the short duration of transportation time.
However, delays and cancellations in airline transportations reduce this
advantage. In order to minimize costs and maximize revenues of companies
in airline service processes, scheduling plans must be prepared and
implemented in correct way. Delays and cancellations due to disruptions
cause extra costs and extra work because of replanings for the companies in
this process. According to researches, one minute delay costs companies
between 39.4 and 48.6 Euros. It is estimated that the total cost of delays and
cancellations to the aviation service companies is about 5.1 billion Euros in
Europe, annually. According to the report of Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change, more than 18 % of the fuel is used due to unproductively in
the operations in aviation and this can be prevented by the right management
of these operations. According to literature review, it is determined that
various models are used for the management of delays in aviation
companies. The developed models are usually tried to minimize the delays by
the optimum arrangement of the schedules. However, not so many studies
can be found about correct management of disruptions in order to minimize
delays. The most important reason of it is to give the entire responsibility only
to the airline companies for the correct management of disruptions and to
present airline services, totally. Therefore, this shows the necessity of
collaborative disruption management approach in airline service process. In
the progressing Scientific Research Project, it is aimed to propose an
innovative decision support system for the management of delays and
cancellations, which is one of the most important problems of civil aviation
sector. This decision support system is to present the decision alternatives
that is able to be used in disruption management for the possible delays to
the people working in airline service process. Then, the decision maker will
decide on what to do to manage it according to these decision alternatives.
By the help of this decision support system, economic, social and ecologic
effects of delays and cancellations are tried to be decreased for the
companies in airline service process. The delays and cancellations are tried
to be predicted before it is happened in order to minimize the deviations in
planned schedules by the proposed model. The proposed model is important
because it supports the studies about Ataturk Airport CDM Project which is a
part of IATA, ACI and EUROCONTROL Projects, and helps the ground
handling companies to manage disruptions. Moreover, it will be a basement
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for the related studies made in different disciplines. Besides, it is very
important to support the civil aviation developments in Turkey by this type of
academic studies. It is planned to collect data by literature review and
surveys then analyze this data by statistical tools like regression, factor
analysis and structural equation modelling and finally propose a decision
support system model to help the decision makers.
Keywords: Airline management, disruption management, decision support
system, Istanbul Atatürk Airport

The Multiculturality Aspects in Knowledge Management within
the Slovak Industrial Enterprises
Dagmar Caganova, Jana Sujanova and Milos Cambal
Slovak University of Technology, Faculty of Materials Science and
Technology,Slovaka
Abstract: The phenomenon of globalisation has been persistent since the
last decade of 20th century and is still a factor that influences organisations
and people these days: businessmen, entrepreneurs, public sector
employees and professionals communicating with people from other cultures
face to face or in an electronic form. Therefore, people should understand
and respect their counterparts and they should strive to improve their
competencies in order to boost their work effectiveness. Managing
multicultural aspects and differences becomes imperative for managerial
work. Understanding business environment creates a basis for competitive
advantage while successful adjustment to the changes is a necessary for
survival on the market. Furthermore, the contemporary situation in the arena
of knowledge management, particularly in intercultural management
underlines the main concepts that both academicians and industrial
enterprises should focus on. To understand the culture effect within the
organisation is a fundamental prerequisite of effective intercultural
management. Culture is perceived as a value to be exploited and benefited
from, as well as knowledge to be applied to a useful purpose – achieving
business goals. Thus, culture is finding its place of significance in the
experience of global individuals. As the workplaces become more diverse,
culture and intercultural management gain more importance. The importance
stems from the fact that the present world is not a homogenous “monoculture”
and the organisations increasingly face two simultaneously evolving issues:
a) the challenges presented when companies / enterprises move to new,
often culturally different locations; and b) labour mobility that resulted in
diverse workplaces where people from different cultural backgrounds share
their work experience. This presents a twofold challenge for companies and
underlines the need to focus on intercultural management as a part of
knowledge management.To conclude, the globalisation impact and
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international business underline the intercultural management importance. In
actual conditions it is necessary to deal with this field of management to
ensure high performance of organisations, especially the global ones. In the
article the outcome represents multiculturality survey and the focus is put on
the Slovak Industrial enterprises and the survey results that are highlighted,
explained and supported by the statistics and graphs.
Keywords: knowledge management, globalisation, survey, multiculturality,
industrial enterprises
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Communities of Practice and the Development of
Comprehensive Knowledge Management Models
Päivi Sihvo1, Arttu Puhakka2 and Katja Väyrynen1
1
North Karelia University of Applied Sciences, Joensuu, Finland
2
University of Eastern Finland, Joensuu, Finland
Abstract: The eOSMO - Providing Support for Advancing Social and Health
Care Services through New Innovations in Knowledge Management project
developed knowledge management (KM) solutions for four organisations in
the social and health care sector. The project also developed a regional
network of KM and a knowledge-enhancing career path model.
Keywords: comprehensive knowledge management model, community of
practice, knowledge leadership, innovation capability, knowledge network
Communities of Practice as Developers
The core of the development efforts was built around different communities of
practice (CP). Members of a CP wish to share their knowledge, to learn
together, and to develop new knowledge and skills through constant
interaction with one another within the framework of the shared values (see
Wenger 2006; Hakkarainen et al. 2003). The CPs developed knowledge
management tools and comprehensive models which were suitable for their
own organisation. The development efforts were supported by coaching,
which used an approach that emphasised dialogue to create a shared
understanding of the subject to be developed. This is how the CPs produced
different solutions and chose the most well-suited ones for their own
organisation.
Comprehensive Models of Knowledge Management
KM can be defined as referring to all purposeful and planned activities which
are used to renew, foster, develop, share, utilise and acquire the knowledge
required by the strategy of an organisation (Viitala 2007). Hence development
efforts relating to the organisation’s KM were started by a CP which involved
the organisation’s top leadership. This CP defined the strategic core
competencies of the organisation, which were founded on the organisation’s
strategy, goals, future challenges and changes in the operating environment.
After this, a CP involving the superiors and employees of the organisation
was set up to develop tools and instructions for mapping the existing
knowledge and drafting a knowledge development plan. These tools and
instructions included knowledge maps, knowledge surveys, individual and
group discussions and knowledge development plans at different levels of the
organisation. The tools were tested in trial projects. The experiences gained
from the trial projects served as the foundation for the organisation’s
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leadership to develop, with the help of a ‘dynamic puzzle’, a comprehensive
KM model suitable for the organisation’s needs, strategic goals and
structures. The pieces of the puzzle describe the different components of KM
(see Figure 1), which can be dynamically joined together in different
combinations to meet the needs of the organisation. The KM models were
described in writing and they included process descriptions and flow charts.
KM should be linked to decision-making which is dependent on, or affected
by, knowledge resources (Boudreau & Ramstad 2010). Hence, the KM
models were included as part of the organisations’ operational and financial
management. This can be seen in the process descriptions, in which KM is
linked to financial and operational management and human resources
planning. This is how KM supports operational and financial management and
enables activities which are in accordance with the organisation’s strategy
(Figure 2).

Figure 1: Knowledge management and leadership in the eOSMO project. ©
The eOSMO project, Arttu Puhakka, Katja Väyrynen, Päivi Sihvo.
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Figure 2: Knowledge management as part of operational and financial
management. © The eOSMO project, Arttu Puhakka, Katja Väyrynen, Päivi
Sihvo.
Knowledge-Enhancing Career Path Model
The project also developed operating models promoting knowledge
assurance, renewal, sharing and development. This gave birth to the idea of
a knowledge enhancing career path model, which looks at knowledge
development from the viewpoint of the goals of the organisation and the
individual. The significance of tacit knowledge and knowledge sharing were
highlighted, which gave birth to the idea of a ‘key expert’. A key expert has
strategically significant knowledge the sharing and transfer of which should
be taken care of within the organisation. This is why it is important to
recognise key experts and to utilise their knowledge.
Regional Network of Knowledge Management
The project established a regional network of KM for the social and health
care sector, which works in accordance with the principles of the community
of practice. The central tasks of the network are to foresee regional
knowledge needs, to direct the knowledge development efforts in accordance
with the regional strategy, and to support the regional actors in issues relating
to knowledge management. This is how the network plays a role in the
renewal of social and health care services.
Conclusions
A total of four comprehensive, organisation-oriented KM models were
created. These models cannot be transferred to other organisations without
making the necessary, organisation-specific alterations. Indeed, each
organisation should develop and create a model of its own, which is suitable
in view of the strategy, goals and operations of the organisation.
The KM model presented in Figure 1 and the ‘dynamic puzzle’ have proven to
be efficient tools in the development of the KM models and in their integration
into the organisation’s operations. The development of the process
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descriptions, instructions and forms relating to the comprehensive model
provide support for understanding the significance of KM, the structuring of
the entity, and the introduction of the model. They can also be used to ensure
that KM becomes part of the organisation’s operational and financial
management. However, the main benefits of the development efforts relating
to KM can be found in the emerging dialogue on the organisation’s future,
goals and knowledge base.
The CPs in the eOSMO project were consciously constructed and the
members had been selected based on their interest and they represented the
different levels and professions of the organisations. They served as
communities for learning and development in which the members learned and
developed their organisations’ knowledge management and the related tools
while seeking to overcome the limitations of their current practices. In this
respect, the CP can be referred to as innovative communities of practice. The
organisations also have unofficial CP, but in our opinion, it is the consciously
formed CP that constitute the unused resource within organisations.
It seems that the introduction of the KM model requires the following things:
KM as an integral part of operational and financial management, commitment
of the leadership and superiors, in-depth understanding of KM throughout the
organisation, and goal-oriented leadership that enables learning at different
levels of the organisation. Understanding of KM requires personal reflection
of its significance, testing the developed tools within the organisation, and
thus a clear vision of KM and leadership as a whole.
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